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Summary 

The Ministry of Defence (MoD) is making significant changes to its provision of logistics 
support for front line aircraft. Under the new arrangements, these maintenance lines will 
be reduced to two: “forward” and “depth”.  

It is only four years since the Defence Aviation Repair Agency (DARA) was established to 
provide MoD with a competitive alternative to private industry. During that time, DARA 
has, by common consent, provided a good service to the RAF and has consistently 
returned a profit. The Committee’s view is that the MoD has contributed to a period of 
unnecessary turbulence and uncertainty in aviation logistics provision. 

For fast jet aircraft (Harrier GR9 and Tornado GR4), depth support will transfer from 
DARA St Athan, South Wales, where it is carried out largely by civilian tradesmen, to RAF 
Main Operating Bases where it will be carried out by RAF tradesmen supplemented by 
tradesmen from the aircraft manufacturer. For rotary wing aircraft (helicopters), depth 
support will, by contrast, be provided at DARA Fleetlands, Hampshire, by RAF tradesmen 
and DARA civilian tradesmen. We are concerned that these inconsistent arrangements will 
not be sustainable over the long term. MoD’s rationale for these changes is based on 
ensuring that RAF manpower is available for crises. It aims to cut costs by removing 
unnecessary and wasteful duplications of support, and employing modern manufacturing 
techniques. The new arrangements for support carry risks: the long term sustainability of 
efficiency programmes; potential over-dependency on industry, and the capability of the 
RAF’s new support processes to meet surge demands.  

The DARA Trades Unions assert that there are serious problems with the new 
arrangements at RAF Marham and RAF Cottesmore including damage to aircraft and 
inability of the new arrangements to meet surges in demand. MoD denies these claims, and 
maintains that Harrier GR9 and Tornado GR4 support is being provided in a more 
efficient and cost effective manner than before. The Committee recommends an 
independent audit of the Harrier programme and if necessary a delay to the Tornado 
changes to allow the lessons to be taken into account.  

The future of DARA is uncertain: some of its businesses are to be closed down; others are 
to be market tested. The prospects for the DARA St Athan site, including its recently 
completed Superhangar facility costing over £100m, are in particular doubt. Seen with the 
benefit of hindsight, MoD’s decision to go ahead with building the Superhangar at DARA 
St Athan at a time when it was reviewing its logistic support provision was 
incomprehensible and we recommend an investigation by the National Audit Office and 
the Wales Audit Office. It was also a clear example of a lack of joined-up Government. But 
now that the Superhangar with its impressive state-of-the-art facilities has been built, it is 
vital that MoD works with other government bodies to attract commercial investment 
there.  
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1 Introduction 

Background 

1. In an increasingly volatile world, it is vital that the UK’s Armed Forces are properly 
configured, equipped and supported. The 2003 Defence White Paper, Delivering Security in 
a Changing World,1 set out the case for flexible Armed Forces to meet the threats of the 
post-Cold War world. In 2003, the Ministry of Defence (MoD) commissioned a review of 
its logistics provision for air and land forces on the premise that the Armed Forces supply 
chain should reflect this flexibility. The report, Streamlining End to End Air and Land 
Logistics2 (subsequently referred to as the End to End Review) was described by MoD as “a 
comprehensive review of logistics process, from the front line to industry”.3 

2. The End to End Review identified potential opportunities for increased flexibility and 
efficiency savings in the logistics support chain. The key points were announced on 16 
September 2004:4 

 The four lines of aircraft maintenance would be reduced to two: “forward” and “depth”;  

 the Harrier Joint Upgrade Maintenance Programme (JUMP) would be concentrated 
“forward” at RAF Cottesmore;5  

 Depth support for the Tornado GR4 aircraft would be concentrated “forward” at RAF 
Marham;  

 By contrast, support for rotary wing aircraft would be concentrated “back” to DARA 
Fleetlands; 

 The MoD would explore, with the Welsh Development Agency and other Government 
Departments, alternative options for DARA St Athan, previously the hub of Harrier 
and Tornado GR4 deep maintenance.  

3. This announcement was noted by our predecessors on the Defence Committee who 
expressed concern that “the new arrangements at RAF Marham will need to match, if not 
exceed, the high standards set by the skilled workers at DARA St Athan”.6 

Our inquiry 

4. On 21 July 2005, this Committee announced that it would be inquiring into:  

the delivery of frontline capability to the RAF. This will include the examination of 
the progress being made in implementing MoD’s decisions regarding the future 

 
1 Cm 6041 

2 Streamlining End to End Air and Land Logistics, 1 July 2003, JJ Dowdy McKinsey & Co.  

3 Ev 49 

4 HC Deb, 16 September 2004, c 164–165 

5 The JUMP is a programme which will upgrade all Harrier GR7 aircraft to GR9. 

6 Future Capabilities, 17 March 2005, HC 45-1  
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support of military aircraft, such as the decision to concentrate on-aircraft support of 
the Tornado GR4 ‘forward’ at RAF Marham. The Committee will be particularly 
interested in the implications of these decisions for the Defence Aviation and Repair 
Agency (DARA).7  

As part of our inquiry, we visited RAF Marham on 16 November 2005 and DARA St 
Athan on 21 November 2005.  

5. In undertaking our inquiry, we took oral evidence at the Civic Centre, Barry, Vale of 
Glamorgan, on 21 November 2005 from representatives of the main Trades Unions at 
DARA St Athan (Amicus, Prospect and PCS Union) and Mr Archie Hughes, Chief 
Executive of DARA. We also took oral evidence at Westminster on 29 November 2005 
from Mr Stephen Hill, former Chief Executive of DARA, and from Rt Hon Adam Ingram 
MP, Minister for the Armed Forces, Air Vice Marshal Barry Thornton, Director General, 
Logistics (Strike), and Mr Nicholas Evans, Director General, Management and 
Organisation, MoD. 

6. We are grateful to all those who provided oral and written evidence to our inquiry and 
assisted with our visits. We are also grateful to the specialist advisers who assisted us: Mr 
Paul Beaver, Professor David Kirkpatrick and Air Vice Marshal Professor Tony Mason. 

 
7 www.parliament.uk/parliamentary_committees/defence_committee/def050721___no__02.cfm 
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2 Changes to aircraft support 

RAF aircraft support arrangements 

7. Until the Minister’s announcement of 16 September 2004, aircraft maintenance was 
carried out at four types of location: squadron (known as first Level), station (second level), 
major repair facility (the Defence Aviation Repair Agency) (third level) and manufacturer 
(fourth level). Minor maintenance, incorporating the first and second levels and ranging 
from minor repairs and minor regular servicing, was carried out at the RAF station. Depth 
support, known as the third level, and incorporating more significant damage repair and 
scheduled major servicing of aircraft, was carried out within the Defence Aviation Repair 
Agency (DARA). Support requiring aircraft design authority knowledge, and involving the 
complete overhaul and modification of aircraft, known as the fourth level, was undertaken 
by the aircraft manufacturer.  

8. The changes to the provision of aircraft support, announced by the Minister on 16 
September 2004, had particular impact on DARA, the provider of third level depth 
support, which was to lose its status as the provider of depth support for Tornado GR4 fast 
jets. DARA had, until March 2004, also been responsible for providing depth support for 
Harrier fast jets, but lost the contract for future support to RAF Cottesmore. 

The Defence Aviation Repair Agency 

9. DARA was formed in 1999 following a recommendation in 1998 in The Strategic 
Defence Review (SDR)8 that the Naval Aircraft Repair Organisation (NARO) and the RAF 
Maintenance Group Defence Agency (MGDA) should be amalgamated to form a single 
Agency. The SDR stated that the new Agency would become a Trading Fund “as soon as 
practical”.9 DARA became a trading fund, with MoD as the shareholder, on 1 April 2001.  

10. An important role of the DARA trading fund was, according to its first Chief Executive, 
Mr Stephen Hill, to provide MoD with an “industry benchmark” to compare cost and 
quality of services.10 In January 2001, our predecessors on the Defence Committee held an 
inquiry into the decision to make DARA a trading fund. The Committee’s report 
welcomed DARA’s change of status but also noted that: 

If DARA cannot deliver reduced prices and better performance, the MoD might be 
increasingly driven to place more of its repair work directly with industry, which 
would effectively leave DARA to wither on the vine.11 

11. DARA currently comprises five businesses spread over four sites: the fixed wing depth 
support business at St Athan, Vale of Glamorgan; rotary wing support and the engine 
maintenance business at Fleetlands, Hampshire; the electronics business at Sealand, 
Flintshire; and the components business at Almondbank, Perthshire. 

 
8 Strategic Defence Review, Cm 3999 

9 Ibid 

10 Ev 44 

11 The Draft Defence Aviation Repair Agency Trading Fund Order 2001, Fourth Report of Session 2000–01, HC 261 
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Changing strategic context 

12. DARA was established during a time of changing assumptions about the role of the 
UK’s Armed Forces. MoD, in common with other NATO countries, was still adapting to 
the end of Cold War certainties where Western Armed Forces were configured and 
equipped to meet large scale conventional and nuclear threats from the Warsaw Pact. By 
the end of the Cold War in the mid-1990s, there was an acceptance that UK Armed Forces 
would need to adapt to meet new threats such as asymmetric warfare and world terrorism, 
within budgetary constraints and domestic calls for a realisation of a post Cold-War peace 
dividend.  

13. A key assumption of the 2003 Defence White Paper, Delivering Security in a Changing 
World: Future Capabilities, was that the Armed Forces should be capable of deploying 
forces to multiple, concurrent, small to medium-scale operations over a wide geographical 
area.12 For the RAF, this has resulted in a switch of emphasis from operating from fixed 
main bases to a focus on enabling the swift deployment of aircraft as part of an 
expeditionary task force.  

14. Within this changed strategic context the RAF is being asked to do more with fewer 
people: the number of RAF personnel is being reduced from 48,000 to 41,500 by 2008 and 
the number of RAF fast jet aircrews will be reduced from 210 to 170. It is assumed that 
future war fighting will be conducted by mobile expeditionary forces using high tech 
equipment. The RAF personnel we met at RAF Marham told us that this required 
enhanced flexibility and agility throughout its supply chain.  

End to End Review 

15. In 2003, MoD commissioned the management consultancy McKinsey and Company to 
conduct a review of its RAF logistics provision. MoD commissioned the End to End Review 
because it had reached the judgment that: 

Operational experience—not just from Operation Telic13 but from multiple 
operations—indicates that there is scope to improve logistic support to the front line. 
Furthermore, Defence faces extraordinary resource pressures.14  

The Defence Logistics Transformation Programme (DLTP), led by the Chief of Defence 
Logistics, was the programme responsible for implementing improvements to logistic 
support identified in the Review. 

16. The End to End Review, which had been presented to MoD in July 2003, identified 
three broad options for future support of RAF aircraft. To concentrate “forward” certain 
aircraft platforms to RAF Main Operating Bases (MOBs); to concentrate “backwards” the 
same platforms to the Defence Aviation Repair Agency (DARA) sites; or a hybrid solution 
with some platforms concentrated forward and others concentrated backwards.  

 
12 Cm 6041 

13 Operation Telic refers to the deployment, war fighting and initial transition to peace phases of United Kingdom 
operations in Iraq in 2003.  

14 Streamlining End to End Air and Land Logistics, 1 July 2003, J J Dowdy McKinsey & Co. 
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17. On 24 March 2004, the Ministry of Defence announced that the Harrier Joint Upgrade 
Maintenance Programme (JUMP) would be located at RAF Cottesmore, Lincolnshire, an 
RAF MOB, rather than at DARA St Athan, which had been responsible for Harrier 
maintenance. The Minister of State for the Armed Forces told the House the following day 
that “This decision has been taken at this point, because of the need to protect the critical 
operation in-service date for the Harrier GR9”.15  

18. Further key points relating to air logistics resulting from the DLTP were announced by 
the Minister on 16 September 2004.16 These were: 

 The existing four lines of aircraft maintenance (described in paragraph 7) would in 
future become two: “forward” and “depth”. Forward support would be carried out by 
RAF tradesmen employed on operational squadrons; and depth support, comprising 
what used to be called 2nd to 4th line support, would be carried out by RAF tradesmen 
at RAF MOBs, supplemented by civilian contractors from the aircraft design authority; 

 Reaffirmation of the March 2004 announcement that the Harrier JUMP programme 
would be concentrated at RAF Cottesmore;17  

 Depth support for the Tornado GR4 aircraft would be concentrated “forward” at RAF 
Marham, Norfolk; 

 In contrast, support for rotary wing aircraft (Lynx, Chinook and Sea King helicopters) 
would be concentrated “back” to DARA Fleetlands, Hampshire; 

 The MoD would explore with the Welsh Development Agency and other Government 
Departments alternative options for DARA St Athan, South Wales, previously the hub 
of Harrier and Tornado GR4 depth maintenance.  

19. On 8 November 2005, the Minister announced that all fast jet support would be 
relocated to RAF MOBs in April 2007, a year sooner than previously announced.18 The 
Minister also announced significant changes to the configuration of DARA: 

 Confirmation of the end of fast-jet support at St Athan in April 2007 (resulting in 500 
job losses); 

 support for the VC10 would remain at St Athan but opened up for market testing; 

 the closure, by April 2007, of the engine maintenance business at Fleetlands (resulting 
in 225 job losses); 

 rotary-wing support would be concentrated at Fleetlands and opened up for market 
testing; 

 
15 HC Deb, 25 March 2004, c 1144 

16 HC Deb, 16 September 2004, c 164–165 

17 The JUMP programme will upgrade all Harrier GR7 to GR9 aircraft. 

18 HC Deb, 8 November 2005, c 161 
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 the rotary wing component business at Almondbank, Perthshire, would be opened up 
for market testing; 

 the retention under MoD ownership of DARA’s electronics business in Sealand, North 
Wales, employing 600 people.19 

20. MoD told us that it expected these changes to result in the reduction of 1,500 RAF 
posts and 700 jobs at DARA.20 The Minister told the House that “Consolidating support 
for fast jets and helicopters will deliver net savings of some £70m over the next four years, 
with recurring annual savings of £40m thereafter.”21 

Principles behind the new arrangements  

21. MoD has based its decision on the future arrangements for depth support for RAF 
aircraft on two major considerations: Crisis Manpower Requirement (CMR) and cost 
effectiveness.  

Crisis Manpower Requirement 

22. MoD defines CMR in the following terms:  

RAF aircraft support policy is underpinned by a requirement for the RAF to have a 
sufficient number of tradesmen, capable of deploying to operational theatres to 
support aircraft—the total is referred to as the RAF Crisis Manpower Requirement.22  

23. CMR levels have changed significantly over recent years in line with the RAF’s 
changing role from operating from fixed bases to one capable of deploying as an 
expeditionary force. MoD told us that the operational environment now demanded that all 
deployed tradesmen be adequately trained in military skills to defend themselves and their 
working environment.  

24. The need for the RAF to augment the front line in times of crisis and conflict is clear. 
MoD judges that keeping its CMR on the front line in peacetime would be a wasteful use of 
resources, and that therefore CMR must be deployed from the depth support environment.  

25. We asked MoD to provide a generic model of how CMR is calculated and received a 
detailed memorandum explaining how CMR is calculated for deployments of varying 
duration.23 MoD told us that factors taken into account included the likely degree of 
support available from other sources at the deployment base and the number of aircraft 
deployed. MoD also told us that there was a residual manpower requirement to satisfy 
training, other operations and continued maintenance at the main operating and other 

 
19 HC Deb, 8 November 2005, c 161 

20 Ev 49 

21 HC Deb, 8 November 2005, c 161 

22 Ev 49 

23 Ev 62 
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bases.24 We found MoD’s arguments based on CMR unconvincing in some respects. This 
is discussed further in paragraphs 75–79. 

26. The RAF also explained during our visit to RAF Marham that its tradesmen would gain 
vital experience and skill enhancement by rotating between the depth and forward 
environments and that by locating both forward and depth tradesmen at the same location, 
family disturbance on rotation would be considerably reduced. 

The pulse line  

27. RAF MOBs are to operate a system of maintenance known as the “pulse line”. 
According to MoD:  

Pulse applies the methods of production to the delivery of depth maintenance. The 
work environment is configured in phases and the aircraft moves from phase to 
phase (pulse) at defined intervals, ensuring each phase is conducted to a set schedule 
of work.25  

This contrasts with the traditional maintenance method, used at DARA St Athan, whereby 
the aircraft remains stationary throughout its maintenance and components and personnel 
move to the aircraft.  

28. During our visit to RAF Marham, we saw a Tornado GR4 pulse line in the early stages 
of development. We were told that the timely availability of spare parts was critical to the 
success of pulse line. This would be achieved by the prime contractors being given 
incentives to take responsibility for the control of the supply chain and ensuring that 
component parts were available. The benefits of pulse line working were described by Air 
Vice Marshal Thornton: 

you have a predictability over the spares arising. An aircraft moves down the line: for 
the Harrier it is every 16 days. You know you are going to need component X every 
16 days. You can work with your supply base and give them a predictability of spares 
arising that you cannot when you have got lots of aircraft all coming, not in a 
planned progression to the same point, it is more of an ad hoc basis—so there is a lull 
for quite some time and then there is a crisis of demand—and so there is far more 
predictability with the pulse line.26  

29. During our inquiry we encountered strong support for the principles behind pulse line 
maintenance from personnel at RAF Marham and from both the former and current Chief 
Executives of DARA.27 MoD suggests that the main advantage of the pulse line over the 
traditional on-aircraft repair carried out at DARA St Athan is that in the pulse line work 
can be pre-programmed more easily and the need for parts predicted with more 
confidence.  

 
24 Ev 62 

25 Ev 52 

26 Q 151 

27 Q 50, Q 84 
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30. On the other hand, the trades unions told us that pulse line had significant risks 
because it involved the movement of aircraft through the pulse rather than personnel 
moving to aircraft. Catherine Speight, Amicus Regional Secretary, told us: 

We know from the investigations and evidence we have from the RAF system that 
one aircraft has been structurally damaged because it was moved on a jig when it 
should not have been. That is the difficulty when you build things on a pulse line. 
Mistakes like that can happen, whereas at St Athan the aircraft is stationary the 
whole time it is being worked on, and the manpower moves around it.28 

31. Although there are clearly inherent risks associated with moving highly sophisticated 
and expensive aircraft through a maintenance pulse line, if the risks are managed properly 
the benefits of quicker maintenance turnaround times and reduced costs may outweigh the 
risks. In any event, pulse lines could have been introduced at DARA St Athan (as they have 
been at DARA Fleetlands) and pulse line maintenance in itself is not a convincing reason 
for the decision to concentrate support at RAF Marham.  

32. We welcome MoD’s decision to embrace modern production techniques that are 
designed to achieve savings and efficiencies. The performance of the pulse line system 
can only be judged over time. The success of the pulse line will be dependent on 
industry’s ability to ensure aircraft components are readily available. Any delay in the 
availability of components would severely undermine the effectiveness of the pulse line. 
The RAF will have to ensure this risk is managed robustly. 

33. Given that MoD believes the pulse line will deliver significant improvements to the 
provision of support to RAF aircraft, it is surprising that it was not introduced sooner 
at St Athan. We recommend that MoD carefully monitor and evaluate its pulse lines 
supporting aircraft, giving particular attention to ensuring that supplies of 
components and technical support are provided in a timely fashion.  

Leaning 

34. During our visit to RAF Marham much emphasis was laid on the fact that they had 
introduced “leaning”—the reduction of waste by eliminating redundant practices in the 
support process. We were told that these “redundant practices” had been identified by RAF 
workforce and BAE Systems personnel, who had also designed their work systems and 
processes. We were told that this “bottom-up” approach had encouraged the workforce to 
take ownership of the new work systems.  

35. We were impressed by the evident commitment to leaning shown by the RAF and 
industry personnel we met at RAF Marham. Leaning, like pulse line, is not new and 
industry has many examples of ‘rationalisations’ to particular work processes and systems. 
Equally common are examples of such leaning programmes, despite the best of intentions, 
losing focus over the medium term with inefficiencies and waste creeping back in. We note 
the apparent success of the leaning programme at RAF Marham. We also note that this 
is still at its early stages and that the full transfer of Tornado support has yet to take 
place. We are concerned about the sustainability of leaning once it has done so. We are 

 
28 Q 9 
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concerned that leaning programmes either have a tendency to lose impetus with 
inefficiencies re-entering the system or prove counter-productive in leaning out vital 
processes.  

36. We recommend that MoD continue to seek out and eliminate inefficiencies in all its 
aircraft support processes but that it ensure that leaning does not go so far that the 
quality of maintenance is undermined by efforts to meet efficiency targets. 

Relationship with industry 

37. During our visit to RAF Marham we were struck by how closely RAF tradesmen 
worked with tradesmen from the two prime contractors, BAE Systems and Rolls Royce. 
We saw a mixture of Service and industry personnel working side by side servicing a 
Tornado GR4 and also working in a Pylon Bay. It was made clear to us that the RAF was 
embarking on a much closer relationship with industry than had previously been the case. 
Features of this closer working were described to us as facilitating knowledge transfer and 
“Gain-share” agreements whereby the RAF and industry shared both benefits and risks 
associated with aircraft support. Air Vice Marshal Thornton explained the advantages of 
“Gain-share” in the following terms: 

The previous way of delivering our support business would be that we would 
integrate all the outputs from the various support base, we would bear the risk, we 
would effectively incentivise industry such that the more unreliable a piece of 
equipment was the more they benefited from that. Moving to an output based 
contract where industry, the design authority, has the responsibility for delivering 
available and capable platforms to the front-line and is incentivised to do so through 
improving their profit against reduced costs whilst meeting the performance targets, 
that is the gain share mechanism, and they have better ability to use their design 
authority knowledge to improve the performance of the aircraft and reliability of the 
aircraft through life. They also have a better leverage over the supply chain.29  

38. The potential benefits for the RAF of closer working with industry are clear, in 
particular the reduction of the perverse incentive that the more unreliable a piece of 
equipment was, the more industry benefited, as described by Air Vice Marshal Thornton. 
But so are the risks. These risks include a potential conflict of interests over the medium 
term between the RAF, which is seeking quality support at minimal cost, and its 
commercial supplier seeking to satisfy its shareholders by maximising profit. Whist these 
aims are not necessarily mutually exclusive, and may be compatible because it is in the 
interests of both the RAF and industry to have a long term partnership, there is a risk that 
“Gain-share” will quickly result in tensions. The potential for tension was acknowledged by 
Air Vice Marshal Thornton who told us “I would expect over time that it becomes more 
difficult to get to gain-share. I do not think, by any stretch of the imagination, we are in the 
most effective position yet.”30  

He also said that: 

 
29 Q 163 

30 Q 165 
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What this does is give industry a long-term business portfolio. It gives them long-
term survival ability, which is vital to me in terms of supporting today’s aircraft 
through to their out of service dates.31 

39. We recognise that close partnerships with industry in the provision of aircraft 
support through “gain-share” agreements may result in real benefits for the RAF and 
value for money for the taxpayer not least by reducing perverse incentives for industry. 
We note Air Vice Marshal Thornton’s concerns about the difficulties of sustaining 
gain-share over the long term and we expect MoD to monitor and evaluate these 
agreements very carefully. Beginning in January 2006, we intend to consider the wider 
issue of MoD’s partnerships with industry in our inquiry into MoD’s Defence 
Industrial Strategy.  

 
31 Q 165 
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3 The new arrangements in practice 

Fast jets: Harrier GR9 support  

40. The Harrier GR9 is the RAF’s primary close support aircraft and is an avionics and 
weapons upgrade of the Harrier GR7 which was first deployed on operations in 1980. Its 
out of service date is expected to be “in the late 2010s”.32  

41. On 25 March 2004, MoD announced that the Harrier Joint Upgrade and Maintenance 
Programme (JUMP) would be located at RAF Cottesmore in partnership with BAE 
Systems, instead of at DARA St Athan which had previously been responsible for Harrier 
support.33 The Minister explained the decision to concentrate JUMP at RAF Cottesmore: 

because of the need to protect the critical operation in-service date for the Harrier 
GR9. The solution at RAF Cottesmore offered the best value for money for defence, 
providing savings of more than £30 million through the life of the programme. Any 
delay in the decision would also have cost £800,000 a month.34 

42. The JUMP upgrade allows the carriage of the latest smart weapons and navigation and 
global positioning systems. The new weapons being integrated are the Storm Shadow, 
Brimstone and Maverick missile systems. The first Harrier GR7 aircraft to begin its upgrade 
entered the pulse line at RAF Cottesmore on 18 November 2004. The work on upgrading 
the 60 Harrier GR7 aircraft will be complete by April 2007, and maintenance work, in 
partnership with BAE Systems, will then continue at RAF Cottesmore. The change has 
resulted in the loss of 350 jobs at DARA St Athan.35  

43. The DARA trades unions claim that the Harrier JUMP at RAF Cottesmore has 
experienced significant problems. According to Amicus: 

civilian agency staff have been used to overcome the skills deficit at RAF Cottesmore, 
and now substantially outnumber service personnel...JUMP at RAF Cottesmore is 
experiencing significant problems including damage to aircraft as a result of poor 
maintenance and leading to aircraft being sent to BAE Systems, Lancashire, for 
major repair, increasing servicing times.36  

44. Amicus also told us: 

We believe that that is as a direct result of the level of expertise at Cottesmore, and 
that is not in any way to be critical of service expertise; but the expertise that is 
required on deep servicing is significantly different than for that which would be 
expected at first and second line.37 

 
32 Defence industrial Strategy, 15 December 2005, Cm 6697 

33 HC Deb, 25 March 2004, c 1144 

34 Ibid 

35 http://newsvote.bbc.co.uk/mpapps/pagetools/print/news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/wales/3563189.stm 
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45. The Unions claim that MoD is able to present its maintenance turn-around times more 
favourably because it has extended times between major and minor services. Amicus 
claimed in its submission to us that extending flying times “will put crews and aircraft, 
worth millions of pounds, at catastrophic risk and may interfere with front line 
operations”.38 

46. MoD maintains that the Harrier JUMP is meeting its performance and savings targets. 
MoD told us that JUMP: 

is delivering significant savings over the next four years. It has improved 
maintenance turn-round-times by 14 per cent, and reduced man-hours for the first 
10 aircraft in the programme by 13 per cent, with the total number of aircraft 
undergoing maintenance and/or upgrade programmes at any one time reducing 
from 24 to 13. This will enable more aircraft to be made available to front-line 
commands.39  

47. MoD refutes the Union claims of damage to Harriers in the pulse line. MoD told us 
that “No Harrier aircraft have been sent to BAE Systems Warton for major repair since the 
commencement of the Harrier Pulse Line”.40 

48. We pressed MoD particularly strongly on the question of the risks associated with 
extending flying times. MoD told us that: 

The flying time interval for the maintenance cycle of Harrier GR7/GR9 aircraft has 
recently been extended by 44 per cent from 500 to 720 flying hours for minor 
maintenance and from 2000 to 2880 flying hours for Major maintenance. The 
extension was approved in July 2005 following a two year study and in-depth 
analysis carried out in consultation with the aircraft, engine and equipment design 
authorities; there is no increase in engineering or operational risk.41 

During our visit to RAF Marham we were also told that RAF pilots would not contemplate 
flying aircraft if they felt that their safety had been compromised as a result of an extension 
in flying hours between servicing. 

49. When we asked MoD whether the move to RAF Cottesmore had resulted in genuine 
cost savings, Vice Air Marshal Thornton responded:  

by moving to a single joint upgrade and maintenance line at Cottesmore, we have 
taken 11 less aircraft from the front-line and we have reduced the cost by over 28 per 
cent against what were fixed price quotations for the old way of doing business. So, 
no, I do not accept that it is anything other than efficient and effective use of our 
resources.42 
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50. We note both the Unions’ claims of problems with the Harrier JUMP at RAF 
Cottesmore and MoD’s clear refutation of these claims. We pressed MoD particularly 
strongly on the impact of Harrier flying times and were assured that the decision to 
extend them was taken only after a long consultation with the Harrier design authority 
and that there was no increased risk to Harrier pilot safety. 

51. We recommend that MoD commission an independent audit of the Joint Upgrade 
Maintenance Programme at RAF Cottesmore to identify any issues and learn lessons 
which may impact on the programme to concentrate support of Tornado GR4 at RAF 
Marham. We further recommend that MoD adopt a more flexible timetable for rolling 
forward the Tornado GR4 to ensure sufficient time to upgrade the deep repair facilities 
at RAF Marham and to take advantage of any recommendations or information that 
may arise from the audit of the Harrier JUMP programme at RAF Cottesmore. 

Fast jets: Tornado GR4 support 

Background 

52. The Tornado GR4, the RAF’s primary ground attack aircraft, first entered service as the 
Tornado GR1 in 1979. Between 1996 and 2003, BAE Systems was responsible for the 
upgrade of the Tornado GR1 fleet to the GR4 version in time for the GR4 to be deployed to 
Iraq as part of Operation Telic. There are currently 140 Tornado GR4s in service and its 
out of service date is currently expected to be 2025. The 110 Tornado F3 (the air defence 
variant) is currently expected to be out of service by 2009.  

53. Tornado operating bases will be reduced from five (RAF Lossiemouth, RAF Leuchars, 
RAF Leeming, RAF Coningsby and RAF Marham) to two (RAF Lossiemouth and RAF 
Marham). 

54. The Minister announced on 16 September 2004 that for the Tornado, instead of 
support being spread over four locations—BAE Systems Warton (capability upgrades), 
DARA St Athan (major repair), and RAF Marham (minor repair) and RAF Lossiemouth 
(minor repair)—from 2007, all levels of support would be done only at the new depth hub, 
RAF Marham.43  

55. The RAF Marham Tornado Integrated Project Team, comprising RAF personnel and 
staff employed by the two prime contractors, BAE Systems and Rolls Royce, is responsible 
for ensuring the smooth transfer of work from DARA St Athan and for designing the work 
processes and systems to support work on the Tornado GR4.  

56. MoD expects these changes to result in: 

 the reduction in the number of personnel employed on Tornado maintenance from 2.6 
to 0.7 per aircraft, and 

 
43 HC Deb, 16 September 2004, c 164–165 
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 the reduction in the number of aircraft undergoing depth maintenance from 22 to 16 at 
any one time.44 

57. Against the projected cost savings, MoD has recognised that RAF Marham will need 
significant investment to upgrade its infrastructure to an acceptable level. MoD told us that 
“Latest estimates indicate the need to spend £5.9m on Depth Support facilities such as 
hangar floor resurfacing, gantry cranes and upgrading electrical power supplies.”45 

RAF Marham 

58. We visited RAF Marham on 16 November 2005 to see how the new support 
arrangements for Tornado aircraft were working in practice. MoD told us that “Based on 
current plans, all [Tornado] work will have transferred to RAF Marham by 2007”.46 Work 
on transferring Tornado aircraft from DARA St Athan to RAF Marham had already begun 
and during our visit we saw the eight maintenance pulse lines in their early stages of 
development and examples of leaning of work processes.  

Facilities 

59. MoD has told us that the new arrangements at RAF Marham will maintain the 
standard of work at DARA St Athan, as well as delivering both increased efficiency and 
cost savings. However DARA trades unions have identified some areas of concern, set out 
below, regarding the Tornado project at RAF Marham.  

60. The first concern was that “RAF Marham does not have sufficient in depth 
maintenance facilities to support the Tornado GR4 aircraft fleet and certainly nothing that 
compares with DARA St Athan”.47 During our visit to RAF Marham, it was acknowledged 
that its hangar facilities, built in the 1940s, were in need of investment. On the day of our 
visit the heating system was not functioning and tradesmen were working in very cold 
conditions. The contrast with the facilities at DARA St Athan was shown in stark relief 
when, the following week, we visited the new Superhangar there.  

61. MoD has acknowledged that it will need to spend an estimated £5.9m on updating the 
facilities at RAF Marham. While there is not expected to be a large increase in personnel at 
RAF Marham, there may also need to be further investment in housing and other facilities. 
We noted, for example, the lack of leisure facilities at RAF Marham.  

62. It seems perverse and wasteful for MoD to invest large amounts of public money to 
renovate the facilities at RAF Marham when it has at its disposal a state-of-the-art 
facility at St Athan. It is doubtful that the facilities at RAF Marham will ever match 
those at DARA St Athan, but given the decision to base Tornado GR4 support at RAF 
Marham, it is essential that MoD ensure that those who work there have the facilities 
they need. 
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Skills 

63. Amicus claims that: 

RAF personnel are not as well suited to the work of servicing, modifying and 
repairing military aircraft as the civilian workforce at DARA St Athan. Most RAF 
service personnel did not join the service to work in civilian type factory conditions 
and they have not had the same rigorous apprenticeship and specialist training.48  

MoD rejects these claims and points out that RAF personnel have always been involved in 
depth support and that RAF tradesmen undergo a long period of apprentice training. MoD 
also maintains that the close working partnership with BAE Systems and Rolls Royce 
personnel will facilitate knowledge transfer and that the regular rotation between the depth 
and front line environments will enhance tradesmen’s skills. We reiterate the concerns of 
our predecessors, that Tornado support at RAF Marham should match that provided at 
DARA St Athan. For this to be so, the RAF must ensure that its tradesmen are trained 
to the highest standard and that all tradesmen are given the opportunity to develop 
their skills through regular rotation between the forward and depth environments.  

Surge capacity 

64. The Unions claim that the pulse line at RAF Marham is undergoing considerable 
pressure due to “supervisory overstretch” meaning that there were too few supervisors 
managing tradesmen. We found no evidence of overstretch to the pulse line at RAF 
Marham but, as it is in its early stages of development, this is not surprising. Supervisory 
skills will continue to be of the utmost importance.  

65. The retention by the RAF of sufficient numbers of Senior NCOs will be 
fundamental to the long term success of this process. 

66. We are concerned that a “leaned” pulse line could potentially be overloaded at times of 
surge, such as during operations. If personnel and processes are reduced to such an extent 
that there is no capacity to meet surge, then front line capability will inevitably suffer when 
it most matters. The capability of meeting demand surges is an area where DARA St 
Athan, with its larger workforce and range of aircraft to support, has an advantage over the 
pulse line at RAF Marham. As Stephen Hill told us: 

[at DARA St Athan] we had the flexibility of a large workforce and being able to 
concentrate them where the customer has its greatest operational needs. So the 
example that I gave was Kosovo where we went on to 24-hour day, 7-day week 
working and generated Tornados and VC10s that went straight into the front line. In 
order to be able to do that we had the flexibility of moving people from a much wider 
base than a single operating base would have at the front line.49 
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67. In its response to the Defence Committee’s Future Capabilities report of March 2005, 
the Government maintained that surge workloads would be managed in a number of ways 
including:  

in the short term, increasing RAF labour productivity through reprioritisation of 
tasks, reduction of leave or training or an increase in working hours. For sustained 
periods of surge, we will continue to be able to use the existing arrangements that 
allow the use of approved aircraft maintenance organisations.50 

68. We are concerned about potential difficulties that over-leaning of processes at RAF 
Marham may bring. We expect MoD to monitor the pulse line, particularly during 
surges of demand, and to make credible contingencies in case of overload. We do not 
consider the reduction of leave entitlement or training to meet surge demand to be 
credible contingencies for meeting demand surges. We regret the loss of the flexibility 
to meet demand surges which the support arrangements at DARA St Athan currently 
provide. 

Plans for other fixed wing aircraft support 

69. Depth support for the Jaguar attack aircraft will be provided at DARA St Athan until its 
out of service date is reached in 2007.  

70. Depth support for the Tornado F3 will also be provided at DARA St Athan until April 
2007 and thereafter at RAF Marham until the Typhoon In Service Date of 2009. 

71. The Typhoon, is a multi-role combat fighter that that will replace Jaguar and the 
Tornado F3 in their air defence and strike roles.51 The Typhoon’s depth support hub was 
being established at RAF Coningsby from July 2005.52 

72. For the Joint Strike Fighter, which has an In Service Date (ISD) of the mid 2010s, MoD 
told us that : 

It is likely that a depth maintenance facility, at a Main Operating Base in the UK, will 
be feasible. It will be operated through a partnership between the MoD and Team 
Lockheed (Lockheed Martin, BAE Systems and Northrop Grumman).53  

Rotary wing support 

73. In contrast to the planned support arrangements for fast jets, MoD’s announcement of 
16 September 2004 stated that rotary wing depth support (that is depth support for the 
Chinook, Lynx and Sea King helicopters) would be concentrated back to DARA Fleetlands, 
Hampshire, by March 2007. The Minister told the House on 16 September 2004 that 
“Concentrating support for rotary aircraft at DARA Fleetlands offers the opportunity to 

 
50 The Government’s Response to the House of Commons Defence Committee’s Fourth Report of Session 2004-05 on 
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exploit fully the economies of scale that may be achieved by collocating these platforms at a 
single centre”.54 

74. As with the arrangements for Harrier and Tornado support at RAF MOBs, MoD 
expects the support arrangements at DARA Fleetlands to deliver cost savings through the 
employment of pulse lines and “leaning” of processes and personnel. Through a partnered 
support with Westland and Boeing, “DARA has been able to set some challenging 
efficiency targets to ensure that unnecessary costs and activities are driven out of the 
business”.55  

75. At first sight, MoD’s decision to concentrate depth support “back” to DARA Fleetlands 
instead of “forward” to an RAF MOB appears inconsistent with its decision to concentrate 
depth support for fixed wing aircraft forward to RAF MOBs. This led us to question 
whether MoD used a different calculation for Crisis Manpower Requirement for rotary 
wing aircraft compared to fixed wing aircraft.  

76. MoD told us: 

There is no difference in the way in which CMR is calculated between Fixed Wing 
and Rotary Wing forces. However, in the case of the RAF rotary wing aircraft rolled 
back to Fleetlands, there is no requirement for CMR for the RAF Sea King because it 
has no deployment role; for the RAF Chinook there are sufficient numbers employed 
forward on the Station to meet the full CMR. This is not the case for the RAF Fast Jet 
Force.56 

During our evidence session, Air Vice Marshal Thornton added: 

The search and rescue helicopters do not deploy, there is no CMR requirement and, 
indeed, we are contractorising the first-line support of those aircraft. For the Pumas, 
the decision was to collapse the maintenance forward to the main operating base and 
CMR people are employed in that depth organisation on the main operating base. 
For Merlin Mk3, the decision was to collapse the whole of the Merlin fleet forward to 
Culdrose to get the efficiency of operating a single fleet at Culdrose. There are 
significant numbers of both Royal Navy and Royal Air Force CMR people in the 
depth organisation at Culdrose. [For]Chinook we had started down a route in terms 
of a partnered support solution between Boeing and DARA to deliver the depth 
support.57 

77. However Mr Hill told us:  

I cannot see the logic of rolling back into Fleetlands Chinook and rolling forward 
Harrier and Tornado on to main operating bases, but I guess the RAF may well come 
back to that later, and you will see a roll forward in due course.58 
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78. While the RAF’s Crisis Manpower Requirement was the major factor in the decision 
to shift responsibility for depth support from civilian to RAF tradesmen, the decision 
of where to base depth support was taken largely on cost grounds. In the case of fast 
jets, it was considered cost-effective to move depth support to RAF MOBs: for rotary 
wing support, it was not. 

79. The sustainability of MoD’s proposed arrangements for rotary wing support at DARA 
Fleetlands is discussed in paragraph 92. 

Coherence of the proposals  

80. We are concerned that MoD’s decision about its aircraft support provision was not 
founded on consistent principles. MoD’s emphasis on CMR as the driver for 
rationalising its support arrangements is undermined by its later acknowledgement 
that the decision was taken on cost grounds. This leads us to conclude that the new 
arrangements will not stand the test of time.  
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4 DARA 

DARA’s performance 

81. Mr Stephen Hill, the first Chief Executive of DARA, told us that MoD’s rationale for 
turning MoD into a trading fund in 2001was very clear:  

 To provide a benchmark and competitive alternative to industry; 

 To deliver a more competitive service and better value for money support to the Front 
Line. Concentration of all deep maintenance into centralised facilities was considered 
the best vehicle for achieving economies of scale; 

 To expand into wider markets, and, by increasing overall volume of business, reduce 
prices to the MoD.59 

82. Mr Hill told us that the first year or so of DARA’s existance was spent in preparing 
DARA for its changed status to a trading fund, the end state of which was only reached 
after many hard decisions and a great deal of upheaval:  

we significantly reshaped the business. We inherited very large estates which were 
under-utilised, had too many buildings and many of the buildings were in a very 
poor condition. So we set about forming what we termed centres of excellence: we 
had two major engine facilities which we rationalised into one at Fleetlands; we had 
three avionics centres which we rationalised into one at Sealand, and we had five 
machine workshops which we rationalised into two—one at St Athan and one at 
Almondbank.60 

83. DARA has certainly operated in a challenging environment. These challenges include: 
exacting demands from MoD; the need to make decisions affecting the livelihoods of 
people and the mixed responses among employees and other stakeholders that change 
programmes can bring and, from 2003, MoD’s End to End Review of logistics.  

84. Despite these challenges, DARA’s performance as a trading fund has been impressive. 
In 2004–05, DARA’s turnover was £171m (£189m in 2003–04) and profit in 2004–05 was 
£6.5m (£6m in 2003–04).61 In 2004 DARA met all four key performance targets for quality, 
business performance and efficiency, business sustainability and efficiency. Air Vice 
Marshal Thornton told us that, “DARA has provided support in the past exceptionally 
well”.62 

85. During the course of our inquiry, neither the performance of DARA as a trading 
fund nor the quality of its workforce and support for RAF aircraft has ever been 
brought into question.  
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86. Despite the clear potential impact of the End to End Review of logistic provision on 
DARA as the key provider of depth support for RAF aircraft, Mr Hill suggested that DARA 
management was not included in any discussions, despite many protests, concerning 
DARA’s future until after the key decisions had already been taken. He told us “As far as 
the rolling forward of Tornado and Harrier, and elements like that, that was given to us as 
a fait accompli, effectively”.63 Despite its protests, DARA management was not fully 
included from the outset in the End to End Review process. That was wrong.  

DARA’s future 

87. The Minister’s announcement of 8 November 2005 effectively means the end of the 
DARA trading fund as it was envisaged in 2001.64 After only four years of trading, DARA’s 
role of providing MoD with ‘a benchmark and competitive alternative to industry’ has 
ended. The impact of this decision, which places the RAF at the risk of complete reliance 
on a monopoly supplier, can only be judged over the longer term.  

88. The Minister emphasised that the changes to aviation support should be seen in a wider 
context of changes to support in all three Services. The Minister also emphasised the 
importance of seeking continuous improvement:  

The concept that because you have done something—you have made a change—that 
should be the end of change, when you know that you are having to drive out 
significant costs from your overheads and your support in terms of defence logistics, 
I do not think would be the right approach for me to adopt or for the department to 
adopt.65  

89. It is unquestionably important that the RAF learns lessons from operations and seeks 
continuous improvement in all its processes. It is also important that newly established 
public agencies, like DARA, are given time to prove their worth and are not undermined 
before their performance can be properly assessed.  

90. It is striking that MoD has reconfigured its air logistic provision only four years 
after a similarly significant reconfiguration had been completed. This suggests that 
either the original decision to establish DARA was unsound or the recent decisions 
affecting its future are misjudged. Either way, it is hard to escape the conclusion that 
MoD has in recent years contributed to a period of unnecessary turbulence and 
uncertainty in aviation logistics provision. 

91. We recommend that MoD provide more detail of what the ‘market testing’ of 
DARA Fleetlands and DARA Almondbank will entail. The longer the period of market 
testing, the more uncertainty there will be for DARA management and employees. This 
will inevitably impact on DARA’s business planning and ability to attract commercial 
work. It is vital that the future arrangements for RAF aircraft are of the highest possible 
standard and, at the very least, match the service provided by the current arrangements.  
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92. MoD recognises that the decision to concentrate rotary wing depth maintenance at 
DARA Fleetlands “is not without risk”.66 MoD identifies these risks as:  

 Ensuring the timely provision of spare parts; 

 Ensuring the leaning of work practices; 

 Ensuring sufficient volume of work (MoD describes the commitment to provide 
DARA with 700,000 hours in 2005/06, 850,000 hours in 2006/07 and 1 million hours of 
work in 2007/08 as ‘challenging’).67 

The first two risks apply equally to depth support undertaken at RAF MOBs. The third 
risk: ensuring sufficient volume of work seems dependent on continuing of operations in 
Afghanistan, Bosnia and Iraq at current levels. This assumption cannot be made with any 
certainty and in any case is clearly outside DARA’s sphere of influence. We are concerned 
about the sustainability of MoD’s commitment to concentrating rotary wing support at 
DARA Fleetlands. It is crucial that MoD give DARA Fleetlands the necessary time, 
resources, and backing it requires to establish itself as a first class provider of rotary 
wing depth support.  

DARA St Athan 

93. In 2003, at the same time that MoD was conducting a fundamental review of the 
structure of its Armed Forces and before the conclusion of the End to End Review of its air 
logistics, MoD decided “to consolidate the work at DARA St Athan into a single purpose-
built building, replacing a series of badly maintained World War Two facilities”.68 The 
work on creating a “Superhangar”, able to accommodate up to 48 fast jets, was funded 
through a joint project between MoD and the Welsh Development Agency (WDA) (a 
sponsored body of the Welsh Assembly Government) known as the Red Dragon Project. 
MoD told us that its expenditure to date on the Red Dragon Project amounts to £43.9m and 
that the WDA has to date spent £16m. Total cost on the completed project is estimated to 
be £90m–£104m.69 

94. During our visit to St Athan, we visited the 65,000 sq.metre “Superhangar” (opened in 
February 2005) and were impressed by its facilities. The advantages of housing the aircraft 
under one roof were made clear and overall, the facilities including the maintenance bays, 
work areas and heating systems were vastly superior to those we saw at RAF Marham. The 
workforce we met at St Athan were understandably concerned for their futures following 
the announcement to move fast jet support work to RAF Marham, but they were also 
angry that the Superhangar facility, built to house fast jets, faced such an uncertain future. 
All those management and staff we met at St Athan displayed pride in the achievements of 
DARA but also a considerable sense of disquiet at the way they felt they had been treated 
by MoD.  
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95. MoD’s decision to concentrate both Harrier and Tornado support away from DARA St 
Athan has led some commentators to describe the Superhangar as a White Elephant.70 
Indeed it is currently unclear what work, apart from maintenance of VC10 tankers (which 
have an Out of Service Date of 2011), will be done in the Superhangar after the last 
Tornado GR4 has left St Athan in early 2007. 

96. We note that by concentrating support for the VC10 at St Athan, some existing jobs 
will be safeguarded until the VC10 OSD of 2011. We welcome the decision by the 
aerospace company ATC Lasham, announced on 19 October 2005, to locate its Boeing 737 
and 767 aircraft maintenance business at St Athan (creating 300 jobs over the next 18 
months). Nevertheless the long term future of DARA St Athan is uncertain.  

97. We remain concerned about the long term viability of the St Athan site. In light of 
the end of the fast jet business and the VC10 having an Out of Service Date of 2011, 
Government departments must work with the National Assembly for Wales and its 
agencies in encouraging alternative commercial investment to guarantee the long term 
viability of St Athan as a matter of urgency.  

98. MoD told us that its decision to commit £104m of public money to building an aircraft 
hangar at DARA St Athan as part of the Red Dragon Project was taken at a time when the 
assumptions on which its aircraft logistic provision was based were about to be reviewed 
through the End to End Review. MoD also told us that, “DARA’s viability as a Trading 
Fund was an issue before the decisions on Red Dragon and the future depth support of the 
RAF’s fast jets were taken”.71  

99. MoD defended its decision to initiate the Red Dragon Project on the grounds that it had 
resulted in efficiency savings which would soon meet the cost so far outlaid. The Minister 
told us:  

On the best information it was a correct decision. Do I think it was the best decision 
now? The answer is yes, because it will still get the pay back required from it. I have 
always asked myself the question: Did I do right? Yes, I did. Subsequently, have I 
done right? Yes, I have.72 

100. We consider that the decision to go ahead with the funding for the Red Dragon 
project in 2003 was incomprehensible given the uncertainty surrounding air logistic 
provision at the time. MoD admits that the viability of DARA was an issue even before 
the decision to commit £104m of public money to Red Dragon and the decision on 
support for fast jets were taken. With the future so uncertain it was extraordinary to go 
ahead with Red Dragon in the knowledge that the provision for future support was 
under review. The decision is a clear example of a lack of joined-up government within 
Whitehall and between MoD and the National Assembly for Wales and its agencies. As 
things currently stand, the Superhangar is a valuable facility with no clear future. We 
recommend that the National Audit Office and the Wales Audit Office examine 
whether public money was properly spent on the Superhangar. 
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101. Nevertheless we believe that the combination of state-of-the-art facilities and an 
enthusiastic and skilled workforce at St Athan provide a tremendously attractive 
opportunity for commercial investment. We expect government departments to work 
energetically to attract commercial investment to the St Athan site.  
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5 Conclusion 
102. Logistic support provision for RAF aircraft has undergone successive changes since 
the establishment of DARA in 1999 with each reconfiguration of support closely followed 
by the next one. These changes have been painful for the DARA workforce and have 
resulted in a loss of skills and wasted resources in St Athan. The DARA trading fund has 
produced consistently sound financial and performance results since 2001, but has now 
lost its prime role of providing depth support for fast jets.  

103. It is not possible at this stage to make a final judgment about the long term 
effectiveness of the new arrangements for RAF aircraft support or their impact on the 
RAF’s front line capability. What is essential is that MoD monitors the new arrangements 
closely and gives them the time needed to succeed. We also intend to monitor 
developments closely and return to these issues at a future date. 
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Conclusions and recommendations 

1. We welcome MoD’s decision to embrace modern production techniques that are 
designed to achieve savings and efficiencies. The performance of the pulse line 
system can only be judged over time. The success of the pulse line will be dependent 
on industry’s ability to ensure aircraft components are readily available. Any delay in 
the availability of components would severely undermine the effectiveness of the 
pulse line. The RAF will have to ensure this risk is managed robustly. (Paragraph 32) 

2. Given that MoD believes the pulse line will deliver significant improvements to the 
provision of support to RAF aircraft, it is surprising that it was not introduced 
sooner at St Athan. We recommend that MoD carefully monitor and evaluate its 
pulse lines supporting aircraft, giving particular attention to ensuring that supplies of 
components and technical support are provided in a timely fashion. (Paragraph 33) 

3. We note the apparent success of the leaning programme at RAF Marham. We also 
note that this is still at its early stages and that the full transfer of Tornado support 
has yet to take place. We are concerned about the sustainability of leaning once it has 
done so. We are concerned that leaning programmes either have a tendency to lose 
impetus with inefficiencies re-entering the system or prove counter-productive in 
leaning out vital processes. (Paragraph 35) 

4. We recommend that MoD continue to seek out and eliminate inefficiencies in all its 
aircraft support processes but that it ensure that leaning does not go so far that the 
quality of maintenance is undermined by efforts to meet efficiency targets. 
(Paragraph 36) 

5. We recognise that close partnerships with industry in the provision of aircraft 
support through “gain-share” agreements may result in real benefits for the RAF and 
value for money for the taxpayer not least by reducing perverse incentives for 
industry. We note Air Vice Marshal Thornton’s concerns about the difficulties of 
sustaining gain-share over the long term and we expect MoD to monitor and 
evaluate these agreements very carefully. Beginning in January 2006, we intend to 
consider the wider issue of MoD’s partnerships with industry in our inquiry into 
MoD’s Defence Industrial Strategy. (Paragraph 39) 

6. We note both the Unions’ claims of problems with the Harrier JUMP at RAF 
Cottesmore and MoD’s clear refutation of these claims. We pressed MoD 
particularly strongly on the impact of Harrier flying times and were assured that the 
decision to extend them was taken only after a long consultation with the Harrier 
design authority and that there was no increased risk to Harrier pilot safety. 
(Paragraph 50) 

7. We recommend that MoD commission an independent audit of the Joint Upgrade 
Maintenance Programme at RAF Cottesmore to identify any issues and learn lessons 
which may impact on the programme to concentrate support of Tornado GR4 at 
RAF Marham. We further recommend that MoD adopt a more flexible timetable for 
rolling forward the Tornado GR4 to ensure sufficient time to upgrade the deep repair 
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facilities at RAF Marham and to take advantage of any recommendations or 
information that may arise from the audit of the Harrier JUMP programme at RAF 
Cottesmore. (Paragraph 51) 

8. It seems perverse and wasteful for MoD to invest large amounts of public money to 
renovate the facilities at RAF Marham when it has at its disposal a state-of-the-art 
facility at St Athan. It is doubtful that the facilities at RAF Marham will ever match 
those at DARA St Athan, but given the decision to base Tornado GR4 support at 
RAF Marham, it is essential that MoD ensure that those who work there have the 
facilities they need. (Paragraph 62) 

9. We reiterate the concerns of our predecessors, that Tornado support at RAF 
Marham should match that provided at DARA St Athan. For this to be so, the RAF 
must ensure that its tradesmen are trained to the highest standard and that all 
tradesmen are given the opportunity to develop their skills through regular rotation 
between the forward and depth environments. (Paragraph 63) 

10. The retention by the RAF of sufficient numbers of Senior NCOs will be fundamental 
to the long term success of this process. (Paragraph 65) 

11. We are concerned about potential difficulties that over-leaning of processes at RAF 
Marham may bring. We expect MoD to monitor the pulse line, particularly during 
surges of demand, and to make credible contingencies in case of overload. We do not 
consider the reduction of leave entitlement or training to meet surge demand to be 
credible contingencies for meeting demand surges. We regret the loss of the 
flexibility to meet demand surges which the support arrangements at DARA St 
Athan currently provide. (Paragraph 68) 

12. While the RAF’s Crisis Manpower Requirement was the major factor in the decision 
to shift responsibility for depth support from civilian to RAF tradesmen, the decision 
of where to base depth support was taken largely on cost grounds. In the case of fast 
jets, it was considered cost-effective to move depth support to RAF MOBs: for rotary 
wing support, it was not. (Paragraph 78) 

13. We are concerned that MoD’s decision about its aircraft support provision was not 
founded on consistent principles. MoD’s emphasis on CMR as the driver for 
rationalising its support arrangements is undermined by its later acknowledgement 
that the decision was taken on cost grounds. This leads us to conclude that the new 
arrangements will not stand the test of time. (Paragraph 80) 

14. During the course of our inquiry, neither the performance of DARA as a trading 
fund nor the quality of its workforce and support for RAF aircraft has ever been 
brought into question. (Paragraph 85) 

15. Despite its protests, DARA management was not fully included from the outset in 
the End to End Review process. That was wrong. (Paragraph 86) 

16. It is striking that MoD has reconfigured its air logistic provision only four years after 
a similarly significant reconfiguration had been completed. This suggests that either 
the original decision to establish DARA was unsound or the recent decisions 
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affecting its future are misjudged. Either way, it is hard to escape the conclusion that 
MoD has in recent years contributed to a period of unnecessary turbulence and 
uncertainty in aviation logistics provision. (Paragraph 90) 

17. We recommend that MoD provide more detail of what the ‘market testing’ of DARA 
Fleetlands and DARA Almondbank will entail. The longer the period of market 
testing, the more uncertainty there will be for DARA management and employees. 
This will inevitably impact on DARA’s business planning and ability to attract 
commercial work. It is vital that the future arrangements for RAF aircraft are of the 
highest possible standard and, at the very least, match the service provided by the 
current arrangements. (Paragraph 91) 

18. We are concerned about the sustainability of MoD’s commitment to concentrating 
rotary wing support at DARA Fleetlands. It is crucial that MoD give DARA 
Fleetlands the necessary time, resources, and backing it requires to establish itself as a 
first class provider of rotary wing depth support. (Paragraph 92) 

19. We remain concerned about the long term viability of the St Athan site. In light of 
the end of the fast jet business and the VC10 having an Out of Service Date of 2011, 
Government departments must work with the National Assembly for Wales and its 
agencies in encouraging alternative commercial investment to guarantee the long 
term viability of St Athan as a matter of urgency. (Paragraph 97) 

20. We consider that the decision to go ahead with the funding for the Red Dragon 
project in 2003 was incomprehensible given the uncertainty surrounding air logistic 
provision at the time. MoD admits that the viability of DARA was an issue even 
before the decision to commit £104m of public money to Red Dragon and the 
decision on support for fast jets were taken. With the future so uncertain it was 
extraordinary to go ahead with Red Dragon in the knowledge that the provision for 
future support was under review. The decision is a clear example of a lack of joined-
up government within Whitehall and between MoD and the National Assembly for 
Wales and its agencies. As things currently stand, the Superhangar is a valuable 
facility with no clear future. We recommend that the National Audit Office and the 
Wales Audit Office examine whether public money was properly spent on the 
Superhangar. (Paragraph 100) 

21. Nevertheless we believe that the combination of state-of-the-art facilities and an 
enthusiastic and skilled workforce at St Athan provide a tremendously attractive 
opportunity for commercial investment. We expect government departments to 
work energetically to attract commercial investment to the St Athan site. (Paragraph 
101) 
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Annex: List of abbreviations 

CMR   Crisis Manpower Requirement 

DARA   Defence Aviation Repair Agency 

DLTP   Defence Logistics Transformation Programme 

ISD   In Service Date 

JUMP   Joint Upgrade Maintenance Programme 

MGDA   Maintenance Group Defence Agency 

MOB   Main Operating Base 

MoD   Ministry of Defence 

NARO   Naval Aircraft Repair Organisation 

OSD   Out of Service Date  

RAF   Royal Air Force 

SDR   Strategic Defence Review 
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Delivering Front Line Capability to the RAF: consideration of Chairman’s draft Report 

The Committee considered this matter. 

Draft Report (Delivering Front Line Capability to the RAF), proposed by the Chairman, 
brought up and read. 

Ordered, That the Chairman’s draft Report be read a second time, paragraph by paragraph. 

Paragraphs 1 to 103 read and agreed to. 

Annexes [Summary and List of Abbreviations] agreed to. 

Resolved, That the Report be the Third Report of the Committee to the House. 

Several papers were ordered to be appended to the Minutes of Evidence. 

Ordered, That the Appendices to the Minutes of Evidence taken before the Committee be 
reported to the House. 

A memorandum was ordered to be reported to the House. 

Ordered, That the provisions of Standing Order No. 134 (select committee (reports)) be 
applied to the Report. 

Ordered, That the Chairman do make the report to the House. 

 [Adjourned till Tuesday 17 January at Ten o’clock. 
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Oral evidence

Taken before the Defence Committee at the
Vale of Glamorgan Civic Centre, Barry

on Monday 21 November 2005

Members present:

Mr James Arbuthnot, in the Chair

Mr David Crausby Mr Kevan Jones
Linda Gilroy Robert Key
Mr Dai Havard John Smith
Mr Brian Jenkins

Witnesses:Mr Bryan Godsell,Regional OYcer for Wales andMs Catherine Speight,Regional Secretary for
Wales,Mr Gavin Toker, St Athan Convenor, Amicus, Mr Jim Cooper, Negotiating OYcer, andMs Helen
Taylor, Chairperson for PCS National Branch, Prospect, examined.

Chairman: I begin by welcoming our witnesses to turn-around times. We believe that that hides the
fact that they are experiencing diYculties. The RAFthis session. Thank you for providing us, Amicus

and Prospect, for the evidence in advance. I should and the Ministry of Defence would argue that those
changes have taken place as a result of an assessmentlike to begin with questions about Harriers and call

upon Kevan Jones to ask questions on that. of servicing requirement; but we do not believe that
is the case. The MoD has claimed that they haveMr Jones: In the submissions of Amicus and

Prospect in relation to Harriers you state that there increased eYciency and reduced turn-around time,
but we do not believe that is the case. Indeed, weare problems with doing this work at RAF

Cottesmore. Can you expand on those problems? believe that the claim that there are now less aircraft
in servicing at this point of time, is a direct result of
extending of the programme and not due to anyQ1 Chairman: When you speak, please would you
increase in eYciency. We are aware—and goingintroduce yourselves and tell us where you are from
from the Chairman’s guidance regarding classifiedand the role in which you are here?
information—that there are a significant number ofMr Godsell: I am Bryan Godsell, Regional OYcer
the Harrier fleet now at a point, in terms of flyingfrom Amicus, with responsibilities for DARA
hours, that go beyond the servicing interval timesSt Athan in regard to this matter. I would just like
that would have been expected—even as a result ofto qualify that. Whilst the evidence has been
the 44% increase in the servicing interval betweensubmitted by Amicus and Prospect, it has been
services. We also know that whilst it was thesubmitted on behalf of the four trade unions, which
intention of theMoD for that work to be undertakeninvolves the Transport andGeneralWorkers’Union
by service personnel, that is largely not the case.and PCS as well. They are represented, and the

evidence that has been submitted is supported and
drawn by our members and their expertise and Q2 Mr Jones: The last point, about work not being

done by service personnel—one point made duringunderstanding of the experiences that we believe
exist at Cottesmore. With respect to the transfers of our visit this morning was that BAE Systems staV

were actually doing that. Did that ever occur at StHarrier services to Cottesmore, you will be aware
that that work was previously undertaken at DARA Athan, when you had problems, or did you ever

bring in staV? The other thing is the comparisonSt Athan and was transferred as a result of a
previous governmental decision. We believe that the between the two. What leads you to believe that the

information being given by the MoD is incorrect inHarrier programme is suVering significant problems
in that the turn-around time between servicing terms of comparing times at DARA and times at

Cottesmore?intervals has extended. The turn-around time being
recorded at Cottesmore is in excess of the turn- Mr Godsell:With respect to the use of BAE Systems

personnel or any other personnel at DARA Staround times that were achieved at DARA
St Athan, and prior to the transfer of that work it Athan, they have certainly not to my knowledge

been brought in because of problems. BAE Systemswas expected the turn-around times between
servicing intervals would be reduced at DARA personnel have been employed on certain

programmes where that particular work has beenSt Athan.We believe that that is as a direct result of
the level of expertise at Cottesmore, and that is not contracted to alternative employers, but not with a

view to alleviate any problems that exist at St Athan.in any way to be critical of service expertise; but the
expertise that is required on deep servicing is In terms of the reliance on BAE Systems, we have

been astonished at the level—how they have beensignificantly diVerent than for that which would be
expected at first and second line. The RAF has involved in the work at Cottesmore, and that has

been quite graphically demonstrated as a result of adecided to extend the servicing interval between
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TVprogramme recently wheremost of the people on Q6 John Smith: I want to probe the first answers a
the aircraft servicing at Cottesmore were BAE little further. Reference was made to the relative
Systems personnel. skills deficiencies within RAF personnel

undertaking this sort of depth support. What
evidence do you have for that assertion?

Q3 Mr Jones: What do you regard as the true Mr Godsell: The relevance of the alleged deficiency
comparison between servicing times and that we allude to is simply that major servicing ofmaintenance times at the two sites, at St Athan and Harrier and Tornado aircraft has been undertakenat Cottesmore? Have you any actual figures to at St Athan for extended periods of time. Thecompare the two? Tornado programme itself has been at St AthanMr Godsell: Again, we need to be cautious about close on thirty years. There has been a depth ofclassified information. We did present written

knowledge developed over that period of time that isevidence to the Defence Committee1 and we asked
sustained by a continuity within the workforce.you to refer to that in terms of graphical
Many of the employees at DARA St Athan haveinformation, where turn-around times at DARA
either come through the apprentice training schoolSt Athan were in the region of a 100-day turn-
or through other sectors of the industry, or havearound time; but in most examples that had been
been servicemen themselves but involved in deepexceeded right throughout the programme at
maintenance at St Athan, who have left the servicesCottesmore bywhichevermeasure is used in terms of
and stayed at what was our MDRS St Athan andthe common measures that are used in measuring
now DARA St Athan. There is a corporateturn-around time.
knowledge in terms of the programmes of major
servicing and modification programmes that have

Q4 John Smith: In the answer to your first question, been undertaken over a period of time at DARA
you referred to Harrier jets running out of flying St Athan. That workforce, it has a significant
time—you have reason to believe that. What advantage over any other workforce, and that is now
evidence do you base that assertion on? Do you complemented by facilities that now exist at DARA
believe that this is actually compromising pilot St Athan. The service expertise on major in-depth
safety on Harrier jets? servicing eVectively developed only through
Mr Godsell: The evidence we base that on, we would St Athan. Servicemen on many aircraft movements
submit in writing I guess to the Committee following came through for a two-year tour, or Tornado was
the hearing—but it is based upon information extended to a four-year tour; and really, that is the
that has been accessed by our specialist at DARA only experience the servicemen have had on major
St Athan understanding their ability to analyse the servicing of the aircraft in question. That cannot
statistics that are currently available on the RAF’s simply be switched oV and then switched on at
information systems that we can identify by aircraft another location, with the hope that those skills are
number, where the flying time is now exceeding the going to be comparative. There is no hope at all in
servicing interval. We seriously believe that that is that respect. The apprentice training school at St
putting pilots and indeed the public at risk. There Athan has existed for 36 years, and close on a
must be an increase in risk to the integrity of the thousand apprentices have gone through that
aircraft if flying times are exceeding the planned training school and have supported the aerospace
servicing schedule. sector within South Wales and the south-west, and

indeed world-wide, but then people come back to
St Athan. The value of that should not beQ5 Chairman: Are you saying, Mr Godsell, that the
underestimated. The apprentice training systemextended servicing schedules are themselves unsafe?
has developed beyond youth training to include inMr Godsell: The servicing schedules for Harrier
recent years adult skilled apprentice training,aircraft have been extended twice, to our knowledge.
complemented by conversion training of tradesmenFrom the original planned maintenance schedule
with allied skills. That is a depth of knowledge andthey are now 18% beyond the original plan. It is
expertise that does not exist anywhere else in theobviously for the design authorities to decide
world.whether or not those extensions are safe, and we
Ms Speight:Can I add a little to that? I amCatherinewould not believe that any authority would put
Speight, Regional Secretary for Amicus in Wales.aircraft integrity at risk. It is a serious concern that
When the decision to take the Harrier work wasat the same time that these programmes are being
made, we stood on the sidelines, making noisestransferred away from the very experienced
about service personnel not having the depth of skillworkforce, and as aircraft are getting older and there
that was down at StAthan, but at the timewe did notis a greater reliance on the quality of servicing that
have any proof because it was the first time that thatthey require, the servicing schedules are being
sort of work had been taken onto a main operatingincreased and those schedules are being exceeded in
base. What has happened over the last 12 months isterms of flying hours. That has to be a very serious
that as the problems at Cottesmore have beenconcern. I think there is a lack of understanding as
coming to light andwe have gained that informationto how greater care is required in terms of aircraft
from the systems, which is in the evidence we haveservicing as those aircraft programmes extend.
put before you. We are convinced that the level of
skill in the services is not comparable to the level of1 Ev 39–43
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skill of our members at St Athan. One of the things eYciencies that are found are found from the
that we have been asking in our campaign is that corporate knowledge and understanding of how
before the work is rolled forward to Marham, that these programmes developed, rather than simply
an independent investigation or inquiry is carried fine-tuning how an aircraft can go through, and
out into exactly what is happening at Cottesmore. making this facility. Their points are questionable in
The evidence we give you comes from the RAF’s the way that they address those. In terms of the
own systems and yet the MoD and RAF say that is compression of four-line servicing into two-line
not true. How are we going to get at the truth? I servicing, all that work will still have to be carried
think that really needs to happen before any more out. What was traditionally known as first line and
work is rolled out of the facility, because once that second line will be undertaken on an operating basis;
work has gone and those skills have gone, we will the third line, deep servicing, major servicing and
never ever get them back. The fact was that DARA modification, was undertaken at St Athan and other
was set up to market test what was happening in the similar establishments. Fourth line component re-
industry, to make sure that the MoD was getting servicing could also be undertaken. That work will
value for money and that work was being done still be carried out, but it will be carried out under
eYciently and eVectively. We have presented compression in principle only rather than in
evidence to you that says that that work is not now practice. That work has to be done by the RAF,
being done eYciently or eVectively, whether by DARASt Athan, or the private sector. The question
service personnel or BAE Systems. we have to ask is: in terms of the eYciency of the
Mr Cooper: I am Jim Cooper, full-time oYcial for establishment, is it more eYcient to put all of your
Prospect, with, amongst other things, responsibility major servicing under one facility, as has been the
for members in DARA. One indication of the work case for so long, because then you have the flexibility
not being able to be done as well as we might wish at to move the workforce between programmes as and
the RAF station is the fact that throughout the when the programmes cycle through. That is where
past 18 months or so, following the decision to run you maintain your expertise, by maintaining a
down and redundancies having been announced at training system and maintaining continuity of
St Athan, is that the management at St Athan and employment over twenty or thirty years. In terms of
ourselves were in enormous diYculty because the economy of scale it is questionable to say we putRAF have continually had to send the work back to Tornados in one facility and Harriers in anotherSt Athan to carry on to keep the aeroplanes

facility and other aircraft in other facilities; and thenairborne. That is something you might wish to ask
expect the demands that are placed upon majorthe Chief Executive later on. Rather than going
servicing and modification programmes not to bethrough the systems that we have access to from
compromised by servicing requiring more and moreother members, that is something that is clear and in
flying time from those aircraft that are available inthe public domain already.
the main operating base. It makes good sense, andChairman: We have a lot of questions to ask, I am
the economy of scale is best placed with all the majorafraid. We will move on to the GR4 Tornados.
servicing and modification programmes in one
facility, particularly if that facility is a brand new

Q7 Mr Crausby: I would like to ask some questions £80 million, state-of-the-art facility that does not
in particular about the MoD’s claims for more exist anywhere else in Europe.
eYcient practices at Marham. For example, they
claim that it will prove more eYcient and eVective
than traditional methods. What do you consider to
be the advantages of the traditionalmethods that are
used at DARA in comparison to those proposed at

Q8 Mr Crausby: The MoD have made a great dealMarham?
about pulse line maintenance. Do you accept that,Mr Godsell: I am not sure that at St Athan we have
regardless of where the facilities are, pulse lineever suggested that we prefer to adopt more
maintenance is more eYcient than the presenttraditional methods. In fact at DARA St Athan we
systems that St Athan, I accept, has been forced tohave been in a programme of continuous
use?improvement for 20 or 30 years. The terminology
Mr Godsell: I am not in a position to accept orthat is readily referred towithin the reports that have
contest that. The point that Cath made about anbeen given byMoDandRAF are in someways quite
independent scrutiny of the proposals and theamazing, because they talk about lean
systems we use is important. At St Athan you have amanufacturing techniques and compressing the
facility that does not require pulse line maintenance.servicing schedules from a four-line system to a
Indeed, in terms of moving an aircraft at any timetwo-line system. I have to say that a lot of that is then
during major servicing programmes, that is in itselfmisleading when we look at the processes that they
questionable. We have the facility to avoid all ofare adopting in terms of manufacturing—and our
that. We have the facility and we have managementbackground is in manufacturing—they are not
and working practices to deliver whatevernecessarily suitable to aircraft major servicing and
eYciencies are required, dependent upon themodification programmes. The type of work they
programme that his defined to the agency or to thehave developed in those programmes have been

developed over a long period of time. Therefore, the establishment.
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Q9 Mr Crausby:What opportunities have the trade Harrier work that was taken away is not being done
as well as it was at DARA.unions had to contribute to leaner practices? To
Chairman: We will move to rotary wing support.what extent did they involve you in proposals before

they made a decision?
Mr Godsell: We have had very little involvement in Q10 John Smith: Why do you think it is that the
the proposals that have resulted in the transfer of Government has decided to move rotary wing depth
work in relation to Harrier and Tornado, but if you support back to Fleetlands when it decided to move
look at the track record of St Athan right Fastjet forward to the military operational bases?
throughout its history and particularly since the What do you think the arguments are for this?
introduction of DARA—if you look at how the Mr Godsell: I think Mr Smith addresses one of the
whole of the organisation was run and what cuts real conundrums in this proposal. This seems to be
have beenmade in terms of real eYciencies, real cost- a real contradiction in terms of why rotary work
savings, real reductions in manpower, real changes should have been back to Fleetlands, and Fastjet
in working practices, on the categorical assurance work rolled forward. It is diYcult for us to comment
that that would guarantee long-term employment, on that other than that we believe that the

government, MoD, are finding the path of leastthat is the litmus test that should be re-tested and
resistance towards privatising the work that isre-investigated. When all those changes been
currently undertaken under the agency. That workaccepted and introduced, and all those cost-
undertaken at Fleetlands andAlmondbank is nowateYciency measures have been met and all the
risk of market testing. Part of the work undertakenfinancial targets and output targets been met, how
at DARA St Athan will be at risk of market testing.then can you make a strategic decision such as this?
It appears to be the Government strategy to transferMr Cooper: To add to what Bryan has said, the
almost anything that moves out of the public sectorDARA St Athan workforce has moved mountains
into the private sector, avoiding the path ofin terms of increasing eYciency and eVectiveness.
resistance. It is interesting to note that many of theWe did it in the belief that the Government and the
programmes that were previously undertaken at StMoD, having looked at an investment appraisal to
Athan, for instance engine work and componentput in £80 million—we might argue about the scale
work, have been transferred into the otherof the investment on Red Dragon—but there was,
establishments, and now have been lost to thesure as hell, a message being given that a capital
private sector under contracts that favour theinvestment as well as an investment in people
private sector in many respects. There is a realchanges, was going on at the same time. What our
contradiction there, is there not, in those decisions,members find it incredibly diYcult to understand is because if there was a model that should fit, thenthat if the new ways of working end to end that have surely it would be consistent that you roll everything

come up were so compelling, why was that not so back to the centres of excellence that you have set
compelling before the investment and them making up?
changes, the governmentmaking an investment with
the help of theWDA to build Red Dragon, a facility

Q11 John Smith: One of the arguments that thethat would allow whichever type of maintenance
Government has put forward is the crisis manningthat was being seen as the most appropriate with a
requirements for Fastjets and Harriers. Are youworkforce that was adaptable and willing to learn
aware of any diVerence in the crisis manningnew skills and new practices?
requirement for either, and, if so, what?Ms Speight: The diVerence is that in pulse line you
Mr Godsell: We are aware of diVerence in crisismove the aircraft. At DARA St Athan we move the
manning requirements between programmes. Theremanpower. We know from the investigations and
are very often diVerences—and apologies forevidence we have from the RAF system that one drawing a comparison with fixed wing, but betweenaircraft has been structurally damaged because it Tornado and others, not being given any formula

was moved on a jig when it should not have been. that seems to dictate the crisis manning
That is the diYculty when you build things on a requirements. Previously at St Athan, prior to
pulse line.Mistakes like that can happen, whereas at DARA, there was a situation where we had an
St Athan the aircraft is stationary the whole time it integrated workforce which gave the ability for the
is being worked on, and the manpower moves services to achieve their experience levels on in-depth
around it. Just picking up on Jim’s point of view, it work, and provided the protection overwhatwas the
was February 2003 when Adam Ingram said what crisis management figure at that point in time; but it
stability we were now going to get for the workforce is diYcult for any of us to understand what that
there. In November 2004 he announced a decision figure is at any point in time.
that eVectively closed DARA St Athan before it was Mr Cooper: The way in which DARA has to go
ever really opened. That is what we cannot about getting its business—it does not have the same
understand, how in 18 months we have a turn- freedoms that a private sector firm may be able to
around from, “this is the best way to do it”, to “that use in terms of bidding for lost leading work and
is not the best way, now this is the best way”. We using cross-subsidy, one line to another, which is
cannot understand how they can reach that sort of something that has always put DARA and other
decision in such a short timescale. As we keep agencies of its type at risk in terms of getting new

business in. We also ask the question about why thesaying, we are presented with evidence now that the
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Government is going along this route. It is indicated comment on the reply by them?Youmay ormay not
have seen this document. It was question 8 of aand prayed in aid often, in response to these

questions, that it is in line with its defence industrial document that was answered recently.
strategy, a strategy that has as yet not been Mr Godsell:Wehavemade the point that the costing
published and been opened to scrutiny by the House mechanisms adopted by the MoD have been very
or by the trade unions, and yet it is being prayed in general. I am not aware of the questions and answers
aid as a reason for some of the decision-making. that have been given previously, but I would need to
What is happening to aircraft is that it seems to be analyse that and respond in detail. We have not seen
following the route of what happened to ships 10 or this document at all. Would it be best if we took this
20 years ago, where the Government released the away and provided responses?
risk to the private sector to manage the run-down Chairman: It would be very helpful if you would,
perhaps of the dockyards—and that may be the please. We are going to move on to training and
answer to why the Government is doing it; it is skills.
transferring the risk from the public to the private
sector. But for a public sector organisation like

Q14 Linda Gilroy: Some of these questions wereDARA that has made all the eYciency savings and
already covered in part in your response to earlierput the investment in, it is not able to work in the
questions, so forgive me if they sound repetitive, butsame way as the private sector. DARA has had its
it gives a further opportunity to draw out some ofhands tied behind its back whilst trying to make its
the information. I would like first to get on theway forward.
record what training a skilled DARA technicianJohn Smith: In the reply a reference was made to the
typically undergoes before working on militarywitnesses not being aware of any formula for CMR
aircraft.What proportion of DARAworkers are ex-for diVerent platforms. I am not sure the Committee
RAF personnel?is aware of any formula.
Mr Godsell: The training is quite varied. If weChairman:We can get into that.2
address the three principal areas, in terms of
apprentice training, whether that be youth or adult

Q12 John Smith: On the issue of pulse line, my training, the apprentice training structure is
understanding is that there is a sort of pulse line at normally a three and a half to four-year standards-
Fleetlands. Is that because the aircraft are diVerent? based training system with qualification levels of
How do you explain it? NVQ3, City & Guilds and BTEC and higher where
Mr Godsell: I do not think we are in a position to it is dependent on the abilities of the individual in
answer that specific question.We would be happy to terms of apprentice training. The input through
respond to that andmaybe get some guidance notes. service training would be additional development
The advice is that in general terms helicopter through training of SAC through to junior tech and
structures are far more structurally eYcient than so on. That is not as focused as the civilian training
Fastjets, so it is easier to move them in that respect. and is much broader, depending upon experience on
We will get a more detailed answer back to you on aircraft type and development in the various
that issue. On the crisis manpower requirement servicing phases within aircraft. It is not tailored to
argument, that was put forward as a key issue in the in-depth servicing and modification that is
terms of the transfer of Harrier or Tornado work. undertaken by DARA currently. We do draw on the
That argument has been seriously compromised, has industrial sector as a whole, and we tend to bring in
it not, if you then transfer that work to the private what we would traditionally identify as time-served
sector support, as has been the case on Harrier, and technicians, craftsmen, into the sector from other
we know is likely to be the case on Tornado? We areas. The geographical area is an industrial sector
really struggle with the idea that this issue is so hotspot, is it not—South Wales and the south-west
critical. But if it were critical, thenwe believe that the of England and indeed up into North Wales, with
obvious alternative would be to transfer service the influence of Airbus—and it has had a significant
manpower back into Fleetlands and St Athan. That concentration of structures experience, systems
is where they would be best placed to gain experience experience, engines experience; and we draw upon
and maintain the protection of RAF members. We that industrial sector expertise. The importance of
believe that that was considered in the proposals, all that is the continuity that we addressed earlier. In
and that makes best use of the facilities we have. terms of apprentice training and the ability to train

on site, then we have facilities that are second to
none. They have existed for 36 years and haveQ13 Chairman: We asked the Ministry of Defence
brought through over 1,000 apprentices, many ofthis question, and they said: “There is no diVerence
whom are still at the facility at St Athan. Fleetlandsbetween RAF support policy for fixed and rotary
had a similar expertise, and that will not bewing aircraft. Each is based on the concept of
replicated anywhere else, to our knowledge. There is‘forward’ and ‘depth’ support for each platform,
nothing in the proposals to suggest that thewith depth support being concentrated at the most
programmes will be supported by apprenticecost-eVective location.” Then they went into issues
training in a progressive format at either Cottesmoreincluding the crisis manpower requirement and
or Marham, so it does beg the question as to whereharmony guidelines. Do you have any particular
you sustain those skills going forward. The training
is progressively developed in terms of the2 Ev 60
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programmes that impact upon the establishments, andmaintaining serviceability of aircraft at the front
whether specialised training by aircraft type or by line. That is a very, very diVerent level of expertise
the trade requirement as well, alongside that, which that Gavin has just mentioned in terms of what is
is quite substantial. We would have to respond required on the in-depth major servicing and
separately on the question of proportion of ex- development of modification programmes. These
servicemen because it is a very diYcult figure to programmes are not given in a finished format; they
calculate. We will try to respond on that. are developed at facilities that the servicemen are

involved in.
Q15 Chairman: Although that was quite a long
answer, I know there is a gentleman behind you who Q17 Mr Jenkins: I have a nagging thought in my
may have something to add. Please feel free, but head, and I wanted to clarify it. We have seen the
would you introduce yourself and press the best facilities for servicing aircraft. You tell me that
relevant buttons! you have the best-trained staV, and I believe you.
Mr Toker: I amGavin Toker, the Amicus Convenor You tell me that you have the best quality of staV,
for St Athan. The big thing about the apprentice and I believe you. Can you see the question?What is
school we have had at St Athan for all this time is going wrong? I still have to pin down the fact that ifthat from day one the apprentices are indoctrinated you tell me something is going wrong—and I do notinto deep maintenance. There is a lot of diVerence

want anything with regard to the servicingbetween first line and second line and then down to
intervals—everything you come up with is a verywhat we do. It is extremely important that the
reasonable answer, so why have we allowed theapprentices get that doctrine from day one.
scarce resources—and the RAF and MoD have noMs Taylor: I am Helen Taylor, PCS chair at St
money to waste—why are you not presenting theAthan. From the training point of view, when the
best value-for-money case, as I believe you can?apprentices are trained, they are not just trained on
What do you think is missing and why do you notpart of the aircraft, but they are trained on the whole
think you have convinced the MoD to keep theof the aircraft. It is in-depth. Obviously, when they
facilities here?finish their apprenticeship they go into diVerent
Mr Godsell:We do not believe, as trade unions, thatareas, but they are trained on all areas. I believe that
this is about eYciency and economy; this is athis skill will be lost for ever. I represent the trainers
political decision to move the work away. If theat St Athan, and we have seen a decline in the
strategic defence review that was used as the basis totrainers and therefore the quantity of trainers will
put the work where it is and improve the facilities ataVect the future number of highly skilled apprentices
the time that it didwas sound then, then it is as soundgoing out into the aircraft industry.
now. There is a major change in position. It is not
about cost-eVectiveness. You cannot have thoseQ16 Linda Gilroy: You have just outlined to us the
facilities and the economies of scale it delivers andimpact which you feel that the training that goes on
then overnight find a more cost-eVective way toat DARA St Athan has on the ability of personnel
undertake that work. You would need to questionto do the work, but in your submission you say that
the Chief Executive and others as to why thatthe RAF service personnel cannot work at the same
position has changed dramatically in a two-yearpace or skill level as DARA workers. Are there any
term.We have not stood still; we are not saying, “letadditional factors than the training or what we have
us adopt traditional methods; this is the mostalready discussed that you would attribute that to;
progressive workforce in the UK, and the rewardsor do you think it is primarily associated with that
are there to demonstrate that. With all the changeswhole package that you have described?
that have taken place and the drive towards cost-Mr Godsell: It is verymuch a cultural diVerence. The
eVectiveness, why are we faced with theseworkforce within DARA is expected to perform
challenges? The cost-eVectiveness of the industry hasunder its contractual hours and perform eYciently.
been undermined by stripping the work out, basedThe culture within the service is very diVerent to
upon an argument that it is more cost-eVective; butthat; it is a more responsive culture, but it has built

in a diVerence of approach towards this type of it cannot be in the longer term. You cannot throw
work. You could almost say that the work ofDARA away that investment.
and at DARA St Athan and the facilities are almost
factory-based. Servicemen, by inclination, do not

Q18 Linda Gilroy: To go back to RAF Cottesmorejoin the services to work in a factory-based
and the evidence that agency staV are being hiredenvironment; if they did, they would have worked in
there, bluntly, what is wrongwith using agency staV?industrial sectors in the private sector; they join to
What are the problems associated with it?see the world, I suppose, to that extent, but they do
Mr Godsell: Nothing, in a controlled environment.not expect to come to work in a factory
You are not creating a controlled environment. Weenvironment. Our experience in working alongside
have used the agency staV within DARA St Athanservicemen previously—many of our colleagues and
andwe have had themost tragic circumstances in theemployees at DARA are ex-servicemen. The point
use of agency staV: not too long ago the agency staVwe made is not critical of service expertise but the
were used because theywere seen to be themost cost-point is that it is a diVerent level of expertise. It is

tuned to what was the first and second-line servicing eVective solution to a modification programme, and
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the agency wrecked 14 aircraft. Now they have to be additional rather than instead of. That should still be
used as supplementary staV. They will not have the the aim. DARA St Athan, or whatever the facility
continuity of employment because the agency staV might be in the future, should be the cornerstone
will inevitably go where the terms are most which sustains the business—
attractive. You will not maintain the workforce on
an agency basis in the way that you can maintain a

Q21 Mr Havard: Do you see the Red Dragonworkforce in St Athan. That is absolutely critical
upgrade of the facilities helping you to get more andthat you maintain continuity on skill levels.
more of this commercial work? Is that helpful?Mr Cooper: We are not arguing against agency staV

Ms Speight:Not without DARA. DARAwas goingto cover unprojected peaks in demand. Even
to be the hook on which to fetch commercialthroughout the redundancy process going on at St
business to the Red Dragon project. It was a hookAthan, we have been mindful to make sure that the
because the skills were there; because the apprenticeworkstreams continue; so we are not anti-agency
training school was there. We were turning outworkers for the sake of it. A controlled environment
higher skilled aircraft technicians, which, when weis required.
had a surplus of them, any commercial businessMs Speight: We do know that BAE Systems is
could have come to the Red Dragon project, set upworking at RAF Cottesmore, and the same level of
business and had a ready-made workforce. It wassupport will be required atMarham. I know some of
one of the reasons that British Airways set up theyou visited RAF Marham last week. One of the
maintenance facility at CardiVAirport; because theythings about that base is that it is in the middle of

nowhere in Norfolk, and if you are going to have a knew RAF St Athan was turning out highly-skilled
transient workforce and agency and contract aircraft technicians. That was why the decision was
personnel, they have to be able to stay near thework. made to move to British Airways. That has always
They will not want to stay 12 miles away. We feel been the hook to fetch commercial business to Red
that the level of support that service personnel would Dragon.
need at Marham will not be delivered because of its
isolated position.

Q22 Mr Havard: The last question is about DARAChairman: Can we move on to the future of DARA.
Fleetlands and also Almondbank. You made
reference to them earlier on, Bryan.What should the

Q19 Mr Havard: The focus of our inquiry is MoD be doing now to help ensure their viability?
obviously about RAF frontline capability, but Mr Godsell: The MoD should be retaining the work
nevertheless it obviously operates in a context. We and allowing DARA to be viable under the
have had a decision made recently, which is a principles that it was set up under. That appears now
mixture of commercial decisions, operation not to be the case. The concerns I have are that thiscapability, and also I believe political decisions as is the thin edge of the wedge, or some strategy towell, about where DARA is, and what its role is. We

transfer work into the private sector.We do not haveearlier mentioned industrial strategy, which is part
any fear ofworking in the private sector, but in termsof the defence industrial policy. Where do you see
of the questions that you have asked previously, ifthe consequence for DARA of this decision?
that is cost-eVective is itmore or less likely to be cost-Mr Godsell: We think the future of DARA is very
eVective in a monopoly situation? Is there going toclear; as an agency it is dead in the water, as it were.
be more or less risk if you are extending serviceThat does not mean to say that the facilities that
intervals? Where are we going and what is theexist within DARA cannot be utilised in a diVerent
direction on MoD defence policy?way under diVerent responsibilities. We have

suggested many options to the Ministry of Defence,
that if the agency is no longer viable—and it appears Q23 Robert Key: Is Airbus at Toulouse actively
that it will be broken up in 2007—then the facilities recruiting at DARA St Athan now?
cannot be used. We have said in terms of DARA St Mr Godsell: Airbus Toulouse? Airbus, as an entity,
Athan that if it means that we need to, we can is recruiting aggressively. Toulouse is quite an
integrate with the RAF. If it means using the attractive option to our members—but they are
expertise and having a closer relationship with BAE recruiting, we understand, aggressively.
Systems, then integrate with BAE Systems; but the
principal point we intend to make is, whatever the
outcome, the work should remain where it is. Q24Robert Key:Are there any other companies that

are recruiting from anywhere else in the world,
knowing what is happening at St Athan?Q20 Mr Havard: We have a recent decision now
Mr Cooper: I do not think we are aware of any, butwhere ATC Lasham will come and do what they are
we can let the Committee know in writing ofdoing on site, and that is obviously very welcome.
predators circling the facilities!Do you see that as in some way assisting you and
Mr Godsell: Engineering-based companies in theyour members now with the transfer of jobs in any
sector, in the transport sector, are operatingparticular way?
performance skills that are not heard of today. IMr Godsell: It was always the strategy that
make the point that once those skills are lost, youcompanies like ATC Lasham be brought to the

aerospace business park, but that was meant to be cannot rebuild them.
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Q25 Robert Key: Those are the very fortunate ones. and it is not just 500, it has been 1,550 over two
years—need to be addressed. They can change theWhat about those who are not directly being
position, and hopefully you can influence theirrecruited, for whatever reason—age or whatever?
decision.What help is being given by the Ministry of Defence

or by Government agencies to find alternative
Q26 Robert Key: Have any websites been set upemployment?
specifically to cope with the problem of St Athan?Mr Godsell: There is significant support in terms of
Are there any websites you would like to point me inassistance from the MoD and the Welsh Assembly
the direction of to go and educate myself? Are thereand other organisations, but there is no guarantee of any blogging sites that have been established, and

alternative employment. We must be mindful that could you give me their addresses?
we are in a geographical area that has seen Mr Godsell: I am not in a position to say today, but
significant job losses in the last six months. Even I am sure that if our members have, we can provide
though the skills might be transferable, the them in due course.
opportunities do not exist for alternative Chairman: That is the end of this session with you. I
employment in the area. That is a very key point that would like to thank you and everybody who has
we would like to impress upon the Government. been helping you so eVectively for this evidence
While many of the job losses in the area are outside session. I have found it extremely helpful and very

lucid, and we are most grateful.their control perhaps, the job losses at St Athan—

Witness: Mr Archie Hughes, Chief Executive, DARA, examined.

Q27 Chairman: Thank you very much, Mr Hughes, Mr Hughes: If we go back in time to when the Red
for showing us round DARA earlier today. We Dragon project was first thought of and thenworked
found it impressive and helpful. In your statement in through, I think you will find that theWDA,DARA
June you said: “At the end of the last financial year and central MoD worked very closely together in
we received the disappointing news that the Armed working out the best solution for St Athan. When
Forces Minister agreed to the immediate transfer of looking at St Athan and DARA as it was back in
work on the Harrier fleet. For St Athan, the news 2000/2001,DARAwas spread across awide range of
could not have been more devastating.” You have facilities on the St Athan side. There were thirty
come into an organisation, of which the future looks main hangars and lots of diVerent buildings. In
uncertain.Do you accept, as theMinistry ofDefence relation to the future of DARA at St Athan at that
suggests, that the RAF Main Operating Bases are time it was felt that to improve the competitiveness
more eYcient and more cost-eVective than DARA of the business you needed to eradicate a lot of the
at supporting fixed wing aircraft? That is an easy waste that was there. That was the gestation of what
question to start with! turned out to be the new Red Dragon facility. The
Mr Hughes: Thank you very much for that. I cannot Welsh Development Agency, DARA and the MoD
comment about the eYciency as such for the Main worked very closely to put together the business case
Operating Bases because I do not run and operate for the new hangar and for the site as a whole. In
then them and I do not know what their eYciencies actual fact, from the MoD there were broader
are. What I do know is that DARA as an benefits than just DARA; there were benefits for the
organisation is as eYcient as any other in doing deep PTC as well as benefits to theWelsh in general in the
maintenance repair and overhaul in terms of the aerospace park. Throughout the whole process, all
physicality of doing the work. Whether the overall three elements worked quite closely together. In
costs of doing the work at DARA are the same is terms of unravelling it, the decision was taken to go
mainly what the investment appraisal process ahead and build the facility, and subsequently the
looked into. I am pretty sure that the workforce at decision to build the facility at the MoD. The
DARA are very eYcient and very competitive in Defence Logistics Organisation looked at the whole
doing that particular maintenance work. logistics chain to make it more eYcient, and out of

that came the end-to-end study; and out of the end-
to-end study came recommendations as to where theQ28 Mr Jones: The Chairman used the word
work should then go.3“impressive”; and I have to say that, walking round

there this morning, nobody could be other than
impressed with it. However, I still cannot get my
head around the fact that £100 million has been Q29Mr Jones:With great respect, we know all that,
spent on a brand new facility, which is now going to but whether you like it or not this is £100 million,
be wasted and mothballed. Who was talking to whether of MoD’s money or Welsh Development
whom? Was there a contact in the Welsh Assembly, Agency money or what, of public money. As a
the MoD and Whitehall when decisions were taken representative of the north-east of England, if I had
for spending that amount of money as a long-term an organisation that had just spent £100 million of
solution to a problem? How did it unravel so
quickly? 3 Ev 61
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publicmoney to then sit possibly idle, therewould be workforce at St Athan have been so eYcient? They
have been achieving something like £26 million aa hell of a lot of questions asked.When did theMoD

jump ship? year eYciency savings.
Mr Hughes: If I can answer both of those points—Mr Hughes: I think you will find that as part of the

end-to-end process the decision to build the Red yes, it was predicated on there being the Fastjet
business, and, yes, the DARA workforce haveDragon facility was revisited to see whether or not it

was still a viable option— delivered significant savings in a short period of
time.

Q30 Mr Jones: Yes, but do you not think it is
absolutely bonkers to commit £100 million of public Q34 Robert Key: Mr Hughes, under your
money, and then less than half-way through the management DARA has consistently delivered
process one of the partners suddenly pulls out? That sound financial results, and met all its performance
is just ineYcient, bad use of public money, surely? objectives. Do you think the MoD has made the
Mr Hughes: At the time the business case was made right decision to break up DARA?
to build the Red Dragon facility, there was no Mr Hughes: What you say is quite correct. DARA
intention of that being the case, but in terms of from its inception, all the way through, has met key
building the facility, from the point in time of targets and performance indicators. The decision of
deciding to build it— the MoD has been taken in a much wider context

than justDARA. It is not obviously a decisionwhich
we at DARA would endorse from our DARA pointQ31 Mr Jones: But when—
of view; we have done everything that has beenMr Hughes: If youwould let me finish, I will give you
asked of us. It is for the MoD to answer whether orthe answer in terms of the points you have
not it is the right answer in the round.mentioned. I think you will find that the MoD

investment in the Red Dragon facility will pay back
by the time the facility closes. Q35 Mr Havard: Can I go back to the business of

what opportunities you had to make the arguments
about keeping fixed wing facilities. We had theQ32 Mr Jones: That is not the point. It is public
original business case in theM20 review andwe havemoney, and if I was in the Welsh Development
had the investment appraisal; then the businessAgency or the Welsh Assembly—God forbid!—I
about partnering came along somewhere. What wewould be very annoyed if I had gone into a
saw in Marham was a quite clear relationshipnegotiation and committed huge sums of public
between the two prime contractors and the RAF.money, to know that even before that project was
What opportunities at these various stages did youfinished a key partner, the MoD would pull out.
have, and the workforce, to make an input to keepWhen did they actually pull out, because surely
this? What I am really after is this: what was yourcommitting that amount of public money to a
understanding at any given time as to what youproject of this size, knowing that one of the partners
needed to do in order to win that argument?was going to pull out, both theWelsh Assembly and
Mr Hughes: In relation to the argument to keep thethe WDA, even with their track record, would have
business at St Athan, DARA had been involved innot committed to this if they knew that even before
the end-to-end process throughout, from the issue ofit was finished it was going to become a bit of a white
the McKinsey report in 2003. Recommendation no.elephant.
40 was to do an investment appraisal process as toMr Hughes: I am sure you will take evidence from
the benefits and merits of doing the work either atthe Welsh Government, which will give you their
Marham or DARA. DARA were intimatelypoint of view on that. The MoD—in terms of when
involved in all of that process with MoD in boththey “pulled out”, to use your phrase—only with the
putting forward a strong case for keeping the workfull evolution of the end-to-end recommendations
at DARA, and indicating the strengths of DARA asdid it become clear that the work was going. So only
a competitive and eYcient organisation, as well asafter the decision was taken for the work to transfer
putting forward other options to make the bestfrom St Athan to Marham, for example, and
utilisation of the DARA staV and facilities.Cottesmore in the case of the Harrier, was it clear
Throughout the end-to-end process, DARA wasthat the Red Dragon facility would not be full and
involved in provisional of information to theoccupied in the fullness of time. It was not a decision
investment appraisal. There were many, manytaken earlier than that; but only came out of the end-
meetings from the point of view of a large number ofto-end process.
DARA staV. We were involved in putting the caseChairman:We are going to be able to take evidence
for DARA. The case that got put forward, however,from the Minister next week and we will pursue
into the investment appraisal process, which tookthose questions then.
into account a wide range of MoD criteria which
DARA do not control—Q33 John Smith: To clarify this argument, Mr

Chairman, it is the case that the business case for
constructing the new £100 million hangar was based Q36MrHavard:Did you understand them?Did you

have clarity on them, because I never got it.on the Fastjet work staying at St Athan. My second
point, which is a very important one, is that the cost Mr Hughes: I think we had as much clarity as was

available in relation to the wider aspects. Theof that hangar may be recovered over a very short
period of time, but is that not precisely because the judgments were not for DARA to make but for
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others to make. We put forward very strong cases Mr Hughes: I am not qualified to talk about
operational capability in terms of how the RAF andabout the professionalism, eVectiveness and
military operate their jets. I can certainly talk abouteYciency of the workforce in DARA. However,
the maintenance. There are obviously diVerent riskwhat was being considered was something wider
factors at play when the work that is done at DARAthan just the costs of doing work at DARA; it was
moves to another operating base and risk judgmentslooking at best value for defence in the round.
aremade in the process of decidingwhether theworkAgain, I think the MoD—the people who were
is done. There is no programme where there is norunning the investment appraisal process—took the
risk. There is obviously a degree of risk in takingDARA input. It resulted in many, many, many
work away from an organisation and workforce thatrevisions and extra work back and forth before the
has proved its capability to do it, and move thateventual conclusion was reached. We did put
work to somebody else. That happens a lot inforward strong cases, but, obviously, it was not
business. In this case, the operational capability isstrong enough for the work to be retained atDARA,
something that you might ask the Minister nextbut when it came to the decision for the Fastjet
week.business rolling forward toMarham the incremental

costs associated with rolling forward versus rolling
Q39 Chairman: From your point of view, do youback was such that there was a decision to roll
think that risk is worth running?forward. That is something that we could not put up
Mr Hughes: I do not think I can answer thatany counter arguments to.
question.

Q37 Chairman:Mr Hughes, you may not have seen
Q40 John Smith: On clarification, as regards theSteve Hill’s evidence to us, but you have just said
recommendations of the investment appraisal, crisisthat DARA was engaged in the end-to-end review manning requirement played a key role; there is no

from the beginning. What Steve Hill says is this: “In doubt about that. Presumably, the investment
2002 the DMO initiated the end-to-end review, appraisal was based on certain numbers of both
which aimed at looking at all maintenance support military personnel and civilian personnel working
in the RAF and Army. Regrettably, DARAwas not on the military operational bases. Consequently,
engaged in this study until, after many protests, it would you agree with me that if those numbers
became involved in 2003, by which time many key changed, then that would aVect the validity of the
decisions had been taken that directly aVected its investment appraisal?
future.” Is that wrong? Mr Hughes: The single most important driver of the
Mr Hughes: Obviously, I have not seen the decision “forward versus backwards” crisis manning
submission. I believe that is probably correct, going requirement, which—we could not go for a counter
back to 2002, that when the first DLO-wide argument because if you require the people occupied
McKinsey report was instituted, looking at theDLO in the RAF to do the work, then that is obviously a
as a whole, DARA probably were not intimately military priority so to do. The numbers of CMR and
involved at that stage. By the time the end-to-end in the investment appraisal aVect the incremental
review took place—by that time DARA was costs one way or another. From recollection of the
intimately involved. Whether or not decisions had investment appraisal, the CMR numbers would

have to be 50% less for the decision to be reversed;already been taken and the dye was cast by then, I
and there were a number of civilians built into thecould not comment. What I do know is that Steve
investment appraisal from the oV in terms of howHill personally was instrumental in getting the
many should be employed on the forward operatinginvestment appraisal process done so that the
base. I can get that for you. One thing that isrecommendation to roll forward toMarhamwas not
sometimes lost—and is related to something Daijust taken as a recommendation and there was
said earlier—is that if a decision had been taken tofurther, very much more detailed work, done. He
roll back Tornado GR4, the crisis manningwas also instrumental in an awful lot of the detailed
requirement would have rolled back with it andwork from our perspective that went into the
would have displaced almost as many civilian jobsinvestment appraisal. What happened back in
that we have got at DARA at this point in time in2002—Steve says he was not intimately involved at
any case, because therewould not be enoughwork tothat stage, and I have no reason to doubt him.
sustain CMR and the civilian workforce at DARA
anyway. The costs associated with rolling back that

Q38MrHavard:Were you in a discussion you could CMR was a large part of the decision to go forward
because you never had that cost in the roll-forwardever win? You were not in control of certain factors
scenario. DARA as we know it today, even in ait seems to me, like the crisis manning review and so
roll-back scenario, would have been significantlyon. The question I really want to ask is the $64,000
diVerent, primarily due to that CMR.question in a sense: Given this has now happened

and it has been rolled forward to an operating basis,
then it may well help with crisis manning Q41 John Smith: An important element of CMR
requirements but is it actually going to achieve, or quite clearly is surge capacity. I think that you are
what eVects will it have is a better question to you, a not able to comment on the surge capability of the
local question, on the operational capability of the RAF, and you are probably not aware that the

frontline squadrons are being stripped of techniciansRAF—because that is the guts of our inquiry?
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to support depth—to back up the Harrier at Q46 Mr Crausby: The Ministry of Defence paints a
picture of RAFCottesmore: they claim that they areCottesmore; but how does DARA cope with surge?

How has it done that historically? delivering both time and cost savings in providing
support for Harriers, but the trade unions argue thatMr Hughes: There are a number of ways of coping
the figures used for comparison are not like for like.with surge.We do not operate a 24-hour a day, 7-day
What do you think?a week facility, although we have a facility that can
Mr Hughes: The trade unions are quite correct. Theoperate 7 days a week for 24 hours, so you can surge
work that is currently being done at RAFon the basis of increased hours. Some of that you get
Cottesmore is not like for like with the work that wasthrough your existing staV by working longer and
previously done at DARA. The programme that isharder than even they do today. Some of it you get
carried out at Cottesmore is known as a jointby utilising agency and contract labour to manage
operating upgrade and maintenance programme,your peaks and troughs of surge. Within DARA
which is diVerent to the work that we have donehistorically, given those two mechanisms and other
historically at DARA in terms of doing minormeasures of eYciency improvement and so on, we
maintenance of Harriers. It is impossible to draw ahave been able to deal with it when surge has come
direct comparison between the work that is done atour way.
Cottesmore and the work previously done at
DARA.

Q42 Mr Crausby: Is DARA St Athan still involved
in repairing Harriers that personnel at RAF

Q47Mr Crausby:Do you accept that the experienceCottesmore have proved unable to repair?
of RAF Cottesmore provides a sound basis forMr Hughes: DARA do not do any Harrier aircraft,
justifying the MoD’s assertion that RAF Marhamand have not done since January this year.
will provide a better and more eYcient support for
Tornados than DARA St Athan?
Mr Hughes: I cannot either accept or reject theQ43 Mr Crausby: There are some problems that
Cottesmore experience in relation towhat is going tohave been experienced, have there not, at RAF
happen at Marham. As I said, I do not have anyCottesmore from the point of view of the repair of
direct knowledge of the Cottesmore experience. Ataircraft?
Cottesmore they are doing several things similar toMr Hughes: We have no direct knowledge from a
what DARA is now doing at Fleetlands in terms ofmanagement point of view of how Cottesmore do
the organisation.How eVective they are, I rely on thetheir maintenance. I have read similar reports that
similar sources to the unions andDARAworkforce,youmay be referring to but personally I have no idea
who tell us that they are eVective and eYcient.how well Cottesmore are doing them.

Q48 John Smith: Relating to this, Chairman, IQ44 Mr Crausby: So you are not picking up any of
appreciate that the Chief Executive is not aware ofthat at all from the point of view of DARA St
what is happening at Cottesmore and that that is notAthan?
his responsibility, but part of this Committee’s roleMr Hughes: I pick up the same information that you
is to find out what is happening at Cottesmore.do. Our workforce believes that the work at
However, is he surprised that six or possibly sevenCottesmore is not being done in accordance with the
Harriers are now actually at BAEWarton as part ofplans and whatever. Personally, I am not involved in
the joint upgrade and maintenance programmemanagement of the maintenance of the work at
being upgraded to GR9, when depth support wasCottesmore. I pick up and hear from the same
supposed to be provided at Cottesmore? This will besources. I have no means personally of verifying one
a personal view, obviously, not as the Chiefway or another as to the accuracy of that statement,
Executive.which I am sure you may question others on.
Mr Hughes: The programme always envisaged that
those aircraft would be done at Warton. I joined the
agency in January 2004. At that time the originalQ45 Mr Crausby: How do you think the skills of
proposal—the numbers would be up to eleven, theRAF personnel compare eVectively with the skills or
first tranche of GR9 upgrades were going to happenyour personnel at DARA St Athan?
at Warton. There was a lot of debate at the timeMr Hughes: Approximately half of the people at
about that. If you remember back then the HarrierDARAare ex-RAF staV, and therefore I believe that
decision to roll forward was taken earlier than theRAF staV have the inherent skills in terms of aircraft
full roll-forward decisions in relation to otherfitting technicians, whatever the work may be. They
aircraft, and the decision was taken on the basis ofmay not have the same experience that DARA staV

an operational imperative as well as investmenthave got because we are doing on Tornado the level
appraisal. I believe that at that time it was alwaysof depth maintenance that has not hitherto been
envisaged that the first series of aircraft would bedone at the forward operating base. An RAF
upgraded, and I believe they are almost finished, buttechnician, who has had anRAF apprenticeship and
I couldn’t give you the detail on that.training—wehave large numbers of those inDARA.

Obviously they have been through a diVerent culture
change and improvement change processes that Q49 Chairman: The question of whether upgrade
perhaps others have not, but the inherent skills must and maintenance should be combined into a single

activity may well be a source of many of the savingsbe similar.
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that the Ministry of Defence claim. Were you given Q52 Chairman:Do you think it is inherently risky to
any opportunity at DARA St Athan to combine the move an aircraft that is in a state of disrepair?
two programmes so that you were able to do Mr Hughes: It is risky to move aircraft part way
upgrade and maintenance at the same time? through a maintenance of that particular aircraft,
Mr Hughes: Both on Harrier and Tornado we put because when you move it half-way through the
forward proposals for upgrade and maintenance process you run the risks associated with that.
together. The JUMP proposal on Harrier, which Provided you manage the process with suYcient
had been put in before the end-to-end process had foresight, then you can minimise the risk as you can
been finalised and involved—DARA did put in a with everything else. If you are talking aboutmoving
proposal for JUMP Harrier. At the time of the End a whole programme of work from one site to
to End decision rolling Harrier forward from an another, again there are risks, but properly managed
investment appraisal, it is more costly to do at that can happen eVectively. If you look at the history
DARA than at Cottesmore, from an incremental of DARA, as a trading fund for example, we created
cost point of view, and from an aVordability point the engine business at Fleetlands by moving work
of view, taking into account DARA’s proposal for from one site to another, and similarly for the
JUMP jump, we were also more expensive. In components business for example.
relation to Tornado, we have been involved in the
CMU programme, combined maintenance and

Q53 John Smith:We asked this question of the tradeupgrade, and we did work on two aircraft at St
unions. What reasons do you think the MoD gaveAthan in terms of CMU, in parallel to them being
for not considering crisis manning requirement indone elsewhere. We have absolutely no doubt, in
the same way for rotary wings as they did for fixedterms of eVectiveness and competitiveness and
wings?eYciency, and quality and performance in doing the
Mr Hughes: There were a number of key diVerenceswork, that we would do it every bit, if not more
between the rotary CMR and the fixed wing CMR.eVectively, than other places. Again, there were
First, the numbers were, by order of magnitude, less.wider considerations than the ability ofDARA to do
There was much, much less CMR associated withthe work.
the rotary platforms than there were with the fixed
wing platforms, which was due to their complexity,Q50MrCrausby:RAFMarhamhavemademuch of
and according to military doctrine required morepulse line maintenance. For the record, can you
CMR. So having less CMR in the first place was onedescribe in lay terms what that is. Do you consider
major diVerence. The second diVerence in CMR forit to be, as practised at RAF Marham, to be more
rotary was that the DARA rotary business is ateYcient than the traditional system that you use at
Fleetlands, which is in a location that is not tooDARA St Athan?
geographically disparate for the number of locationsMr Hughes: Pulse line is basically a re-ordering of
where the RAF were operating helicopters from,the maintenance activity into standardised pieces of
and therefore the incremental costs associated withwork in terms of time. You break it down into a
throwing rolling the work back even with thenumber of pulses, which add up to a full turn-around
CMR—you did not need to create the type oftime. In each pulse you will have a standard level of
military infrastructure in terms of servicework; you will have some work that emerges, and in
accommodation and so on for the rotary CMR thatthat timescale you do the work and you move on to
you had for the fixed wing CMR.the next, and it flows all the way through. In the

process you can eliminate, provided you set the
support structure accordingly, a lot of waste and you Q54 John Smith: In your experience, do you think
can do things in less miles hours and less time from that the depth support skills are vital and essential
the turn-around time point of view. I do not know military skills for deployment to the front line?
much about Marham, but I do know that we have Mr Hughes: Again, I think that is a question for
instituted pulse lines at our rotary business down in military people. Having never been deployed to the
Fleetlands and we believe that by doing that we will front line, it is diYcult for me to answer. There are
have improved turn-around times for Lynx, Sea obviously diVerent skills in the depth regimes, butKing and Chinook. In addition to having improved the military relevance of that would be for someoneturn-around times we will do it in physically less

else to answer.hours. The consequence of that is that it will be
significantly cheaper. In relation to the St Athan
versus Marham versus Cottesmore, there is nothing Q55 John Smith: What future do you think there is
that I see that would have stopped us doing a similar for DARA Fleetlands or Fleetlands in terms of
thing at St Athan, were we given the opportunity. rotary depth support after 2008?

Mr Hughes: I believe rotary support at DARA
Fleetlands has the opportunity to have a good futureQ51 Mr Crausby: We have discussed this to some
beyond 2008. A bit of work has to happen betweenextent on the site visit this morning, but for the
now and then. As you know, the Ministerrecord can you tell us why you have not been given
announced that he would be looking to take thethe opportunity to introduce this at St Athan?
rotary business to market to see whether or not thatMr Hughes: That is one of the easier ones! The
oVered best value for defence as well as maintainingdecision had been taken to roll the work forward to

Marham. capability, as well as giving longevity to employees
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there. Given that the Sea King, the Chinook and the location for it. When that was put into the
Lynx aircraft have rolled back and Fleetlands is then investment appraisal and the aVordability studies,
the depth hub for those aircraft, then that business, the MoD concluded that it would save quite a lot
providing it continues along the lines of the rest of of money.
DARA, and they deliver the improvements in
eYciency, eVectiveness and are competitive, should

Q59 Chairman: Are you satisfied, Mr Hughes, withbe in a position to survive and do well. Nothing is
the accuracy and suYciency of the investmentguaranteed, as I said before.
appraisal?
Mr Hughes:DARAcontributed a lot of informationQ56 Mr Jenkins: We visited the marvellous facility
through the investment appraisal, which took intothis morning. You have a highly trained workforce
account a wide range of diVerent criteria, both fromand a very co-operative workforce, so what is going
a military eVectiveness point of view and from thewrong; why are you losing out?
cost point of view. In terms of accuracy, theMr Hughes: Nothing is going wrong in the sense of
appraisal was done, I am sure very fairly, by thethe people who work for DARA. I have said a
Military Accounts Services (Army), the MASAnumber of times that they have done everything
team, who were independently tasked with so doing.asked of them from the competitiveness point of
It was overseen by a senior economic adviser onview. In relation to the outcome of the End to End
behalf of the MoD and was run through a centraland the announcements that had to be made, from a
department. Therefore, given that we contributedDARA perspective we have lost out at St Athan.
what we did, and what we said was taken intoThat is at the expense of value-for-money for
account, we did not always prevail in terms of ourdefence in a much broader context than DARA.We
point of view, and neither did everybody else prevailobviously look at it parochially from aDARA point
in terms of their point of view. Therefore, at the endof view and see if we can do that work and do it
analysis we contributed, and the report concludedeVectively and eYciently. We cannot control the
what it concluded.whole environment. In terms of what has gone

wrong, from the DARA viewpoint the question is a
lot broader than DARA in terms of what is the best

Q60 Mr Havard: You made a statement which Ivalue for defence.
found very interesting, that essentially there was
over-capacity; a shake-up has gone on; DARA is theQ57 Mr Jenkins: On best value, on a number of
one that drops out; so in the future there will only beoccasions you have cited that you have lost out due
the RAF—but it is not only the RAF that will beto the cost eVectiveness—you could not be cost-
doing it, is it? What we saw at Marham is a veryeVective. What is the main stumbling block to your
diVerent and new relationship between the twolack of cost-eVectiveness?
primes and the RAF; and eVectively the eYciencyMr Hughes: I do not think I said that DARA is not
gains that are coming, from what I can see, in termscost-eVective. I said that in an incremental cost
of planning the operation at that location, wereinvestment appraisal it was more cost-eVective for
coming from the two primary contractors who weredefence to go forward than back, which is a measure
showing the RAF how to do it. The RAFmay claimnot of DARA in isolation but DARA as part of a
that they were not, but that is essentially what waswhole. For example, we cannot control the cost of
going on. So there is a very diVerent relationship thatrolling backCMRpersonnel to StAthan. That is not
has been established; and it is not a case of it justin any way a reflection of the performance and
being the RAF that are going to do it; it is the twoeVectiveness of DARA; it is the whole environment
primes in concert with the RAF, which is a verywhich was reviewed as part of End to End.
diVerent model.
Mr Hughes: I did not mean to infer that it was justQ58 Mr Jenkins: If you ignore the crisis manning
the RAF that was doing it; I meant that it would allrequirement, the MoD say they will save money by
be done in the one location, which happens to beputting this work with the RAF. Why? You have
Marham, as opposed to all the diVerent locations inRAF personnel come to you. You say there is a
which it was done previously. You are right that thecultural diVerence. Does that mean you have to slow
operation of Marham and the way in which it isthem down or speed them up, or do they work at the
going to be carried out is done through a partnersame pace?
arrangement between the RAF, BAE Systems andMr Hughes: In terms of why the MoD will save
Rolls Royce as the main prime contractors; andmoney through this, it is clear to everybody involved

that there is over-capacity in the marketplace of through that they will be able to do itmore eYciently
military Fastjet maintenance and repair. and save a lot of money. We would have preferred
Historically, DARA have done it and industry has that it be done at DARA, but that was a decision
done it. To a greater or lesser extent the RAF has for others.
done it. The net result of this is that the only place
this will be done will be at RAF Marham. DARA

Q61 John Smith:Would you sharemy surprise in thewill not be doing it and therefore we unfortunately
statement by the Minister for the Armed Forces lastare the capacity that is being eliminated. Once the
week when he could not say how depth support forwork is rolled forward to RAF Marham, industry

will not be doing it either. There will be a single the new generation of aircraft, joint combat aircraft
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and joint strike fighter or where it would it would be Q64 Linda Gilroy: The recent decision by ATC
Lasham and TES Aviation Group to move toprovided? Indeed he said it might be on military
St Athan is clearly a positive development. Are youoperational bases rolled back centrally or would
in negotiation with any other aerospace companiesremain in industry.
about locating in St Athan?Mr Hughes: In relation to the new aircraft coming
Mr Hughes:ParticularlyATCLashamwewere very,through, each of themhas its own individual support
very involved in. As you know, we moved some ofarrangements. It does not really surprise me that
our platforms from one hangar to another to enablethat is the status today, because there were also some
them to come in. DARA, together with the MoD,contractual negotiations going on between various
are involved very closely with the WDA and theparties as to what the final solution would be. What
Welsh Assembly Government, and have set up aI can say that is as part of the end-to-end review,
team looking at a whole range of diVerent options.Typhoon and Joint Strike Fighter, DARA would
There are no discussions going on at this point inobviously have liked to do those platforms as well as
time that are of suYcient maturity that you wouldTornados and Harriers; but they were reviewed as
say they are ready to bring in ATC Lasham, whichpart of the end-to-end review and it was clear that
is not to say they were not talking to a whole rangethey would not be coming back to DARA. I believe
of people, trying to encourage them to move tothat the locations for Typhoon was part of the end-
St Athan.to-end, and—JSF was in, but I thought Typhoon

had been decided, but I have been corrected.We will
give you a note on that. However, part of it is Q65 Linda Gilroy: How much DARA money was
contractual, so I am not surprised because there are put into the Red Dragon project?

Mr Hughes: I believe something of the order ofall kinds of contractual negotiations that go on for
20 million of DARA money put into the overallthat activity.
Red Dragon project. That was primarily related toJohn Smith: I meant Typhoon.
project costs in running the project together with the
post final commissioning of the building, putting in
equipment and various other facilities that wentwith

Q62 Robert Key: Is there enough maintenance work the new hangars. In terms of overall DARAmoney,
with the VC 10s for St Athan to remain viable? it was of the order of 20 million.
Mr Hughes: DARA St Athan in its current state is
not viable just with VC 10.We are obviously closing

Q66 Linda Gilroy: We heard earlier that it wouldthe Fastjet at DARA, which has implications for the
recover its costs over the period that it is open, butRed Dragon facility. That is not to say that the
do you also consider that the project, with itsVC 10 on its own, in a diVerent construct, could not
upgraded facilities, will enhance StAthan’s ability tobe viable in the future. I believe VC 10 as a contract
attract commercial and civil work in the future?is a viable contract moving forward. That is why the
Mr Hughes: Yes, I agree with both of thoseMinister announced last week that he would look to
statements. Because of the positive improvementssee whether or not there was suYcient market
we mentioned earlier, it will recover its costs. Giveninterest to purchase and/or run that contract on
that we have a modern, state-of-the-art facility atbehalf of the MoD. It is certainly not enough in its
St Athan, it is an asset that could be used to sell theown right to maintain St Athan.
site and attract people in for the future. If it had not
been built, then we would not have had an asset to
attract people; we would only have had the facilities
that we had, which I do not think were as anQ63 Robert Key: DARA’s annual report said that
attractive proposition as having this new facility thatMorgan Stanley were going to determine market
we have got.interest. Can you tell us what progress has been

made in market testing the DARA business?
Mr Hughes: The Morgan Stanley work has been Q67 Linda Gilroy: We saw this morning the paint
completed in terms of determining market interest. shop and the workshop that makes one-oV pieces. It
It was done on behalf of the MoD, not on behalf of is a bit diYcult to see how that can be replicated
DARA, but basically they concluded that there was elsewhere. Do you envisage that that can be done
interest. There were a number of players out there somewhere other than St Athan for the deep
interested in diVerent parts of DARA to a diVerent maintenance of the Tornado?
extent. That formed part of the advice to the Mr Hughes:Both the one-oVmanufacture and small
Minister who was able to say, “now I know there is batch sizes can obviously be done somewhere else.
some interest I will take it to market. He has not said We have become particularly adept at dealing with
he is going to sell it because you have to test that that type of work. Particularly when you maintain
market interest and find out what value can be aircraft, you find things wrong that you never
obtained by taking it to market and then taking in suspected, and we have the ability to recover them.
the round the value for defence, together with I am sure there are other mechanisms by which that
maintaining of capability, together with looking to service could be provided. Similarly, we have the
get a long-term future for diVerent bits of the most up-to-date modern facilities for Fastjet
business and making a decision whether to sell it or painting anywhere in the country. It will be done

elsewhere, but it will not be done in the same fashion.not.
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Q68 Linda Gilroy: In your judgment what should Chairman:MrHughes, thank you very much indeed
for coming to give evidence to us. It has been veryMoD do to ensure that DARA Fleetlands and

Almondbank have viable futures? helpful. I would particularly like to thank everybody
who has respected the need to keep quiet at a timeMr Hughes: I think it should follow the strategy I

have outlined and see whether or not taking the that is extremely diYcult for many of you—I do
recognise that. We would like to thank you all verybusiness to the market oVers the best solution.
much indeed for the evidence you have given and for
helping us today.
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Mr David Crausby John Smith
Linda Gilroy Mr Desmond Swayne
Mr Dai Havard

Witness: Mr Stephen Hill, DARA Chief Executive (1999–2003), examined.

Chairman: Good morning, Mr Hill. years of the agency, as we were running up to
Trading Fund and the first year of Trading Fund,Mr Hill: Good morning.
were very much focused on getting the business
shaped right. So all the energy of the board and of

Q69 Chairman: Thank you very much for coming to the senior people was in shaping it up for the future.
give evidence on the inquiry that the Defence We did not only concentrate on the production side,
Committee is doing into delivering front line we also concentrated in the support areas, and we
capability to the RAF. You have kindly provided us established anHR support centre on one site instead
with written evidence4 and we would like to ask you of having four separate entities around the country.
some questions about that and about other things. We formed a finance shared service centre for all
One of the things, which is in paragraph 3 of your transaction processing down at Fleetlands. Just to
evidence, was that the rationale for forming DARA give you an example of the impact on the business,
as a Trading Fund was to do three things: provide a we had 168 finance people when we formed and we
benchmark and competitive alternative to industry; went down to 58 ultimately after we shaped it down
deliver a more competitive service and better value- into one single centre. Those are the examples. They
for-money support to the front line, and are all about rationalising, taking cost out, re-
concentration of all deep maintenance, and expand engineering processes, utilising a smaller number of
into wider markets, increasing overall volume of buildings and getting better value for money out of
business and reduce prices to the MoD. As a person the assets that we had.
closely involved with DARA, can you tell us how
you believe DARA fulfilled those original

Q70 Chairman: So you did all these things. How dointentions?
you think your primary customer, the RAF, reactedMr Hill: Yes, I can. Back in 1998 there were two
to that? Do you think they were satisfied with theseparate agencies, the Royal Air Force’s
changes that you made?Maintenance Group Defence Agency and the Naval
Mr Hill: There was always a tension at the interfaceAircraft Repair Organisation, which I had been
with the Royal Air Force—less so with the Armyheading up as Chief Executive for a period of two
and the Navy. They were our major customer. Weyears. The two agencies had developed separately
worked very hard to establish a good customer/and independently, one under the auspices of the
supplier relationship. We put, for instance, a salesNavy, one under the Royal Air Force, and there was
team in both the major sites involved in running thehuge duplication within both, and the aim of
business at Wyton and down in Yeovilton, but webringing them together was to shake them down and
had to change the business processes in what wasrationalise them into a single facility, and then, with
formerly a government organisation purelythe cutting edge of moving to Trading Fund, where
operating on the vote where everything was “free” towe would have to survive by the services that we
the customer, we had to put in hard-nosed businesssold, change the processes into real commercial
processes, and part of the process of driving thatprocesses that would help us to get into, ultimately,
through generated quite a bit of diYculty becausewider markets. As part of the rationalisation, we
people said: “We did not have to do this before andsignificantly reshaped the business. We inherited
now it is more work for us in the IPTs in order tovery large estates which were under-utilised, had too
deliver the business.” There were also tensionsmany buildings and many of the buildings were in a
because of a lack of understanding on the true costsvery poor condition. So we set about forming what
of the business. Nobody, prior tomoving to Tradingwe termed centres of excellence: we had two major
Fund, knew the true cost of deep maintenance in theengine facilities which we rationalised into one at
military arena. It is only bymoving to Trading FundFleetlands; we had three avionics centres which we
and going to a full-cost basis, communicating andrationalised into one at Sealand, and we had five
hard charging, eVectively, all the costs betweenmachine workshops which we rationalised into
customer and supplier that you really get to the pointtwo—one at St Athan and one at Almondbank.
where you understand what the prices really are—Those are examples of the significant
what the real cost is. Many customers baulked at therationalisations that we went through. The early
seeming increase in prices but, in fact, they were
seeing the real prices for the first time. By paying for4 Ev 43-46
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services that we bought from the customer base as Mr Hill: As far as the rolling forward of Tornado
well as them buying from us, you end up with a true and Harrier, and elements like that, that was given
cost; the true cost of facilities, the true cost of to us as a fait accompli, eVectively. We had all sorts
delivering services and all the overheads associated of inklings, even a year before End to End; we had
with running a business. all the rumours coming out through the system that

this was going to happen. Indeed, I was approached
a number of times and asked would we be preparedQ71 Chairman: Do you think you delivered a more
to domore work on Front Line Bases? As an agencycompetitive service?
we were delighted to do work on Front Line BasesMr Hill: Absolutely unquestionably. We went
with civilian working parties and that was part ofthrough massive rationalisation and change, and
our holistic service, but obviously you cannot havewith quite similar volumes we halved our operating
centralised facilities and then disperse all yourcosts in three years. We also halved the workforce
people all around the country—it does not make anyand that was the pain that they had to take. Part of

that cut down was reducing the level of Service sense at all. DARA was formed as a centralised
personnel in the agency for particular reasons, which facility to deliver cost-eVective support to the front
I am very happy to explain. However, we line, and by bringing it all together there were huge
significantly drove down cost, and the economies of scale.
rationalisations that we achieved also took masses
amounts of inventory out. By streamlining and

Q75 Mr Swayne: What factors, do you think, layspeeding up processes on one site alone we took
behind this decision to reconsider the whole logisticsnearly £1 billion of inventory and that enabled us to
principle?take that out of the system and to close the
Mr Hill: We understood that the whole thing waswarehouse facilities. So, if you take Sealand as an
driven by CMR (Crisis Manning Reinforcement). Ifexample, 338 acres when we took it over, we drove it
you go back to when the agency was formed we haddown to 40 acres; from 70 buildings to 20 buildings,
something like 1,800 Service personnel in theand by making the savings, part of the savings were
agency. However, the cost of Service personnel isreinvested in the business to give us more modern
greater than their civilian counterparts, for all sortsfacilities. So if you go to Sealand today you will see
of good reasons; Service personnel have to dovery excellent, open-plan oYces that were fed from
additional things that civilians do not. The structurethe savings we generated from changing the
in the Services is very diVerent from a civilianbusiness.
structure, so there are added costs. What we tried toChairman: Then came the End to End Review.
do when we formed the agency was to resolve this by
trying to get agreement to the premium for holdingQ72 Mr Swayne: Did the End to End Review
Service personnel in the agency being paid as adestroy confidence in DARA?
separate bill by the customer. This was not agreed.Mr Hill: Absolutely unquestionably. We were
So progressively then, in order to be competitive, wepartnering with industry on a wide front and more
had to take the numbers down. So that the 1,800and more our whole focus was on survival; so my
actually was very helpful in someways in that we didpersonal time, my board’s time and that of many of
not have to make civilians redundant because themy senior managers, was all focused on trying to
Service personnel had a job to go back to in theirsave the business rather than capturing new
parent Service. So progressivelywe ran down andwebusiness. I cannot remember the number of times
managed that between Strike Command, Airthat I cancelledmeetings that were arranged to try to

get business internationally because I was Secretary and myself in the agency. The numbers
concentrating on fire-brigading back home in the required for CMRwas always in contention. In 1999
agency. So more and more, as we tried to work up we talked about CMR2000 giving us an absolutely
relationships with industrial partners (let me tell definitive picture on the numbers that had to be held,
you, we pioneered partnering with industry in and we were very happy to hold whatever that
NARO and carried that into the DARA; we had number ended up being—whether it was 200 or
25 international partnering arrangements in place, whether it was 1,000. However, that rolled on to
so we put a huge commitment to partnering with 2001 and then 2002 and then it just got lost in the
industry) those partners lost interest in us—and mists of time, as far as DARA was concerned. The
understandably so; they could see that the agency rationale for End to End, as far as we interpreted
was under threat. Why would they want to go into andwas briefed to us, was that by holding that CMR
long-term partnerships with us while they saw no element on the main operating bases you could get
future for the agency? Unquestionably, End to End greater utilisation out of those personnel. There is an
had a hugely damaging impact on the business. argument for that. There is, however, a counter-

argument that says when you start splitting up a
Q73 Mr Swayne: You say DARA was not involved centralised service and you split it and replicate it on
in the study until after many protests. a number of bases then your costs are likely to go up.
Mr Hill: It was not. Now the RAF has very laudably, as we did in the

agency, re-engineered their processes themselves and
they are continuing to do that, as I am sure DARAQ74 Mr Swayne: By which time key decisions had
is since I left. The CMR issue has always been abeen made. What role did you have in the End to

End Review? contentious area, as far as I am concerned.
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Chairman: We will come back to CMR in just a Mr Hill: As far as the rotary side of the business is
concerned, you have got diVerent scenarios betweenfew seconds.
the three Services. The RAF has always needed
additional people in times of tension and warQ76 Mr Swayne: Has the eVect of End of End been
whereas the Navy goes to sea with a fullto undermine RAF capability?
complement—it cannot go with a ship half full. SoMr Hill: To undermine RAF capability? No, I do
the ship-to-shore ratio is managed by the Navy verynot think so. No. I cannot see any way it would
eVectively. As far as the helicopters are concerned,undermine RAF capability.
having served on helicopters myself and been
involved in many international detachments withQ77 Mr Havard: The End to End review was about
them, it is very demanding and the rationale forthe whole of logistics activity, it was not just
rolling forward on Chinook, I believe, is exactly theSt Athan it was fast jets—
same as on Tornado—if there is a rationale. So IMr Hill: That is right; it was Army and Air Force.
cannot see the logic of rolling back into Fleetlands
Chinook and rolling forward Harrier and TornadoQ78Mr Havard:What I have been concerned about
on to main operating bases, but I guess the RAFis understanding exactly what its driver was, in a
may well come back to that later, and you will see asense. It seems to me that what you are saying to me
roll forward in due course. That is my guess.is that certain decisions had been made and then the

End to End review was done in order to show
something—presumably to show the eYciency of Q83 John Smith: That is very interesting. In your
that decision or show how that decision could be written submission you suggested that front line
made eYcient, rather than it being a real operational bases are less capable of meeting surge
examination of what you call true costs? in aircraft than DARA used to be. Why do you
Mr Hill: That is right. I absolutely agree with that. I say that?
believe the decision was taken to move forward to Mr Hill: From one perspective only, Mr Smith, and
main operating bases prior to the End to End review that is that we have the flexibility of a much larger
being carried out, and consultants will always give workforce to be able to draw on and, generally, if
you what you pay them for. You tell them the you have a priority operationally for Tornados it
answer and they will make sure that you get to that does not coincide with priorities on Hawk Aircraft
answer as part of their processes. or VC10 or on Jaguar, or whatever. So we had the

flexibility of a large workforce and being able to
concentrate themwhere the customer has its greatestQ79 Mr Havard: No surprise in that. EVectively,
operational needs. So the example that I gave waswhat I get a feel for is that no matter what you did
Kosovo where we went on to 24-hour day, 7-dayin terms of showing eYciencies at DARA, you could
week working and generated Tornados and VC10snever, as it were “win” in this argument.
that went straight into the front line. In order to beMr Hill: No.
able to do that we had the flexibility of moving
people from a much wider base than a singleQ80 Mr Havard: You made various other
operating base would have, at the front line.suggestions of how youmight “win” in the argument
John Smith: I think that has covered my lastbut none of them were taken up. Is that right?
question, which was going to be on Kosovo.Mr Hill: That is absolutely right. We were perfectly
Chairman:Now we get on to pulse line maintenanceprepared to hold Service personnel within the
and leaning, which we have heard a lot about overagency if that is what the customer wanted, as long
the weeks.as they were prepared to pay the premium for that.

Q81John Smith:Arewe to take it from the reply that Q84 Linda Gilroy: The MoD places a lot of faith in
you have given already that you are not persuaded its expectation that lean principles and pulse line
by the Ministry of Defence argument that CMR maintenance will deliver cost and eYciency savings
necessitates rolling forward to depth support for the over a sustained period without compromising
front line? safety. Do you share that faith in pulse line
Mr Hill:No, I do not agree it is necessary at all. The maintenance?
RAF itself held CMR at St Athan for many, many Mr Hill: I share it in parts. What you are doing with
years. There is absolutely no problem; you are giving a pulse line is you are trying to get what theGermans
the guys the skills, they have got more opportunity call “takt”, you are trying to get movement into
to capture those skills if they are working on the kind maintenance. Pulse line is critically dependent on the
of depth that DARA oVered across a number of timely provision of spares and technical support,
airframe types and processes. So, no, I do not think because once it starts to pause and stop then
that is necessarily the case. ineYciencies build in, and that is one of the biggest

problems in military maintenance—getting timely
delivery of spares and timely technical support fromQ82 John Smith:On this question of airframe types,

given your experience in both rotary and fixed wing, industry. So I do believe that the RAF has done a
huge amount in bringing together industry withdo you agree with theMoD’s analysis that the Crisis

Manning Requirement is much diVerent for fixed the front line Service personnel to improve
performance. However, you can run a pulse linewing than it is for rotary wing aircraft? Could you

take us through that from your evidence? anywhere, and we re-engineered significantly our
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processes in DARA. I can give you many examples Q88 John Smith: Just coming in on that question,
Mr Chairman, how important do you think theof the improvements that we made through that
physical environment is for the success of a pulseprocess and pulse is one way—it is not the only
line? The Defence Committee visited RAFMarhamway—of making things get turned out faster and
about a fortnight or three weeks ago and mymore eYciently.
understanding is that the pulse line will be spread
across four military hangars. I understand the jets

Q85 Linda Gilroy: Are you saying that you did use will be moved from one hangar to another, although
that at DARA? I think the fourth one has yet to be refurbished. You
Mr Hill: We used re-engineering of processes, and mentioned in your earlier evidence that the physical
the pulse line demanded re-engineering of processes. environment was a factor in rationalising DARA.
There are diVerences in that the maintenance is done Do you think it is a factor in the successful operation
on a flow line principle rather than in stalls, as we of a pulse line?

Mr Hill: I think spreading a pulse line across fourhad done, and there are pros and cons of both, which
hangars is an ineYciency in itself. Our aim alwayswe have not got time to go into today. There are
was to try to get all the maintenance on a particularadvantages and disadvantages to both elements. So,
aircraft type into one work centre. We rationalisedyes, I absolutely support pulse. We actually got in
Harrier by improving turn-round times into onetouch with the company Simpler and brought them
single hangar from three separate hangars. Thatin to help us go to pulse on VC10. So no problem at
gave significant eYciencies. While you areall with the concepts, and, as long as it is properly
transporting between hangars you are wasting time.supported, it will work well.
Certainly the Red Dragon facility at St Athan oVers
huge opportunity to be able to run a pulse line on

Q86 Linda Gilroy: That seems to be what the MoD aircraft types where there is not any need to move
and the RAF are relying on to bring in the big them other than in that immediate environment. I
savings, however. Can you just tell us one or two am not familiar, however, Mr Smith, with Marham.

I have visited it a number of times in the past but Ireasons why you did not go further with that? You
am not up to speed with what is going on athave mentioned you did it with the VC10. Why did
Marham. That is better handled by others than me.you not introduce it as far as the other—

Mr Hill: The main reason for us was that, in terms
of priority, understandably, the front line always Q89 Linda Gilroy: On the Harrier, do you consider
gets top priority for provision of spares and there are any risks associated with the extension of
technical support. We could not go to pulse line on the Harrier flying hours between servicing? Can you
Harrier or on Tornado because we simply could not tell the Committee who is responsible for making
get the spares to keep things rolling. So we ended up that sort of decision?
with a stop/start scenario, and working the stall Mr Hill: I think that is verymuch for the engineering
system—that is the aircraft in the stall and it sits and authority to give you an answer on that, because that

very much is their decision. Our job was to takewaits until it gets it spares or technical support—is
aircraft to the schedule that was spelt out by thefine. One of the huge frustrations for us in the time
customer and deliver against that schedule, not tojust before I left was while Cottesmore’s pulse line
dictate what that schedule was in the first place. Sowas being established all the priority in terms of
I have to defer on that one.technical support from BAe Systems was going to

Cottesmore and we were not getting a fair share of
that to be able to deliver aircraft ourselves. So we Q90 Linda Gilroy:Are you prepared to comment on
were disadvantaged by the process. Also, in terms of whether you think there are any risks involved in the
delivery of the crucial spares that we required, extension?

Mr Hill: There are always risks involved inunderstandably, I would always endorse that the
extending but the more analysis that is done beforefront line has to come first, but, ultimately, if you
youmake a decision to extend themore youmitigatewant to get your jets out of deep maintenance you
those risks. So it depends upon arising rates, itare going to have to deliver the spares and the
depends on faults, and the customer—and certainlytechnical support. We were always a second-class
not DARA—has access to all that kind of data to becitizen as far as that was concerned, and that
able to make a decision. So you have variousprevented us going to pulse line.
processes that are applied, some of them used in the
airlines, like MSG, where you look at the arising

Q87 Linda Gilroy: Do you think you would have rates of problems and you tailor your servicing
periods to that. It also depends what comes out ofdone that in the course of time?
the results of inspecting aircraft. There is no point inMr Hill: Only with the right kind of relationship. If
over-servicing aircraft, that is for sure.BAE Systems had been in real partnership with us to

help deliver that kind of service to us I think we
could have speeded up and improved even further Q91 Mr Borrow: There are a couple of questions I
than we had done. However, the frustration factor, have got which I think you have touched on but
particularly on Harrier, was always spares. It was I would like a bitmore expansion. The first onewas:
one of the most diYcult aircraft to support in that youmentioned in your written statement that “there

is a very compelling reason to take aircraft awaycontext.
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from the front line pressures to a separate site for Q95Robert Key:MrHill, last week we went and saw
the £100 million worth of super hangar and I wasupgrade and deep maintenance”. Would you like to

elaborate on the reasons for that statement? surprised by this statement from the Ministry of
Defence. They said: “DARA’s viability as a TradingMr Hill: Having served on a number of Main

Operating Bases on helicopters and on fast jets there Fund was an issue before the decisions on Red
Dragon and the future depth support of the RAF’sis always a huge pressure on the ground crew to

deliver aircraft to the flight line—always. That is fast jets was taken.” So they went ahead and spent
about £77 million on Red Dragon. Do you acceptabsolutely understandable. However, if you start

putting pressures on those people, if there are that DARA’s viability was an issue before those
decisions were taken?shortages or lots of detachments—as frequently can

come up, they frequently come together rather than Mr Hill: Yes, I do. The reason for that is that there
was no in-depth support for making it a success as asingly—so you have got multi-demands placed on

people, if you are trying to do deep maintenance Trading Fund. The Ministerial Advisory Board
failed to support the Trading Fund that it hadwhich needs a lot of skills, a lot of time and a lot of

care. Then, I firmly believe that putting it into the created. It was no secret that the Chief of Defence
Logistics, at the time, opposed not only Tradingcentralised facility out of the pressures of front line

operations is a good thing to do. You have people Funds but agencies. So he was supposed to be my
“Fraser” figure, as it is termed in the frameworkwho build up their skills and experience over the

years; they are not subject to the same levels of document; I never had one single meeting with him
that was helpful towards the agency. In fact, quiteturnover that they are onMainOperatingBases and,

therefore, you can generally apply a deeper skill base the opposite. So if you are going to form a Trading
Fund in government you have got to support it.to deep maintenance in a centralised facility such as

the DARA. What you need is a volume of business that enables it
to kick start, get going and then, on the back of that,
move into wider markets. That was the wholeQ92 Mr Borrow: If I can just make sure in my own
premise of forming the agency in the first place.mind I have got it right, you mentioned earlier that

in your opinion bringing everything together had
Q96 Robert Key:You said you did not have a singlecost benefits.
meeting that was helpful. Did you have meetingsMr Hill: Yes.
that were unhelpful?
Mr Hill: Yes, indeed, a number of times.Q93Mr Borrow:However, what you are saying now

is that in addition to any cost benefits there are also
Q97 Robert Key: Please can you tell us about them?benefits in terms of the quality of the maintenance
Mr Hill: Meetings that were unhelpful in terms ofitself and, therefore, the reliability of the aircraft
challenging our position. It was always felt that ourwhen they go back into service. Am I reading that
position was very much as a bit player, as a sub-right?
contractor to industry, and that disadvantaged us. IfMr Hill: That is absolutely right. Also, you can
we had been given the right level of support we couldjustify, with a facility like the DARA, investing in a
have partnered in much stronger terms withsingle set of absolute leading-edge equipment—
industry. It is very interesting, in that context, thatautoclaves for GRP, paint facilities, all the machine
overseas and international organisations like Boeingshops, all the structures bays—where you can invest
and Honeywell, that had no vested interest in on-in one-oV machines that are hugely expensive.
shore facilities in the UK, or even in Europe, we hadReplicating those and the skills that are needed to
enormously helpful relationships with them and weoperate them across a number of main operating
had the opportunities of getting into wider markets.bases is, I believe, much more expensive.

Q98 Robert Key: In what way were thoseQ94MrBorrow:You havementioned the diYculties
relationships helpful—with Boeing, for example?in terms of getting supplies and specialist support
Mr Hill:Boeing, for instance, when there was a crisisfrom industry. I wanted you to say a little bit about
in Holland and the Chinook fleet was grounded theywhat you see are any dangers in relying on industry
fired gear boxes into the agency and we turned themfor fall-back support in aircraft maintenance.
round extremely fast and got the Dutch helicoptersMr Hill: Having worked in industry myself, with
flying. We got Spanish gearboxes as well. We wereBAe Systems, during a time when there was conflict,
working with them on partnership for work inBAE Systems responded extremely well. The
Europewith theUSArmy inEurope.You cannot doproblem that you have got in taking away the
that without the support of the design authorityindependence of the DARA is you have no longer
because they hold the intellectual property. So it wasgot a benchmark to see whether you are getting good
really helpful working with those peoplevalue for money for that service. Industry will
internationally; it was much more diYcult workingalways do the work for you, but at what price? If
in the UK with the original equipmentthere is no competition, as there will not be now, as
manufacturers.far as Tornado andHarrier are concerned, you have

no longer any benchmark to be able to measure
performance. Q99 Robert Key: Can I turn, for a moment, to the

super hangar at St Athan? Is it always going to be aChairman: Now, getting on to the Red Dragon
project, Mr Key. white elephant?We were told last week that it would
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help attract commercial investment—the Q103 Chairman: In themeetings with yourMinister,
did you bring out the problem that you felt you hadimplication being therefore that something diVerent
with the Chief of Defence Logistics?has happened, and it is all for the best in the end. Do
Mr Hill: Oh yes, oh yes.you think that is true?Will it? Can it ever be anything

other than a white elephant?
Q104 Chairman:Did you have any confidence in theMr Hill: I certainly do not think that that was the
investment appraisal?intention in the first place. Our aim was to have a
Mr Hill: In the investment appraisal for Redcore of work and certainly in the business case that
Dragon?we put forward to the Minister we had Tornado

work going until the end of its life. That was hugely Q105 Chairman: Yes.
helpful in terms of having the volumes to be able to Mr Hill: Absolutely. Based on the volumes of work
launch further. Where the Military could have that were going through and on the work we were
helped us, and wemade pleas to them to do this, was doing with various potential partners, yes, I think
to put large aircraft in; the VC10 is there but it has the investment appraisal was quite sound, based
got a limited life, but Hercules, for instance, or upon the information that we had at that time.
C17—aircraft like that. The facility can
accommodate those kind of aircraft and there is a Q106 Mr Havard: You make a reference to lessons
natural relationship between that type of aircraft to be learnt for future agencies and funds from your
and commercial aircraft. We were also, at one stage, experience. Could you say something more about
working with a potential commercial player who that?

Mr Hill: I think if you end up in a Trading Fundwas interested in bringing their business into St
scenario where the supplier, in this case DARA, is inAthan. That was torpedoed by the End to End
competition with its customer then you are bound tostudy. Thatwould have been hugely successful. So at
fail. It can only generate conflict. You have got tono time need it have been a white elephant. It may
have a purity between decider and provider. Thebe considered awhite elephant now but I believe that
problem is that—with the will it could be turned into a highly

successful facility, and if they wanted it to.
Q107 Mr Havard: Is that the thing that changed in
the End to End Review?
Mr Hill: Absolutely it did, yes.Q100 Robert Key: Was the company that was
John Smith: Just a point of clarification, to put onsniYng around British Airways, who subsequently
the record, Mr Chairman, your question referred tobuilt that enormous hangar just down the road?
the investment appraisal for the Red DragonMr Hill: No, no, the hangar at Rhoose Airport, the
project, not the investment appraisal for the End toBritish Airways Maintenance Centre, predates Red
End Review.Dragon.
Chairman: Would you like to pursue that?

Q108 John Smith: I am not sure whether Mr HillQ101 Robert Key:Who was it then?
would be in a position to respond to that because IMr Hill: I cannot say. I signed a confidentiality
am not sure of the timings involved.Were you awareagreement and I really cannot say that in open
of the investment appraisal for the End to Endforum.
Review which, of course, was also used for making
a decision as to whether aircraft would roll forward
or roll back?Q102 Chairman: Mr Hill, you are telling us most
Mr Hill: I was not a party to that investmentpeculiar tale. You have told us about an End to End
appraisal at all. I was a party to the investmentReview that you believe was pre-judged before it
appraisal on the business case for Red Dragon as aeven began. Do you have any evidence for that?
project. That was pushed through the MinisterialMr Hill: No, I do not. Other than there was lots of
Advisory Board, as far as I recall, in January 2003.word-of-mouth evidence that was given. There were
The business case stood up to scrutiny at that timeactually quite a number of people in the integrated
and was endorsed by everybody on the Ministerialproject teams who were very supportive of the Advisory Board at that time, including the Royalagency. They were the people who gave us the Air Force.

warnings. We also got a number of warnings from John Smith: I just want to clarify the diVerence. I did
industry. We were getting messages from industry not want the Members of the Committee thinking it
that the direction was going towards them was the investment appraisal of the review.
partnering with the customer and that, ultimately,
we were going to be withering on the vine. I was so Q109 Chairman: Perfectly fair point. Mr Hill, thank
concerned about this that I had meetings with my you very much indeed for that evidence and thank
Minister on this to express my concerns. That you for writing to us beforehand as well.

Mr Hill: Thank you very much.predated the End to End Review.
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Q110 Chairman: Minister, welcome to the commissioned McKinsey to look at the whole
question of end-to-end logistics. That wasCommittee. This is the first time you have been in

front of this Committee in its new incarnation. I stimulated as a better way of doing the support in
this case to the RAF and it was all part of the DLOwould be most grateful if you could introduce your

team, whom we have met before but, nevertheless, transformation programme. We were beginning to
look at how best we delivered DLO support overall.for the record.

Mr Ingram: Thank you for the invitation to attend So this was part of a wider package. It may be
something you want to look at in the future, as tothis session, and I look forward to attending future

sessions if it falls to me to be engaged in your future what stimulated us to go down that road in terms of
the support, because we had initially kicked oV withinquiries. On my left is Air Vice Marshal Barry

Thornton, otherwise known asDGLog/Strike—but a warship support modernisation initiative where
fleet had decided over-capacity in terms of supportwe will decide on the best way to name him through

the session. On my right is Nick Evans, who is the of the fleet.Was there a better way of delivering that?
Was it better done in a diVerent way and a diVerentDirector General Management and Organisation—

DGMO, as he is known aVectionately in the MoD. structure? The conclusion to that was yes. We took
on some diYcult decisions, remembering within theThose are the two subject experts; the senior level, an

oYcer, and an oYcial who have been dealing with dockyard support facilities there was over-capacity
which had not been addressed and we are nowthis and know the process intimately.
beginning to address it. That then set a standard for
the other two Services, the RAF and the Army, andQ111 Chairman: As you know, we are doing a
the RAF took that lesson on very clearly, and I mustinquiry into delivering front line capability to the
say they are now pushing the boundaries evenRAF. I wonder if you could begin by telling us the
further forward and are now beginning to look atrationale for the Ministry of Defence’s End to End
similar types of solutions. So what I am saying is thisReview? What prompted it and how did it begin,
was not just motivated by one Service and oneplease?
Service solution; it is part of a wider strategy and aMr Ingram: In a sense it goes back earlier than that.
wider drive to deliver logistic support to the frontI came into post in 2001 and inherited the newly
line across the three Services.formed Trading Fund of DARA and, of course,

ABRO in terms of line systems. The early processes
were about getting the structures right, the way Q113 Chairman: You have talked about inherent

ineYciencies that you were advised about and otherforward, for DARA overall in terms of support. At
a point in 2002 we then started examining the Services taking decisions, which implies that you

had already decided that the RAF support structurequestion of the new structure that could take place
at St Athan that then became known as the Red was wrong because of those inherent ineYciencies.

Mr Ingram: No, I had not, because it had not beenDragon project. What happened with that was that
there was a lot of debate: was this a terrible project? proved. What had happened was that it had been

proved in terms of warship support, and similarWas it something that was desirable? Would it
deliver the results? Within the department we ingredients were there: over-capacity and the

structure between Service and industry personnelchewed over this argument, we took best advice
from every senior player—was this something that and MoD direct support personnel. That had

already got under way and had been diYcult; thereshould or should not happen?
had been a lot of resistance to it, but as that
developed within a very short period of time theQ112 Chairman: Did that discussion include the
message coming backwas this was the right decision.Chief Executive of DARA?
So that, in my mind, would have given me theMr Ingram: In terms of RedDragon? Very much so.
concept that there must be a better way of doingHe was lobbying extremely hard for it,
things. That, I think, is the right approach: at allunderstandably, and not just him; the Welsh
times we have got to examine the way in which thisDevelopment Agency, the Welsh Assembly as well
has been delivered. However, of course, within, inwere very keen on the project overall. So, again, all
this case, the RAF there was the same thinkingthe main players were engaged in that process. That
taking place: can we do this in a diVerent way,was stimulated, given what we had, the old and
remembering what we had were four levels ofineYcient facilities by their very nature I was
maintenance support? So the question to beadvised, and therefore a new approach
answered is: is there a more rational way to do this?consolidating activity into onemajor facility was the
Is there a better way to do this?best way forward in this. As ever (and, again, I know

the Committee will appreciate this) a series of
business cases then had to be built in order to justify Q114 Chairman: You were already doing it in a

diVerent way because DARA had only just beenit; it was not a case of someone saying: “This looks
good; we want this oV Santa; let’s get it oV the set up.

Mr Ingram: That does not mean you do not haveChristmas tree”; this had to be justified in a hard-
nosed business case assessment. That is exactly what continuous improvement. The concept that because

you have done something—you have made ahappened. We came to the point where that was
reaching a point of maturity and we had then change—that should be the end of change, when you
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know that you are having to drive out significant get measurable payback, the hard logic is that we
have to do it. If we had not done it you would havecosts from your overheads and your support in
criticised us.terms of defence logistics, I do not think would be
Chairman: Almost certainly. Let us now go intothe right approach for me to adopt or for the
whether you are looking at a better solution. Youdepartment to adopt. If we had adopted that—“All
havementioned the investment appraisal. One of thethe change is finished; we are not examining
central issues in the investment appraisal was theanything any more”—we would have rightly been
Crisis Manpower Requirement.criticised: “Why are you not examining better means

of delivery?”
Q116 John Smith: Could I ask Air Vice Marshal
Barry Thornton why it is that RAF technicians

Q115 Chairman: So here you are; you set up a engaged in depth support need to be deployed to
Trading Fund. Do you not think there is something operational front lines? What is the military case for
to be said for giving it a period of stability in which depth support skills on the front line?
it can establish whether it can trade profitably? Air Vice Marshal Thornton: Let me explain, first of

all, the four traditional levels of aircraftMr Ingram:Yes and no to that question. Yes, if you
maintenance: three of those were depth and thehave the time to allow it to mature; no, if you find
other was the first line, forward support; the frontbetter ways of doing things. That was the dilemma
line squadrons of the Royal Air Force. They are notwhichwewere facedwith.What came out of the End
service stations; they are not where we just refuelto End study was the examination of how better to
aircraft and send them into the air to carry out arestructure and reorganise with the same outputs at
mission. A significant amount of rectification isbetter value for money. Again, you are faced with a
carried out on a front line squadron.We tend to takedilemma, both in terms of all the Service Chiefs and
the rectification work away from a front linewithin the DLO organisation. We now know this, in
squadron when it is too much for them to copeterms of possible solutions. Do we put this to the
with—the volume is too much—and it is detractingtest? Do we examine it, or do we not? Do we let
the from the generation of other aircraft. Sothings stand still? Meanwhile, we are having to then
rectification skills are required for the front line;take a major cost penalty because of allowing what
rectification skills are particularly required whenwe put in place to have time tomature so you can see
you are on deployed operations when you do notthe benefits which could possibly accrue and,
have, immediately to hand, the sort of support thattherefore, we then had to take that on board as a
we might have back in the UK. So we require all ofprocess of analysis. That is why we then undertook, our technicians and mechanics to be trained to aas I say, a hard-nosed business case assessment. We high level. By employment in depth they gain more

did the investment appraisal in all of this, and it has experience in deeper rectification tasks/maintenance
been through all the examination. That investment tasks but they are all trained to the basic level.
appraisal was given to the trade unions at senior
level; we exchanged considerable correspondence

Q117 John Smith: So, in your opinion, rectificationwith them on that because, rightly so, they tried to
skills, as you describe them, are the same kind ofexamine us and raise a number of detailed and
skills that are needed for depth support. Do youcomprehensive questions—all of which were
make any distinction at all between front lineanswered—and that investment appraisal, the logic
support skills and depth support skills? In theof it (if that is the right description) has never been
evidence that we have taken on recent occasions thebroken in terms of where the benefit then flowed. So
case has been put forward that there are distinctI have a Trading Fund (and we had more than one
diVerences.Trading Fund that had been established), we find a
Air Vice Marshal Thornton: We are able to enhancebetter and more rational way of delivering that the skills of the technicians and mechanics bysupport, and it then goes under an assessment exposing them to the depth environment. They get

analysis to see if it does stack up—what are the more experience on a day-to-day basis of
implications?—because there are a significant dismantling an aircraft, rebuilding an aircraft,
number of decisions in the MoD at the present time component replacement, whereas at the front line it
we do not proceed with because the up-front tends to be more unplug a particular avionics unit
investment is too heavy to bear. So you say that that, and put a serviceable one in. When you are on a
therefore, is not the best solution because we cannot deployed operation you may need to do structural
aVord it. I can give, as an example of that, the repair, you may need to do wiring changes. Those
support to the MRA4 at Kinloss. The best solution sorts of instances happen all the time. Sadly, combat
for support of all of that aircraft type was to go to aircraft tend to return from anymission with a series
Waddington. When we examined it we then decided of faults that need to be rectified before they can
that to put the up-front investment cost in there just embark upon the next mission. All our tradesmen
made it prohibitive. So the solution then is receive the same training: the basic training and
Waddington retains the surveillance aircraft that the follow-on training; they are the RAF
they have and Kinloss has a long-term commitment apprenticeships, they receive the same, it is just the
for the MRA4. So in one sense there was a better further development of those skills which is why we
solution, but you cannot aVord it, but if there is a believe it is beneficial to move people between the

forward and the depth organisation—it enhancesbetter solution which you can aVord, and you then
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skills. Also, we believe it is important because it gives Q120 Mr Jones: I accept all that but you are not
talking about the Cold War, you are talking aboutpeople a respite from that operational tempo that

you find on the front line squadrons. We have what three years ago. What has changed? If it is the case
now why was it not the case three years ago whenwe call Harmony Rules that direct how much time

any of our individuals should spend away from DARA was set up?
home in a given period. That, and the logistics Air Vice Marshal Thornton: I am sorry, maybe I am
footprint that we need to send out to support not explaining it correctly. When DARA was set up
our aircraft, determines the Crisis Manpower there was suYcient volume of work for DARA to do
Requirement. themajors and for theRAF to do theminors and the

minor stars in all the hangars, all the bays on all the
RAF stations. There was a volume of work then.
Now we do not have that same volume of work, for
several reasons. Partly, we have made all of ourQ118 John Smith: Just to confirm that the front line
maintenance processes more eYcient throughserving technicians need major depth experience—
leaning, we have adopted pulse line techniquesmajor servicing not just minor servicing.
which remove waste, we have reviewed ourAir Vice Marshal Thornton: I think itmight be useful
maintenance policy, which we do on regularif I help the Committee, who probably are not
occasions, and that has reduced the frequency ofexperienced with the way that we service aircraft. I
servicings, and we have got fewer aircraft in service.have looked back to try and understand when it was
Chairman: I want to take us back to Crisisthat we labelled servicing as minor and major, and I
Manpower Requirement, but I think we are going toam sure that leaves you with the impression that
come back to the issue Kevan Jones has raised.what we do in a minor is actually quite superficial

aircraft maintenance and what we do in a major is
deep. That is not the case. If I look at the instance of Q121 John Smith: CMR is figuring as an important
the Harrier, the diVerence between what we call concept for this Committee because it was clearly an
“minor star” servicing (and the servicing cycle goes: important factor when making these decisions. The
minor, minor star, minor, major, and that is the way CMR has changed with the changing threat
servicings are conducted throughout an aircraft’s scenario, from a Cold War scenario to an
life) and a major is 8%—it is 500 hours. So we are expedition. So I think we all accept the principle
using the skills today that would be used on a major. there. What we are not quite sure about is exactly
The only real diVerence between a major and a how CMR is calculated and why, for example, does
minor or a minor star is more components are taken there seem to be a diVerent calculation for rotary
oV the aircraft and perhaps more structural wing aircraft, as there is for fixed wing. I wonder if
examination, but in the main it is taking it back you could explain to us, both militarily why the
down to bare metal and repainting it. That happens requirement is diVerent and technically why the
on a major. There is not a significant diVerence in requirement is diVerent.
terms of the skills employed between the various Air Vice Marshal Thornton:Certainly within the Air
levels of the depth organisation. Force there is no diVerence between the way we

calculate the crisis manpower requirement for rotary
wing or for fixed wing. It is the same procedure that
is adopted. What we do is we look at what the
Defence Planning Assumptions require us to deployQ119Mr Jones: I am very interested in what you say
in terms of the number of aircraft.For particularand I do not dispute what you have said in any way,
scenarios, we work out what that means in theshape or form, but when was this discovered, in
number of support people that need to deploy andterms of when you needed this? DARA was set up
when you have calculated your logistics footprint inthree years earlier and, surely, if it is a case now was
terms ofmanpower, then, based on the nomore thanit a case then?
four months away out of 20, that determines theAir Vice Marshal Thornton: Let us start with the
number of people we need in uniform, and that is thehistory of DARA. DARA St Athan, for instance,
crisis manpower requirement. When you have gothas been a maintenance unit for 30-odd years. Most
that crisis manpower requirement, you say, “Whereof that period it has been manned by a significant
can we employ them?” We employ the bulk of themnumber of RAF people; the majority, in the early
in the front-line squadrons, but we cannot just paddays. As the previous Chief Executive said, when he
out the front-line squadrons with people if there istook over there were some 1,800 Servicemen in
no work to do—you would not wish us to do that—DARA. So we have always employed Servicemen in
so those that are the residue are employed in theDARA. The reason we were able to take Servicemen
depth organisation. It has benefits—i.e. the skillsout of DARA and only employ them in the depth
transfer that we talked about—but they have to beorganisations the hangars and servicing bays on all
employed, so we employ them in the depthof our stations, was that our Crisis Manpower
organisation. When there was a large volume ofRequirement had come down. The size of the Air
work it was suYcient just to employ the CMR in ourForce has come down; it is a diVerent posture; we are
second-line hangars and bays, but now that we havean expeditionary Air Force now, we are not a Cold
amalgamated lines ofmaintenance together they stillWar Air Force. In the Cold War we needed lots of
need to be employed in that depth organisation, andpeople throughout the whole of the organisation to

supplement— it does not matter whether they are employed back
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atDARAStAthan orwhether they are employed on Air Vice Marshal Thornton: I am sorry; there was
one area that I did not properly answer for you. If Ithe main operating base; it was the financial
look at the rotary wing fleets of the Royal Air Force,assessment appraisal that determined the decision. I
we have Merlins Mk3, we have Chinooks, we haveknow that Recommendation 40 said that we should
Pumas and we have Sea King search and rescuedeploy to the main operating bases—that should be
helicopters. The search and rescue helicopters do notwhere our single depth location is—but we did not
deploy, there is no CMR requirement and, indeed,accept that. The Minister directed an investment
we are contractorising the first-line support of thoseappraisal that looked at each one of those aircraft
aircraft. For the Pumas, the decision was to collapse(and you have seen Recommendation 40), and so the
the maintenance forward to the main operating basedecisions were made on best value for money for the
and CMR people are employed in that depthtax-payer.
organisation on themain operating base. ForMerlinMr Ingram: I was just going to supplement. I think
Mk3, the decision was to collapse the whole of theJohn Smith is right, the CMR was crucial and was
Merlin fleet forward to Culdrose to get the eYciencyvital to a lot of the reasoning and logic within the
of operating a single fleet at Culdrose. There arepresent appraisal. I just did not roll-over and say,
significant numbers of both Royal Navy and Royal“Well, I accept that is what it says.” This was put
Air Force CMR people in the depth organisation atunder test, and the RAFwas put under test. I had to
Culdrose. Chinook was actually never part ofbe satisfied that what was being argued there
Recommendation 40, because we had started downactually stacked up. So, whether it is a case of getting
a route in terms of a partnered support solutionthe investment appraisal implemented, we crawled
between Boeing and DARA to deliver the depthover this, we analysed it and everyone put forward
support. At that time, when we started down thatarguments to conclude on what became known as
route, it did not include the second-lineRecommendation 40 and it then had to be fully maintenance, but at the moment there are 57 people

examined. The CMR, I went through all of this as to working in the depth organisation of Chinook at
what it was, why it was vital, why it was necessary DARA Fleetlands. The CMR requirement for
and why that solution which was then being Chinook is 531. We believe we can drive that down
concluded was the only way forward; otherwise we through leaning out the deployed footprint to
would have had a significant number of RAF around 400, and they can all be accommodated in
personnel not doing anything, and that would have the forward environment because Chinook operates
been untenable, unacceptable and, I think, probably with three squadrons. It is not a very large deployed
putting things into an unsafe environment as well. If fleet—it is an aircraft that is used a lot, but does not
you have got people are who are not working, their have a large deployment fleet. So there is a consistent
skill fades very dramatically. As has been said, the approach between what we do on the fast jets and
decision to transfer the work, whether it was onto an the heavy jets within the Royal Air Force and
inaugurating base or on to St Athan, that quantum rotary wing.
of RAF personnel were required. I go back to one of
my earlier answers. If this had been something that

Q123 John Smith: I wonder if it would be helpful,could have been financially aVorded—the road back
Chairman, if the Committee could actually obtainto St Athan—then the 1,100 or so RAF personnel
the formula on which the calculation is based for thewould have gone on to the base and the civilian
CMR for the diVerent types of platforms? I thinknumbers would have gone out, because we needed to
that might help us to get to the bottom of the CMRretain that capability. It did not matter where it was,
requirement. I think it would be very useful.the civilian numbers were going to be replaced and
Air Vice Marshal Thornton: My only concern—andthe skill level and the outputs were going to be
it is based on the size of the deployed footprint—isimproved, and that is a conclusion of
the classification of that information. If we were toRecommendation 40: hard logic. I say that, an
give you the number of aircraft we deploy and toexaggeration of this, and the unions hopefully
how many locations simultaneously together withcrawled over it with a fine tooth comb, certainly the
the number of people wemight deploy, I am not surecorrespondence I got involved in at the time showed
what classification that information would be. Ithat they did, but they could not break that logic.
thinkwewould need to look at that, but the principle
is open and clear and we are not trying to hide
anything in that principle.Q122 John Smith: An observation, Chairman, and
Mr Ingram: May I add, if there is a reason for notthen a further question. I think the Committee
doing it and it is because it falls into a classificationaccepts the Minister’s argument. The Committee is
category that we thought inadvisable, then we willlooking at front-line capability. If there is an
explain that as well.5argument for this level of CMR, then I think it is

recognised that this may well have had to roll back
to St Athan. What we are looking at is front-line
capability, not civilian jobs at St Athan, it is whether Q124 Chairman: Thank you very much, but it may
that calculation is a correct one, and I am not sure in be possible, as Dai Havard has just suggested, to do
the Air Vice Marshal’s reply that we did get a clear it by way of example, because you have said that the
distinction between militarily the CMR requirement
for fast jets. 5 Ev 62
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calculation is done in exactly the same way on the from the front-line and we have reduced the cost by
over 28% against what were fixed price quotationsdiVerent platforms so if you could do it by way of an

example in an area that is perhaps less sensitive. for the old way of doing business. So, no, I do not
accept that it is anything other than eYcient andAir Vice Marshal Thornton: I am sure we can

provide a generic model for you to follow and eVective use of our resources.
understand.

Q128 Mr Crausby: Has any kind of report been
Q125 John Smith:A final quick question, Chairman undertaken into the new arrangements at RAF that
on the CMR. Are there any examples of front-line could be made available to us?
capability being undermined in operations, say, in Air Vice Marshal Thornton: We have just
Iraq or, more recently, in Afghanistan as a result of undertaken what we call a stock-take of the JUMP
civilian technicians undertaking depth support as line a year downstream and before we go to the next
they have been doing up until recently, and in some phase of the contract, to let the contract for the
cases they are still doing it? Are there any examples? remaining aircraft to bemodified fromGR7 toGR9,
Air Vice Marshal Thornton: We have maintained and also to take the lessons from that into the
our crisis manpower requirement. We have not Tornado combined maintenance and upgrade
fallen below that crisis manpower requirement, so programme. I can share with you themain finding of
we do not have a dependency in terms of going to the executive summary of that report which came
war on the civilian technicians that you are talking out with three simple bullets that the GR7 to GR9
about. programme was on track to meet its ISD, that the

aircraft would be maintained in an air-worthy and a
safe condition; and that engineering standards wereQ126 John Smith: I am notmakingmyself clear. The
being maintained. There are lessons that we need toprovision of this depth support from DARA, as it
take forward into the future and into the Tornado,has been carried out recently for the fast jets, bears
as you would expect, but those were the threeno examples of that having undermined front-line
highlights; headline bullets. So, I have conducted ancapability?
audit, but at a senior level with the operationalAir Vice Marshal Thornton: No, and DARA has
commander, and I am comfortable that it isprovided support in the past exceptionally well.
working.John Smith: I am sorry; I am trying to be too clever.
Mr Ingram:Can I give assurances here that these areChairman: Let us move on to the Harriers which
the types of questions that the DGMO and otherhave now moved to Cottesmore. David Crausby.
parts of the organisation were asking, which I was
asking as theMinister: “Is this working? Is it provingQ127 Mr Crausby: The MoD claims that RAF
as eVective as predicted? If there are shortfalls, whatCottesmore is more eVective, more eYcient, when
are they, how are they managed and what are thecompared to DARA, yet the trade unions claim that
implications of all of this?”, and the stock-take wesince the new arrangement for maintaining Harriers
canmake available to you, but I think it is importantat RAF Cottesmore, RAF Cottesmore has
that the message is out there that this a process ofexperienced significant problems. Is that the case?
constant examination and probably also a process ofAir Vice Marshal Thornton: No, it is not the case.
constant improvement, and that, to go back again toOne of the allegations from the unions is,
my first answer, you see the need for change, youunfortunately, not trying to compare apples with
identify what that change is: “Is it going to deliver onapples, particularly in terms of what we are doing at
all the criteria that you are seeking to deliver on?” Ifthe moment with the Harrier JUMP line (the joint
the answer to that is, “Yes”, then youmove forward.upgrade andmaintenance programme) where we are
Then you constantly examine to see if there an evencombining scheduled maintenance, be it either a
better way of doing this, creating better eYciencies,minor, minor star or a major, at the same time as
taking out cost overheads accordingly. That is theupgrading those aircraft fromGR7 standard toGR9
way this process will happen, and what we havestandard. We started that programme about a year
probably designed for the Tornado process willago. The first two aircraft have rolled oV the pulse-
change as we reach the point of maturity in 2008,line, and that is themechanismbywhichwewillmeet
because what is happening in the Harrier processesthe GR9 in service date in September of next year.
will identify even better ways of doing this, and thatBefore that wewere operating, just in terms ofminor
is happening in industry. If industry is not doing thisand minor star maintenance, a pulse line for two
in terms of producing goods for sale, the price goesyears, and that reduced the turn-round time from
up and they do not continue in business. It certainlywhat was, if I believe correctly, about 140 days down
happened in the aerospace sector, and they areto an average of 86 against a target of 80. Therefore,
having to look at all times at new and better ways ofthat has significantly reduced the number of aircraft
delivering because of competition and over capacity,in maintenance at any one time down from 21 to 14
and if we did not apply those principles, we would befor that particular part of the programme, but for
failing the tax-payer in best delivery or value forthe JUMP programme we had clear plans as to how
money criteria.we were going to do it conventionally, using both

industry and DARA and continuing to do minor
and minor star maintenance at Cottesmore, and, by Q129 Chairman: I think what the trade unions argue

is that could they have been able to deliver thosemoving to a single joint upgrade and maintenance
line at Cottesmore, we have taken 11 less aircraft eYciencies? For example, they claim that RAF
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Cottesmore has been so eVective because they are Q132 Mr Jones: You are making the point, which I
am not disputing, that you need these people. Youusing double-shift working. Do your figures—140
are saying that they are fighting soldiers or personneldays to 86 days—take into account that you have
first and technicians second. If that is the case now,input more people and more shifts?
which I do not dispute, what has changed sinceAir Vice Marshal Thornton: No, it does not include
DARAwas set up? Has the role of these people beendouble-shift working. Let me assure you that, even
suddenly focused on—though a serviceman is available for duty seven days
Air Vice Marshal Thornton: No, I am sorry, DARAa week, we do not tend to work them seven days a
was set up as a trading fund, and, as you heard fromweek, 24 hours a day for very long. That is not the
the previous Chief Executive, he removed theway we do it. Servicemen and civilians are working
military from that organisation. We no longerthe same sorts of hours, as you would have expected.
needed military in that organisation because ourLet me get this straight.
crisis manpower requirement did not drive us down
that route. There was a suYcient volume of work to
have a civilian workforce in DARA and a militaryQ130 Chairman: But is it two shifts as opposed to
workforce doing the second-line maintenance,one shift?
because what we were doing was ineYcient. WeAir Vice Marshal Thornton: That is not the way that
created an extra volume of work because of thewe have made the improvements. We have always
ineYciencies. Equally, there has been a renewedworked in most depth organisations some form of a
emphasis, or a heightened emphasis on thenight-shift to carry certain work through, but expeditionary operation since the Strategic Defencecertainly not equalised shifts in that respect, and I Review which has changed the focus of the nature of

have no doubt that DARA could have done the warfare today. We do not fight from a main
same work. The pulse line technology has now been operating base any more.
introduced in the rotary wing world at Fleetlands. I
have no doubt that DARA could have adopted it

Q133Mr Jones: If you have been so eYcient, we areand could have made the same eYciencies, but we
going to need you in other parts of government, Iwould still have had to employ servicemen back at
think. Could we have actual figures of what hasDARA St Athan. What that would have meant is
actually happened in terms of personnel, because Ithat it would have beenmore diYcult for us to create
find it diYcult to understand—if what you arethe war fighter out of that serviceman, because what
saying is you not disagree with it—or that the recentwe want is a war fighter first, a specialist second,
decision in terms of DARA was clearly wrong?somebody that can go on expeditionary operations.
Mr Evans: I am sorry to interrupt, Chairman. INomatter where a serviceman is employed, he needs
ought to explain, I have been involved with DARAto maintain and develop his military skills. It is
not just in my current job but in my previous jobeasier to do that on a main operating base where he
where, very much with Steve Hill, I was supportingis surrounded by the front-line squadrons and the
part of the process, including the Ministerialmilitary ethos, than it would have been at DARA St
Advisory Board to which Steve referred. When weAthan, but if that had been the investment
set DARA up as a trading fund it was very much, asappraisal’s conclusion, then we would have put in
Steve said, to deliver continuous improvement andplace the mechanism to give them that
eYciency, to make DARA competitive, yes, and toexpeditionary training.
open it up to commercial business, but that was inMr Ingram: Let me just confirm that. Make no 1999. He took you back to the process where we hadmistake, if Recommendation 40 had concluded that two agencies before hand, NARO and the

that was the best solution that is what would have maintenance group. They were brought together in
been applied. It so happened that it came to a 1999 and then they were formed into the trading
diVerent conclusion and, therefore, what we now fund in 2001. Then the processes going towards the
have is what has been applied. We cannot—and Red Dragon decision were in process, as we have
hopefully the Committee appreciate this—ignore heard. The idea of Red Dragon came forward in
the CMR part of this equation and the way in which 2001 and the case for it was processed throughout
we collapse four means of doing maintenance 2002.During 2002 the work that we have referred to,
support into two. This was a new way of doing the initial McKinsey work on DLO, was first of all
things and therefore it had implications, not just in mooted and then started to happen, and so the
civilian terms but also in RAF terms. Over 2,000 discussions of the Ministerial Advisory Board on
RAF posts have gone out of the process as well, Red Dragon were very much focused on what the
2,240, and so this is a significant change in the way future workload for the facility would be, and I was
in which we are delivering front-line support. advising from the DLO perspective on that and we

had to express quite considerable caution at the time
that some of the workload projections looking

Q131 Mr Jones: I do not disagree with what the further out from five years onwards were
Vice-Marshal is saying, but if that is the case now speculative, and those workload assumptions were
why was that not the case when the decision was crawled over very carefully. The key point is that
taken to originally to step DARA up? right throughout 2002 we did not have any product
Air Vice Marshal Thornton: Would you explain from the end to end process, because that eVectively

started only in early 2003.that?
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Q134 Mr Jones: So the decision to take forward the no good sending a technician to Iraq who then needs
people to protect him or who cannot look afterRed Dragon project was done on speculative

figures? himself if there is a chemical attack or something like
that. That is what we mean by war fighter first,Mr Evans:No, it was not. It was done on a very good

business case. What I said was that the speculation specialist second, so do not go away thinking that
the technical skills are something that are just anwas about the future work load and, in particular,

the commercial part of the workload going forward. aside. The mantra is people wear uniform because
they are in the military. They are in the militaryWe were concerned very much with the in-house

MoD work load, in particular the Tornado, and we because we are involved in operations and
operations bring with them a certain level of dangermade very clear when we put the Red Dragon case

to theMinister that we could give him assurances on and we want people to be able to cope in the most
arduous of operational circumstances. That is whatthe pay-back period for Red Dragon, which, as

Steve said, was a very good pay-back period—we we mean by war fighter first, specialist second. It
does not mean that we would compromise theirwere then assessing it at a three-year pay-back: that

building would deliver its costs savings and do what technical skills, whatever branch they are in, at all.
it should do within three years—andwe negotiated a
break clause from the RedDragon building at a five- Q137 Chairman: That question is the entire subject
year point to accommodate the fact that there were of this inquiry, as to whether that compromise is
those uncertainties. We hoped not to exercise that taking place.
break clause, but that break clause is part of the Air Vice Marshal Thornton: We need people in
agreement. The End to End was commissioned only uniform to go and look after aircraft on operations.
in early 2003 and reported in July 2003, and then That is the whole reason why we have aircraft
after July we then went through the very rigorous technicians and mechanics in the Air Force; that is
process of investment appraisal, which also why there is a CMR requirement, so that these
included, as the first phase of it, looking at the people can go oV on operations and conduct their
viability of Red Dragon in the light of end to end. tasks in a safe and eYcient manner but in an
Chairman: We will come back to the Red Dragon operational environment.
later at the end of this session, but we have a lot of
questions to ask first.

Q138 Chairman: We will come back to DavidJohn Smith: I am a bit concerned, Chairman. There
Crausby. You may not be aware of this, but we arewas a long explanation given there, and again I am
still on the Harriers!worried about the Committee confusing it. Let us be
Mr Ingram:Chairman, I am just concerned thatwithclear, that both Chief Executives have given
that conclusion perhaps your comment was thatevidence to this is Committee and have made it
somehow there had been a dilution of capacity in theabsolutely clear that the business case for the
front-line to maintain the aircraft because they areconstruction of Red Dragon was predicated on the
also asked to look after themselves. I think what theretention of the fast jet work. I do not want that to
Air ViceMarshal is saying is that is not the case, thatslip under the net. Secondly, the ability to repay in
that capacity has to be there. There is no pointthree years the cost of building Red Dragon was
putting a war fighter who cannot then maintain anbased on the fact that the eYciency savings by
aircraft “to go” fromwar fight, but they have to ableDARAwere so great. The profit rate in 2003–04 was
to look after themselves in those very hazardous and38 million and the profit rate in 2004–05 was nearly
dangerous environments in which we are placing30 million?
them.Not to do so, not to have that capacity to have
the war fighter mentality and skills, would put our

Q135 Chairman: We run the risk of getting into a people at risk, and we cannot do that given the new
problem. nature of expeditionary operations.
Mr Ingram: That is a statement, not a question.
John Smith: There is a statement there. Q139MrCrausby: I made themistake of agreeing to
Chairman: You will have the opportunity of let Kevan Jones in, which took us somewhere else
answering the points that John Smith has made in entirely. We were talking about eYciencies, and one
his statement, which was a statement and not a of the big issues from the point of view of the
question. eYciencies is the extension of flying time between
John Smith: I apologise. maintenance, and that is obvious. Our concern as a

Committee is how is it possible to extend flying time
between maintenance so dramatically withoutQ136 Chairman: Air Vice Marshal, you said just

now something which actually worried me, which compromising pilot safety?
Air Vice Marshal Thornton: We have a process ofwas that you need to have a war fighter first and a

technician second. If I were flying an aeroplane I maintenance policy reviews which we conduct on a
periodic basis. In simple terms, when a new aircraftwould have a quite strong view that I would prefer

your priorities to be the other way round. enters service we tend to have quite a short period
between the maintenance cycles because we do notAir Vice Marshal Thornton: Those are the Chief of

the Air StaV’s and the Commander in Chief Strike have enough experience on that aircraft to make
decisions. The more experience that we have theCommand’s priorities. What it really means is that

you cannot put somebody into an operational more hours that have been consumed on the aircraft,
then we can take a judgment on what the righttheatre who is not able to look after themselves. It is
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maintenance policy should be. For the maintenance costs savings of DARA providing the work, as it did
do, and Cottesmore, clearly reductions in thepolicy that you are talking about on Harrier, the

extension, there was a two-year piece of work with maintenance cycles are a crucial consideration?
the Aircraft Design Authority, with all the original Air Vice Marshal Thornton: As I said before, I have
equipment, manufacturers, using reliability centered no doubt in my mind that the excellent workers at
maintenance, reviewing all the evidence from DARA St Athan could have implemented a lot of
previous maintenance arisings. We then looked at what we have done at Cottesmore bringing in the
what is the right periodicity, and the conclusion of same sorts of eYciencies, but we would still have
that study was a 44% extension of the maintenance needed to employ servicemen to do the work.
periodicity. Let me give you, I hope, an assurance. I
am the senior engineering oYcer in the Air Force. I

Q144Mr Crausby:Can I ask a practical question onthink I am probably the senior aero-systems
Cottesmore. First of all, you just claimed that RAFengineer in theMinistry of Defence. I have delegated
Cottesmore is now employing more civilians thanresponsibility from the Secretary of State through
RAF personnel. One of the real gripes in all of thisthe Three Service Chiefs and through the Chief of
is that it is quite wrong to shift it from one group ofDefence Logistics for the maintenance of our in-
civilian employees to another group of civilianservice aircraft. I am a professional engineer, I have
employees. We might be able to accept some of thebeen in the service for 30 years, and I would do
strategic arguments that you have made, but not tonothing that compromises the safety or air-
just completely make eYciencies in one place toworthiness of our aircraft. People that work for me
provide further jobs in others. Is that true and howare equally qualified. They have delegations passed
many agency staV are being employed at RAFdown to them. It is not something that we have done
Cottesmore and how much does that cost?just to save money.
Air Vice Marshal Thornton: Again, we have got to
set this in the context of what we are doing atQ140 Mr Crausby: We would not expect anything
Cottesmore, which is carrying out the GR7 to GR9else, but a 44% reduction is quite dramatic. Is it
upgrades which would traditionally have beennormal, in these circumstances, to move by that
carried out by BAE Systems Warton, in fact the 11much so quickly and suddenly?
aircraft that are being modified there, employ aAir Vice Marshal Thornton: I do not know in the
workforce of between 150 and 200 people. Thatprevious reviewwhat themovement was.What I can
work is now carried out on the Joint Upgradesay is it is evidence-based and it is underwritten by
Maintenance Programme with a workforce that isthe design authority, the Aircraft Design Authority.
combined of servicemen—I think it is 111
servicemen, but I will perhaps need to check the

Q141 Mr Crausby: Is it because it was previously figures—people from BAE Systems who are design
wrong or because it was artificially low? authority staV that were previously in employment
Air Vice Marshal Thornton: No, it is because as you perhaps at the BAE System sites of Chadderton or
get more experience, you realise or evidence comes Salmsbury but who have moved forward to the
to the fore that says this is not failing.We have taken front-line; the Design Authority Service that we
this component oV at this particular point or we have always relied upon both now and in the future,have done this inspection and no problems have and, if my memory serves me correctly, I think therebeen found, and you look at it again in the next cycle are 65 agency staV at Cottesmore on the Harrierand still nothing has been found. It is experience JUMP programme. We have brought some morefrom many, many hours of flying an aircraft. On

agency staV in, together with servicemen, toTornado we must have a million hours at least of
undertake the stand-aloneminors, the surging of theflying experience across the three partner nations
line that we are doing at the moment, to preparenow.
aircraft to go out on Op Herrick to Afghanistan.

Q142 Chairman: On Harrier? How old are the
Q145 Chairman: On one final question on cost,Harriers?

Air Vice Marshal Thornton:They came in during the because nothing comes free in these investment
seventies; so it depends what sort of mark it is. The things. How much has RAF Cottesmore cost from
Harriers are with us until 2018, 2019, Tornado is the point of view of investment and is that the end of
with is until 2020, 2025, so there is a lot of life left. If it? Will it require further investment?
anybody understands this, we are at the bottom of Air Vice Marshal Thornton: I do not have to hand
the bath tub curve in terms of experience and are the figures. I have got them somewhere, but I do not
now benefiting from that experience from the have the Cottesmore investment figures.We can give
evidence that is there about the maintainability and you them.
reliability of these aircraft. We base our decisions on Mr Ingram: The investment figures had to be met,
evidence and with the full support of the design because all of that, again, was wrapped up in the
authority. My role is to deliver safe and airworthy investment appraisal. These were things that were
aircraft to the front-line. I will not compromise that. put on one side of the balance sheet, so to speak.

Again, it goes back to this point, if the upfront
investment costs had been whatever they were,Q143 John Smith: I certainly accept that assurance
heavy, at Cottesmore, then they may have switchedfrom the Air ViceMarshal, but just to point out that

when we are comparing the relative eYciency and the benefit elsewhere to St Athan, let us say, but to
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repeat the point, the service personnel at Sealand being able to get experience across the broad front of
the Air Force environment without necessarilywould have had to have followed that work no
moving the family.matter where.
Mr Ingram: I just want to give a supplement to that.
It is one of the drivers we are all reviewing. What is

Q146 Chairman: Air Vice Marshal, do you have the impact upon our service personnel? Does it stop
anything that you want to add to that? at harmony? No. Or does it improve it? What we
Air Vice Marshal Thornton: No, I cannot give you seek to do all the time is to improve it by giving
the precise figures for the infrastructure. stability. It is what we are doing here with the

Defence Airfield Review so that people will know
what their long-term basing will be. It is what we areQ147 Mr Crausby: I think the important part of my
doing with in the future Army structure and thequestion is: is that the end of the investment in RAF
future infantry structure in terms of ending theCottesmore?
Army support. All of that is about trying to create aAir Vice Marshal Thornton: We are not fully
stable environment round which the families canthrough the investment at Cottesmore. The hangar
cluster and settle. There is a period of change in thehas been refurbished, and anybody who has seen the
interim which you have to go through, but I think inpictures showing the diVerence between the old
the short-term, medium term, and I question thehangar and the way it now looks, will notice the
long-term, we will get to that point.diVerence with some simple investment. The final

phase is the building of a paint facility for the
Q149 Mr Borrow: Picking up the point that we haveHarriers at Cottesmore.
been discussing about Harriers, I assume what youMr Ingram: Can I assist you, because if the
are saying in terms of the benefits of moving theimplication (and I understand the reasoning behind
depth maintenance to the front-line RAF basesthe question) is that there is some hidden cost that
(RAF Marham). It is not just a cost thing, it is alsohas not surfaced yet—I am not necessarily saying
a practical eYciency in terms of the eYciency of menthat you are saying that, but that could well be a
and women at the front-line by having thembased atconclusion that was reached—and then all of a
RAF Marham and at St Athan?sudden, later on in the process, there is a large
Air Vice Marshal Thornton: That is true. It is fartranche of money that has to be found. There is
easier for me to demonstrate a military ethos andnothing of that under the table, and I will tell you, if
spirit within the depth organisation having themthere was, who suVers? It is the front-line command,
working at RAF Marham than it would be havingbecause if they have got to find the money from
them working remote from the front-line, and sowithin the budget something else has to go.
there is eYciency there clearly.Mr Crausby: I am not making that comment, I just

think that needs to be cleared up and you need to
Q150 Mr Borrow: On the “pulse line maintenance”give me the assurances that that is not the case.
are there any lessons that have been learned at RAF
Marham from the experience at RAF Cottesmore?

Q148 Robert Key: Could I ask Air Vice Marshal to Air Vice Marshal Thornton: We are constantly
clarify something that is troublingme here?We have comparing notes, for want of a better description,
not heard any mention of turbulence in the Royal between Marham and Cottesmore. The depth
Air Force. It is not the case that you are talking like support managers that I have in each location are in
for like when you are talking civilian craftsmen and dialogue at least weekly, and there is no doubt (and
front-line RAF craftsmen, because if you have a nice the Minister did say this) that we have a continuous
stable family life at St Athan that is one thing, but if improvement culture. We will take the best practice
you are in the RAF and you are facing turbulence from Cottesmore and we will implement it at
with your family being moved every two to three Marham. There will probably be reverse best
years, that is one reason why there is such a problem practice going fromMarham back into Cottesmore.
of retention in the RAF. Is that not part of the We are in a cycle of constantly trying to improve.We
equation you are considering? did not get it 100% right first time—you never do—

there are things that you can fine-tune. The basicAir Vice Marshal Thornton: It is part of the
principles hold fast on both of them.equation, and I think what we are doing in terms of
Mr Ingram: More than that, it also helps us in ancollapsing the depth organisations to the main
understanding of Typhoon support and JCAoperating bases eases that turbulence. Had we
support when that comes in as well. This principlecollapsed it back to DARA St Athan, people would
we have laid down will help us to get the bestperhaps do a two-year tour of St Athan and then
solution for future support for future aircraft.have to move to the front-line, to a front-line

squadron, because our policy is to move people
between depth and the forward environment. So Q151 Mr Borrow: I would like some comments in
they would have had to disrupt their family and do term of how the “pulse line maintenance” will deal
that family move. What you can do now is to go with the surge of work which I know you have got at
from the depth at Cottesmore to the front-line the moment, but I would also like some comments
squadrons at Cottesmore and back again, so you on a statement that Mr Hill made earlier this
have reduced that turbulence, and so I think there morning when he said that the spares and the back-

up is always available at the front-line but not atare positive benefits to the individuals in the terms of
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DARA—he was always waiting for his spares—and Air Vice Marshal Thornton: No, what I am saying is
that if you can imagine, say, the final assembly pointdoing the “pulse line maintenance” is great, but it
of that pulse line. One aircraft gets into finalonly works if the spares and everything else are there
assembly every 16 days, so the supply organisationat the time, and it causes more problems if that is not
out there that is trying to understand is the sparesthe case and a diVerent method will be needed?
demand knows that I need one of these componentsAir Vice Marshal Thornton: I am sorry; I smiled
every 16 days to meet the output of that line. Thethere. I will deal with the second part of the question
waywe used to do it, to be quite honest, was farmorefirst. What we believe has happened in the past is
of a crisis management. We would not orderthat we have had to prioritise. Certainly the front-
anything for six months and then we would orderline squadrons will always get the number one
100 and expect them to be delivered the next day,priority: the operational side of the Air Force will
type of approach. That is an exaggeration and doalways get the priority. What has happened in the
not quote me on that, please, but it was more of anpast is we have prioritised spares going into DARA
ad hoc relationship with the supply chain.over the second-line depth organisation, and we

have done that for a very just reason, and that is that
Q154 Chairman: The fact that it was done in thatthere is a waiting charge for an aircraft that is sat in
rather peculiar way before is not of itself anDARA—so there were financial penalties if we did
argument for “pulse line maintenance”?not make spares available—so where there was a
Air Vice Marshal Thornton: No, the argument forspare available it was prioritised towards DARA
“pulse line maintenance” is that it is more eYcient.rather than the second-line, the minors and the

minor stars. Where the pulse line gives you
Q155 Chairman:More eYcient than that, yes?tremendous advantages—and there are two
Air Vice Marshal Thornton: Let me put it this way,advantages—working very closely with industry in
and this perhaps is a continuous improvement, weour partnering arrangements, they have responsibility
have not found yet a more eYcient way of deliveringfor managing the supply chain. We have a far more
aircraft maintenance other than the pulse line. Thejoined up supply chain—it is only trying to support
pulse line approach is employed throughout theone location as opposed to disparate locations—
world in various environments and it has worked,because, if you can imagine, in the past on Tornado and we proved that it works on the Harrier line atwe were trying to provide spares to depth Cottesmore with the number of aircraft floor-loaded

organisations at BAE Systems, depth organisations being significantly reduced and turn-round
at DARA St Athan, depth organisations at four time being significantly reduced and the cost,
diVerent Tornado bases, whereas now that is equally, being reduced.
concentrated into one location. The other benefit of
a pulse line is that you have a predictability over the Q156 Mr Borrow: How do you ensure that the lean
spares arising. An aircraft moves down the line: for maintenance that has now been put in place, which
the Harrier it is every 16 days. You know you are begs the question why has it taken so long to look at
going to need component X every 16 days. You can the maintenance, but, having introduced it, how do
work with your supply base and give them a you maintain it and ensure that it keeps delivering?
predictability of spares arising that you cannot when Air Vice Marshal Thornton: That is the continuous
you have got lots of aircraft all coming, not in a improvement culture. One of the lessons we learned
planned progression to the same point, it is more of very quickly in terms of adopting lean was not to
an ad hoc basis—so is there is a lull for quite some take a top-down approach, rather to let the people
time and then there is a crisis of demand—and so on the shop floor develop and design the processes—
there is far more predictability with the pulse line, so they are the ones that own them at the end of the
I think there are significant advantages in that day—and what we have created is a mindset
respect. I am sorry, I have forgotten the first part of amongst our people that they are constantly looking
your question. for ways of doing the job better; that is a tremendous

step forward.

Q152 Mr Borrow: The lessons to be learned from Q157 Mr Borrow: Could I touch again on the
Cottesmore. question in terms of personnel? Is there a risk that as
Air Vice Marshal Thornton: We have done that one. the RAF goes on in the future you will have to
In fact, I am just reminded, one of the things we did, struggle to maintain suYcient trained RAF
we took the depth support manager from personnel to maintain this function?
Cottesmore and we moved him into Marham to Air Vice Marshal Thornton: Which function, the
establish the process at Marham. maintenance of aircraft?

Q158 Mr Borrow: Yes.
Q153 Chairman: Air Vice Marshal, in view of what Mr Ingram: You have got to be able to recruit to
you have just said, the aircraft moving down the line meet the requirement, yes.
every 16 days, does the organisation of the Air Vice Marshal Thornton: In fact, our recruiting
availability of spares depend on the physical targets have been depressed this year and for the next
location of where the aircraft is, because surely that couple of years whilst we go through a redundancy

programme, as you would expect, because thatis simply a matter of getting that organisation right?
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minimises the number of people that you need to discriminator—and the investment appraisal did
take into account infrastructure costs, including amake redundant. I do not think there is any evidence
paint bay.at the moment that says we will not meet our

recruitment targets. We are fishing in a pool with
many other organisations and recruiting is a Q162 LindaGilroy: So the answer is “Yes” basically.
challenge to everybody, but I do not think there is Air Vice Marshal Thornton: Yes.
evidence that we will not meet the targets.

Q163 Linda Gilroy: You have described how
continuous improvement and working with partnerQ159 Mr Borrow: To what extent have you got
support solutions with the prime contractor can, inflexibility by using a mixture of RAF and civilian
your view, deliver lean principles and pulse lineengineers should you run into diYculties?
maintenance over time and the costs and eYciencyAir Vice Marshal Thornton:Clearly there are agency
savings that go with it, but can you perhaps explainstaV whom we can employ should we run into
to the Committee how that works through in thediYculties. There is good employment for ex-
arrangement with the contractor and the contractorservicemen, and, indeed, DARA St Athan has a
relationship? I understand that there is a gainsignificant number of ex-servicemen employed in the
sharing arrangement. Could you explain to thedepth organisation. I believe the depth
Committee what that involves?organisations, on the Main Operating bases, will be
Air Vice Marshal Thornton: Certainly. The previousan attractive place of work for people as they retire
way of delivering our support business would be thatfrom the service.
we would integrate all the outputs from the various
support base, we would bear the risk, we would
eVectively incentivise industry such that the moreQ160 Linda Gilroy: I want to ask a question about
unreliable a piece of equipment was the more theythe relationship with the contractor in a minute, but
benefited from that. Moving to an output basedjust to follow through on the questions that David
contract where industry, the design authority, hashas been asking on leaning and pulse line
the responsibility for delivering available andmanagement, can you clarify for me whether the
capable platforms to the front-line and isinvestment appraisal of Marham versus St Athan
incentivised to do so through improving their profittook into account the possibility of that leaning and
against reduced costs whilst meeting thepulse line management taking place there? Also,
performance targets; that is the gain sharewhen we visited we saw what appeared to be a state
mechanism. They have better ability to use theirof the art paint shop and also machine shop that
design authority knowledge to improve thedelivered parts made to order. Is that also included
performance of the aircraft and reliability of thein the investment appraisal of Marham versus St
aircraft through life. They also have a better leverageAthan?
over the supply chain.Mr Evans: In terms of the investment appraisal (and

it does come down to the CMR again), it is not so
Q164 Linda Gilroy: Can I ask you how frequentlymuch a function of, if you like, how the logistic
the partnered solution contracts with BAE Systemsbusiness is done—the basis on which the IA was
and Rolls Royce will be opened up and looked atconducted was to look at the diVerential costs
again?between the rolling forward and the rolling back
Air Vice Marshal Thornton:Yes, we would probablyoptions and what we called the hybrid option, which
start from a five-year fixed period, but the intent iswas one which seemed one of the most likely
to move on to what we call a “rolling contractualoutcomes that we can come to, and the key drivers
basis”. Providing industry performs in year one, youfor the investment appraisal and the reason why it
add another year to the contractual period. Thatended up the way it did was that essentially housing
gives industry the long-term business that they seek;theCMRat StAthan, doing the infrastructure there,
it allows us not to approach the cliV edge in terms ofincluding the married quarters and all the other
the next block of pricing negotiations and so thereinvestments that would be necessary, was
are considerable benefits in that rolling contractualsignificantly more than it was for concentrating
approach.forward at main operating bases, in the case of the

Tornado aircraft in particular. So that was the
Q165 Linda Gilroy: I think I understand that, butdriver. The key number, in other words, is the CMR
can you explain to me how over time is there anumber. The leaning number is something that is a
danger that things could become so lean and sofactor that will go into that, but it is this CMR
eYcient that BAE Systems, Rolls Royce and theirnumber that is the critical bit.
shareholders might lose interest because what is left
for them to take a gain share, in the way you have

Q161 Linda Gilroy: I understand that, but in described, is so lean?
working that out were the costs of the potential for Air Vice Marshal Thornton: I would expect over time
leaning and pulsing and paint shop and the machine that it becomes more diYcult to get to gain share. I
shop weighed in with that? do not think, by any stretch of the imagination, we
Air Vice Marshal Thornton: We assumed that either are in the most eVective position yet, as you would
location could deliver the output in the same way not be surprised to hear me say. What this does is

give to industry a long-term business portfolio. Itand make the same eYciencies—so that was not a
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gives them long-term survivability, which is vital to aware of those dilemmas they may be facing. We
me in terms of supporting today’s aircraft through to then have to test that: is this an attempt to squeeze
their out of service dates. more out of us? That is part of the process. The plan
Mr Ingram:The last bit of the question has a general A to Z is to ensure that we continue to get the
application acrosswhatwe are seeking to dowith the support which we require and to deliver that output
new defence industrial strategy, which has not yet which is necessary in delivering front-line capability.
been launched; but this new arrangement with
industry, the way in which I am advised it used to

Q168 Linda Gilroy: Can I follow that point throughoperate tended to be a bit adversarial—two sides
with a last question. I think that is exactly the pointtrying to knock the stuYng out of each other—
that I was driving at, that you then get into the handswhich was not eVective and certainty in terms of
of what is eVectively a monopoly supplier who canplanning and planning for the long-term was not
put to you that they can only do it at a greater costthere. That is not good for industry. It is not good
than you have been taking from the leaning process.for us, because again the implication, some would
If I can finally say, it might be worth looking at thesay, is that we are walking away from this. What the
experience that there is in utility regulation as todefence industrial strategy would seek to do is put
setting the sort of partnership approach, the gainthat type of philosophy in place, where it is more
sharing approach you have described, what happensopen, butmore transparency,more honesty between
over time with that in terms of prices for consumers,the partners so we have a better understanding of
you being the consumers?each other. They know how much we have got to
Mr Ingram: I do not know if your recommendationsspend but not as much as we want. Probably not
are going to conclude there should be a review ofabout every penny, because there are still
whatever it is, an “Of” or something like that. Inegotiations that have to take place on all of that,
hope not.but trying to give them best predictability of what

our demand is going to be will then assist industry to
meet that. If they say, “We are not interested”, then Q169 Linda Gilroy: Ofmod!we will have to look at another solution, but that

Mr Ingram: I do not think that would be the bestalways has to be the case in terms of however it is
way forward. If I was to tell you that in terms of overbeing approached with industry. Industry
land systemsBAESystems have 95%of volume, thatmanufacture these platforms—they create them in
is as near in reality the support that you can get.the first place—and, therefore, it must be of interest
What we are having to do is work on newto them to be part of the partner solution in the long-
relationships with them in terms of the restructuringtermmaintenance of it. It is finding the balance to be
that is going on with the sister organisation, ABRO,struck to our benefit in terms of the MoD, to
and I made an arrangement that rationalised all ofeveryone’s benefit as tax-payers and also to the
that to get the best structure, best conditions to workbenefit of industry and the shareholders. It is a very
in partnership with new industry needs so we can getcomplex equation and there will not be a perfect
the long-term support mechanisms in place on thatanswer to it. There never has been.We are trying our
principle. I do not think themonopolistic equation isbest to get the best approximation to that, and that
critical where you have the best partnering and openis what we are trying to deliver in terms of defence in
group and transparent relationship, rememberingthis whole strategy.
that there are people employed in all parts of the
country by those companies as well, and so it is in

Q166 Linda Gilroy: I certainly understand the our interest as a government not to put crisis into the
description of the benefits. I think this inquiry is system but to put stability into the system, and that
concerned with front-line capability and front-line is really what we are seeking to do in all of this. The
capability on a sustained basis. I think we were very monopolistic approach is already there. Are we now
impressed with the enthusiasm that we saw at RAF going to be asked to break up the support to the
Marham for implementing lean management and supply chain in other areas?how fast you were able to take the proceeds of that.
I think the concern I am expressing is: do you have
a plan B? If you reach the end of being able to so lean Q170MrHavard: I have been interested in what you
andmake that process eYcient, that the profit that is say, Minister, about how some of this will feed back
in it for the prime contractors, the partners, become into the defence industrial strategy which is going to
such lean pickings that their shareholders look at have to deploy our policy, which seems like a good
other opportunities that are available and say, “We idea. Can I come back to the question about how all
are going to go elsewhere”, perhaps rather sooner this is being done. I visited Marham the other day.
down the line that you might otherwise expect? It seems to me the trade unionists are saying that at
Mr Ingram: We do not plan for failure. DARA, for example, people were going to pace, you

know, and at a skill level that they question whether
or not the RAF personnel could do. If they cannotQ167 Linda Gilroy: I am sure you do not.
do that, then at certain levels you have to introduceMr Ingram:But what you have to do is to definewith
contractors, agency staV, and so on. What level ofindustry. This is where the transparency and the
contracting and agency staV is actually beingopen book approach comes. If they are hitting that
employed or planned to be employed in all thesecrisis point, they should tell us well in advance,

because it is in their interests so to do, to make us locations?
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Air Vice Marshal Thornton: If I may, atMarham the reduced cost to the MoD overall and to the RAF as
a front-line service no less. To do otherwise wouldplan is, in addition to the military people that we

have got there, to move about 60 full-time BAE have been failing.
Systems staV over. As,these are people that we have
employed in the past, they will move to where the Q173 Mr Havard: That is part of the point. The
actual work is being undertaken as BAE Systems argument seemed to be that this work needed to be
undergoes its own rationalisation process, in done by RAF personnel, but it is not all being done
addition there will be a maximum of about 45 by RAF personnel?
agency staV. Air Vice Marshal Thornton: It was never the

intention that it could all be done byRAFpersonnel,
and that was in all the investment appraisals, and theQ171 Mr Havard: When I visited there I got the
Recommendation 40 investment appraisal that youimpression that this was going to fluctuate. There is
have got recognises the figure of 48 civilians to workthis question that Linda was exploring about
on the Tornado GR4 maintenance; we are in linesustainability and there would be a sustained
with that figure.number of contract personnel doing it, because a
Mr Evans: We did a lot of sensitivity analysis in thenumber of the rationale explanations we have had is
investment appraisal if those assumptions had notthat you have to have RAF personnel doing this.
been fulfilled, as it looks as though they are being,RAF personnel are not going to be doing all of it all
which still showed that there was a considerablethe time. There is a component of contractors who
advantage in favour of rolling forward.are doing it all the time?
Mr Havard: Essentially what you have done is youAir Vice Marshal Thornton: Yes, and for the
have introduced, I do not know how much, but amaintenance programme 45 agency staV is the figure
simpler cost to contractors who advised you onthat we are working to. It is slightly below that at the
introducing the Toyota processes, because when Imoment. It may have to peak for surges, but that is
went into Marham I said to them, “This looksthe way that DARA have traditionally peaked and
familiar to me. This looks like Toyota to me”, andthat is the way we will do it in the future. If there is
as an old trade union oYcial, I have seen it before, Ia capability insertion programme, we may need to
have seen the Canban systems and all of that sort ofbring in more agency staV to do that, but in terms of
stuV, so the continuous improvement thing is notmaintaining the GR4 at today’s standard, it is a
new in that sense. It is now being employed in amixture of some 243 servicemen and 45 agency staV

diVerent way and in a diVerent place—I understandactually working on that hangar floor.
that—but there are also dislocation costs; there areMr Ingram: I think theremay be amisunderstanding
also questions about now you maintain skill levelshere, that somehow or other we designed a solution
within that. You talk about the need to be warand then we have modified it to bring in agency,—
fighters—which I do not accept, by the way. Theyand in this case BAE Systems—direct personnel.
could not be war fighters inWales.Most war fightersThat was never the case. have to come to Wales to be war fighters, but that is
a diVerent subject.
Chairman:Can we make that into a question please?Q172 Mr Havard: You planned them in, did you?

Mr Ingram: No, if you hear the answer, it was
designed on a partnering approach with the design Q174 Mr Havard: The question is: from what I saw
authority. There would always be non-uniform the RAF personnel were going to be working at
personnel, and the figures were given in the certain times for very short periods on all of the parts
investment appraisal, and, indeed, were the agency of the pulse, but the major part of their activity was
staV figures. I think, indeed, Marham was 48, and at the front end and the back end, which is stripping
you have heard the figure that we are now working it down and putting it back together again. They are
to. It may be below that. Agency staV of all sorts are not factory workers. As you said, they are war
probably currently engaged atDARAStAthan, and fighters. They do not join to be factory workers.
so that has been part of the process anyway. It is a Where does this leave you in terms of retention,
balance between the CMR, the requirement to have recruitment, and are we going to see holes appear
those skilled war fighters who can go oV on and they will have to be filled by extra contractors?
expeditionary roads, and we need that number and Air Vice Marshal Thornton: I think, as we have said,
that is the number which are then the defined servicemen have always been employed in depth
requirement for RAF, and, no matter where the organisations throughout the history of the Armed
work was to be done, that would have to be the case, Forces. This is not new. Todaywe have over two and
and that is why we set up the investment appraisal. a half thousand servicemen employed in depth
I must say that I was a bit concerned that people organisations in the second-line hangars and bays
were not hearing the message that we were coming round the Air Force, so there is no new argument
to, that 1,150 was the total number of personnel here. What we have to do is to make sure that when
across the two platform types and that if they went we operate the pulse line that we do move people
to DARA St Athan that would be the displacement around the pulse line, we do develop their skills
number of civilian personnel. Really what we are appropriately; and that is a management task for
doing is taking a big tranche of people out of the those operating maintenance facilities on the
system, both RAF personnel and civilian personnel, stations. I do not think there is anything new. Some

people prefer the cut and thrust of a front-lineand delivering the same outputs at a significantly
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squadron, some people prefer the greater stability people who have to put the machinery in place to fly
themachines, they have to be satisfied, and, as I haveyou get from a depth organisation. We want people

to be able to work in both, and we are developing a said elsewhere, the ultimate arbiter of this is a pilot.
If the pilot considers that those aircraft have notpersonnel policy that determines how long people

should spend in each organisation. It will be been properly maintained, are unsafe to fly, he has
a view in this as well. Everyone within that virtuousdependant upon the particular aircraft type and the

demand, to be quite honest. circle has to be sure that the quality of the people is
of the highest ranking, and when we put someone in
to do an audit we put quality people in, we do notQ175Mr Havard: Could I ask one last question. On
put them in to say, “Give us the conclusion wethe question of sustainability, which is what I am
want.” Give us the facts as you find them. If thosereally driving at, you have got a plan. What is the
facts had turned over stones that were problematic,sustainability of it? Also what is the transition here?
we then have to find solutions, and that appliesThere are predicted eYciencies coming, is what is
wherever and however we are structured, and thatsaid to us by the MoD. You have a plan to make all
could have applied within the DARA structure asthese changes in a particular period of time. There is
well. At all times we have to examine those aspects.a risk in that. There has to be some assessment of the
Has it been done properly? Has it been done well? Arisk. What reassessment, reappraisal, of that risk is
very onerous responsibility rests on the Air Vicehappening on a continuous improvement basis that
Marshal and others to ensure that the quality thatmight examine whether or not pace of the change
we are seeking is constantly being maintained. Anythat you have already predicted will prove to be true
implication that they are applying a diVerent set ofor not true?
performance indicators in this and that they areAir Vice Marshal Thornton: As I mentioned before,
doing it just because they want to see people inwe have just done an audit of the Harrier.
uniform is absolute nonsense. We would not have
the high quality RAF today that we have gotQ176 Mr Havard: You did it?
without the people who are delivering both at aAir Vice Marshal Thornton: An independent person
management senior level and on the support anglefrom my organisation together with . . . .
as well.

Q177MrHavard:An independent person from your
organisation did it, who was under your control? Q183 Chairman: I heard no such implication made,
Mr Ingram:Was the implication that the people who but the question was asked about sustainability, and
carry out this work in the RAF, because they are in then we will come to John Smith. Is this new system
uniform, do not use objectivity in their analysis? Is sustainable?
that the accusation? Air Vice Marshal Thornton: Yes, the new system is

sustainable.Wewill always require a certain number
Q178 Mr Havard: It is not an accusation, it is a of RAF people to be employed in it. We have taken
question. work from three locations from industry, and if you
Mr Ingram: That was the implication, and I think it look at the Tornado GR1 to GR4 upgrade
is wrong to say that. It is wrong to imply that. programme, that employed on the hangar floor 257

BAE Systems employees when that programme
went through. We have taken work from DARA StQ179 Mr Havard:Who did it?
Athan that was a civilian employee regime, and weAir Vice Marshal Thornton: It was led by two RAF
have co-located it in one location. There was alwaysgroup captains, one who works in my organisation
going to be a mix. This is not about the RAF will dobut not part of any of the project teams that manage
all the work. The RAF will use the minimumthe aircraft.
number of people that it needs to meet its crisis
manpower requirement and nomore, because we areQ180MrHavard: So there is a Chinese wall between
more expensive and we should not employ any morehim and the organisation, is there?
than we need to do.Air Vice Marshal Thornton: Yes, indeed, and

another operational RAF group captain
representing the operational commander, the AOC Q184 John Smith: Staying with sustainability,
No 1 Group. Chairman, and coming back to my colleague’s

point, I am still concerned as to how you do
Q181 Mr Havard: They have no confidence in it. incentivise a monopoly supplier over a long period
Well, you do? of time. The thinking behind the creation of DARA
Air Vice Marshal Thornton: I do, yes. only four years ago, one of the key functions of

DARA was indeed, to provide a competitive
alternative to industry to prevent us getting into thisQ182 Chairman: Can we get back to the

sustainability issue. position where in five years time the RAF front-line
may be dependent on a sole supplier for supportingMr Ingram: This gets to some of the criticisms that

are pushed around as if somewhere or other this has depth support and providing components. How has
government policy changed so dramatically in suchbeen driven by an RAF—only agenda. The

implication is that I should not take advice from the a short period of time from wishing to have a
competitive alternative in industry to beingRAF in coming to my conclusions, and that would

be wholly wrong. These are the experts, these are the confident that you can maintain an eYcient
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contractual relationship, not with a partner, which I Chairman:We are now going to move on to the final
group of questions on the Red Dragon project andaccept is a way forward, but a partner who is a

monopoly supplier? the future of DARA.
Mr Ingram: Because the facts changed, and that was
what came out of the End to End study, another way Q185 Robert Key: Can I ask some easy questions
of doing this, all of that approach, and I lived about what happens next. Am I right that the Red
through all that. Is there going to be a roll forward, Dragon project was funded by a commercial
a roll back? Is there going to be a hybrid? Is there operating lease payable by DARA annually from
going to be a hybrid minus? What was the best mix? December 2004 to the Welsh Development Agency?
Yes, there was pressure to say everything should go Mr Evans: It is actually payable to the banks who
ontomain operating bases, but not if the bricks were funded the facility, is the strict answer to your
stacked up diVerently. That is why we have question.
Fleetlands in operation now that we have part of the
uniformed personnel, saying, “This is going to be a Q186 Robert Key: So will DARA continue to be
problem for us because we are now going to have to responsible for the rent?
move onto a civilian base.” Well, so be it, because Mr Evans: There is an agreement between DARA
the logicworked the other way in terms of fixed-wing and the banks that provide us with the finance for
support, but what do you think the solution we have that construction. Clearly DARA is part of the
come to with Sealand is about? We have Ministry of Defence. That is a Ministry of Defence
concentrated on fixed-wing only. DARA has a obligation, as the Ministry of Defence has accepted
number of business units within there, and Sealand other obligations to do with the restructuring of
is being maintained, 600 personnel, as we define a DARA, including the redundancy funding. If you
support approach because we need that type of are saying, “Are those bills going to be paid?”, the
mechanism: high quality, high grade, highly answer is definitely, “Yes”, and the MoD will be
eVective, and it is going to be as good as you would ultimately the payer.
get. That is being maintained. This is not about
DARA being completely transferred over to Q187 Robert Key: Will the cost continue to be the
uniformed personnel. That is not what is happening. same for 125 years whatever happens to the super
Fleetlands, Almondbank and Sealand are in the hangar and site?
main civilian bases. Where they end up is another Mr Evans: No, the super hangar is eVectively for 15
matter—whether they end up as part of an MoD years. We have a payment mechanism stretching
structure or in some other construct—and then we over that 15-year period, assuming that continues in
will have to decide, as we test the market in that. that mode, and at that point the building is paid for.
What is best for the taxpayer is one consideration, It is essentially a PFI arrangement that we have
but the prime issue is can we maintain the same level entered into. It is essentially DARA fronting it up,
of support to meet the operational needs? That will but it comes back. IfDARAdid not exist any longer,
be the overriding consideration in all of this; but the which, as theMinister has said, is not the position at
facts did change and the end to end study showed the the moment, it would revert back to the MoD to
way in which we were doing it before was not as meet that obligation.
eYcient and eVective as we could do it, and look at
the figures we have taken out of the system and not

Q188 Robert Key: So eVectively the Ministry ofeven getting the same amount but getting an
Defence has a relationship with the banks?improved output. This has to be evidence-based and
Mr Evans: Yes, through DARA.the evidence stacks up in favour of what we have

done. At all times we have to examine, and it will not
Q189 Robert Key: Why then did the Welshrest on me because, as you have heard, the Tornados
Development Agency get involved at all?are going to be there until 2025. I do not know how
Mr Evans:As theMinister has said, and theMinistermany ministers are going to be in place by that time
will probably want to come in on this, the WelshI just hope the same rigour will be then applied to
Development Agency, as people round this roomensure that everything that has been done is still
know very well, was and remains extremelymeeting the requirement. If we are not doing that
interested in developing the StAthan site, but I thinkthen we are failing somewhere, and that is exactly
what we have to bear in mind here is that the landwhat has been explained as we entered this process
deal that goes with Red Dragon is not just about thefrom the early days. We have gone into a stock-take
super hangar, it is about how the Ministry ofapproach and the Air Vice Marshal and I have had
Defence as a whole can make the best use of whatconstant discussions about this. “Prove this?
you already know is a huge piece of real estate withConvince me?” That is a check and balance that has
lots of very old buildings on it. What we saw in theto take place and that is going on, and if we do not
Red Dragon deal was a great opportunity tohave that rigorous approach (that question has been
rationalise that to bring in Land Command units,asked anyway within the RAF), there then has to be
which is also part of the package, to take costs down,challenge at all times, and that is how we move
to rationalise and, as it happens, to build this facilityforward with certainty in this. If there were big risks
which at the core of the business case was about theand big uncertainties, then a diVerent set of facts
DARA use of that facility, but the Welshwould have been in play and a diVerent solution
Development Agency could see considerablewould have been applied, but it may have been the

existing one. There may be a status quo. attractions in using that facility to build on their
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aspirations for an aerospace park. That was the core a pay back from an investment? Yes, we have. We
have driven out the cost as a consequence of that,of why we set this process in motion, and, as I have

said in my earlier contribution to this, at all stages of and the previous Chief Executive was a very strong
advocate and proponent of it, and all the otherthis leading up to the approval of the business case,

we were looking at all the factors surrounding those advice I received said that was also beneficial and
desirable. What happened, of course, was that theissues, not least, and quite importantly, the future

workload that DARA assessed that they were going volumes they were considering changed because of
other decisions we took subsequently, and, ofto get which we were then trying to compare—going

back to what Mr Hill was talking about. Then the course, also we have heard about the fast jet
maintenance site before the Harrier, and so thesecustomer/supplier relationship between DARA and

theMinistry of Defence, how all that played in, such were not in the reckoning at that point in time. On
the best information it was a correct decision. Do Ithat we could advise the Minister on what was the

most sensible decision to take. think it was the best decision now? The answer is yes,
because it will still get the pay back required from it.
I have always asked myself the question: Did I doQ190 Robert Key: Minister, I bet you could have right? Yes, I did. Subsequently, have I done right?spent that £100 million better on diVerent priorities Yes, I have, because now we can give, hopefully, arather than propping up a Regional Agency, could future in that location, and that becomes the

you not? regional agency’s responsibility to seek to attract
Mr Ingram: That is not what happened. The way in more on to that location, and they have a hugely
which this was approached was: can we make this marketable facility to do so.
succeed on the best information available at that
point in time? The answer to that was, “Yes”, andwe Q191 Robert Key:Minister, I do not doubt that the
were doing it in partnership, of course, with the Treasurywould not have let you do it if they thought
Welsh Development Agency and the Welsh Agency. that this was not a good financial deal for the
The colour of the debate, the discussion that was Government. What you are saying is that this is a
going on at the time, was that if we made this a very good example of joined up government with the
central hub, a centre of excellence for the MoD, Ministry of Defence bailing out the Welsh
there would be people queuing up to come on to that Development Agency, to the enormous advantage
location. There is any amount of interest that has of the people of Wales, at the price of a financial
been shown from other players, but that has not burdenwhichwill be round the necks of theMinistry
quite happened. I must say, my experience in terms of Defence for a very long time?
of other roles I have played tells me that people can Mr Ingram: I am not saying that at all. Mr Key, you
talk big but very rarely deliver in terms of relocation are a very experienced person, and you know that
on new locational eVort by companies that are any such approach has to go through the Chief
looking to invest in development terms, so I was very Secretary, and all of that case was set out with all of
cynical about all of that. My view was, at the time, the possible witnesses, if that is the right description,
should I proceed or not proceed with Red Dragon, but some of those details that we were looking at in
did it stack up financially and what is the benefit to terms of volume and changes, the Treasury did
the MoD out of all of this? My conclusion was even accept it because it did stack up as an appropriate
though there were now beginning to emerge some deal. It was not seen as a subsidy. If the implication is
concerns about future workloads, about some of wewere doing something for some political purpose,
part of the viability, and we then went into tough then the solution would have been, “Do not change
negotiations with Welsh Development Agency on anything; just keep all the jobs at DARA St Athan.”
the break clauses in terms of that project, if I had I remind you of the history of this as well. Just before
made a decision not to proceed with Red Dragon, the election, not that that should matter, I
then I have got to say that that location would have announced a thousand RAF personnel coming out
been in a very parlous state now.What we now have of the support system for the fast jets from Scotland,
is a world-class facility which is marketable, which a thousand posts, in April, just before the election,
we will do everything we possibly can and which we because not to have done so would have meant the
have already done, in terms of helping to attract MoD was carrying costs it should not have been
ATC Lasham to the location. If people want the carrying, and so it was about best spending and not
facility, it will be there. It is a very worthwhile facility frittering and throwing money away.
for people who are looking at location or relocation, Chairman: On that, Minister, I think we had better
so it is a great asset which can then be used in that finish. Thank you very much indeed to you and your
way; but I would not have done it simply as a sop; I team and to everybody who has given evidence to us
would not have done it on the basis of simply on this inquiry, and also to everyone who has come
throwing money away. That is not the way in which to watch, many of them with a deep interest in this

matter. We are most grateful.I approach it or my oYcials approach it. Did we get
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Memorandum from Prospect

I am writing on behalf of the trade unions with members in the Ministry of Defence in connection with
the above inquiry.

The subject of future support of military aircraft and, in particular, the future of the Defence Aviation
Repair Agency (DARA), is in a considerable state of flux at the moment, with a decision on the future of
the DARA Trading Fund expected in the near future. Accordingly, although we would like to submit a
comprehensive written submission to your inquiry, we would rather do this nearer the time of any oral
evidence. One of our number, Amicus, has submitted to you separately a comprehensive account of the
background and the current position.

The unions’ concerns about the position at DARA centre on the following headline issues.

“Roll-forward” of Fast Jet Deep Repair

We are aware of problems being experienced with the “roll-forward” of deep maintenance of Harrier to
RAFmain operating bases. We believe this has been costly (ie more costly than doing this work at DARA)
and has led to programme delays and quality issues. We also believe that much of the rationale for this
change (to utilise uniformed staV) has not materialised, with large numbers of contractors being used. This
amounts to privatisation of the work.We believe that the planned roll forward of Tornado should be halted
and the work retained at DARA.

Red Dragon

The Red Dragon super-hangar facility at DARA ST Athan has involved initial capital expenditure of
around £80 million. If the MoD/DARA has to leave the site, further costs of up to £60 million will be
incurred. These costs were not taken into account when assessing the sense of the “roll forward” policy. If
Tornado work follows Harrier, Red Dragon will be as good as empty. What is alleged to be cheaper for the
RAF could end up being very expensive for the taxpayer. The Welsh Development Agency has poured
money into Red Dragon and the surrounding area in anticipation of it forming the hub of an aerospace
technology park. If DARA closes, this will prove to have been a wasted investment.

The Loss of Skills and Jobs

The job losses at DARA are costing large sums of money—in terms of redundancy payments as well as
the social costs that follow. We are also concerned about the loss of high quality jobs and a highly skilled
workforce in what is a high technology industry.

Consequences of Privatisation

As DARA (and other parts of MoD) move inexorably towards privatisation under the government’s
“End to End” policy for defence equipment, the MoD will be faced with monopoly supply, repair and
maintenance of its key platforms. The taxpayer will be over a barrel. Without in-house support, the MoD
will not be able to benchmark providers’ prices. And the loss of in-house expertise will mean the MoD
cannot act as an “intelligent customer”.

National Security

The risk to MoD and the country of this privatisation is huge: it is impossible to genuinely and fully
transfer risk in defence. If the private sector fails to deliver, it will be our Armed Forces and the public
under threat.

The MoD trade unions welcome the Committee’s inquiry and we are keen to be invited to give oral
evidence. Prior to that, we will provide a more complete, up-to-date account of our position.

October 2005
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Memorandum from AMICUS

Introduction

1. Amicus welcomes the opportunity to respond to this consultation on “Delivering Frontline Capability
to the RAF”.

1.1 Amicus is the UK’s largest manufacturing, technical and skilled persons’ union. We have over 1.2
million members in the private and public sectors. We have members who work in the Ministry of Defence
(MoD) and Government Departments and over 1,000 members who work at Defence Aviation Repair
Agency (DARA) St Athan.

1.2 The best option for securing prompt and eVective delivery of frontline capability to the Royal Air
Force (RAF) would be to overturn the decision to roll forward Tornado GR4 maintenance and upgrade
support to RAF Marham and, ultimately, BAE Systems.

1.3 The decision to roll the work forward to RAF Marham, originally made in September 2004 by the
MoD, does not make any operational or financial sense. Moreover, the investment appraisal which
informed this decision is too flawed to represent a robust case.

1.4 The decision will ensure the closure of DARA St Athan with the loss of 1,400 jobs and £80 million
worth of taxpayers’ money which was spent on constructing the state of the art aircraft hangar at the site.

1.5 TheWelsh Assembly’s Red Dragon project to promote the region as a centre of aerospace excellence
is also now in jeopardy.

Facilities at Dara St Athan

2. On 1 April 1999, the Defence Aviation Repair Agency (DARA) was created through the merger of
the Royal Air Force (RAF) Maintenance Group Defence Agency (MGDA) and the Naval Aircraft Repair
Organisation (NARO). Although still part of the MoD, DARA was established as a trading fund exactly
two years later. DARA oVers a variety of aircraft modification and maintenance services including
stripping, paint shop, replacing, repairing and rebuilding whole aircraft for military and commercial
organisations.

2.1 DARA Head OYce and Fixed Wing Operations are based at St Athan in the Vale of Glamorgan in
Wales. DARA also has three other sites around the UK in Hampshire (DARA Fleetlands), Flintshire
(DARA Electronics) and Tayside (DARA Components). In April 2005 a new £80 million aircraft hangar,
paid for with tax payers’ money, was opened at St Athan by Welsh First Minister Rhodri Morgan.

2.2 The newhangar has 45,000 squaremetres of hangar accommodation, 20,000 squaremetres of support
workshops and oYce space and a roof span of 66 metres. It was designed to accommodate up to 48 fast jet
aircraft and includes state of the art facilities which are the most advanced in Europe. The facility also plays
a key role in the Welsh Development Agency’s Red Dragon project which seeks to establish a world class
aviation centre in the area.

2.3 DARA has now completed three years of trading and has consistently made a profit. In 2001–02
profits stood at £9 million, 2002–03 £6 million and 2003–04 £6.5 million.1 Last year DARA met all its Key
Targets for the third successive year and customer concerns fell, overheads were reduced, real term price
reductions were made and an order intake target of £160 million was achieved. DARA has also proved that
it can provide a competitive alternative to private sector industry by winning the deep level repair and
maintenance contract for the RAF’s Hawk Training fleet.

2.4 Despite the fantastic facilities at DARA St Athan, its 1,400 highly skilled and dedicated workers face
an uncertain future as a result of a bizarre and dangerous decision by the MoD to award contracts for
servicing and repairing Harrier and Tornado fighter jets to the RAF.

2.5 The Government has appointed an American investment bank, Morgan Stanley, to advise on the
future possible sale of DARA as a whole and a possible sale of DARA St Athan. We believe that the
outcome of this advice will result in a proposal of site closure for DARA St Athan by April 2007 in
contradiction to earlier predictions of a future to 2009.

End to End (E2E) Recommendation 40 Follow on Work

3. On 2 April 2004, the MoD disclosed the End to End (E2E) Logistics Review study to trade unions.
Management Accountancy Services (Army) produced the study, entitled “End to End Study
Recommendation 40 Follow onWork,” on behalf of theMoD. The study contains details of the investment
appraisal on which the MoD based their decision to roll forward work to RAF Marham.

1 DARA Annual Report and Accounts 2003–04.
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3.1 The incremental cost methodology used to justify the E2E was fundamentally flawed. Indeed, the
authors of the study conceded that the data had been collected and analysed “within very short
timeframes”.2 It further admitted that themajority of data including that fromDefence Estates was collected
on a “‘Rough Order of Magnitude’ (ROM) basis”.3 This simply does not provide a suYciently robust
methodology on which to base a decision that could ultimately threaten UK frontline capability.

3.2 The study further conceded that assumptions had been made about RAF Crisis Manpower
Requirement (CMR)which took “no account of any possible future changes”.4 The study stated that factors
such as diVerent service culture, the future of the Red Dragon project, the future of DARA St Athan and
operational considerations should be represented separately from the financial implications. Yet these
factors all represent further financial risks and costs intimately linked with decisions regarding future depth
support. Furthermore, even where certain costs have been included they have been grossly underestimated.
For example, the study estimates that any decision to close the FixedWingOperatingUnit (FOU) will result
in “up to 800 redundancies”,5 but we now know that 1,400 jobs will be lost with the closure of DARA St
Athan.

3.3 The study further admits that it had “been diYcult to establish some costs, particularly infrastructure
costs and task hours”.6 The premium of 24%7 which the study has applied to all new infrastructure
requirements is unlikely to be suYcient to bring infrastructure provisions at RAF Marham up to the
standards required to properly service and support Tornado GR4 or Harrier.

3.4 In conclusion the study claimed that the “Roll Forward and Hybrid options are extremely close in
value for money terms, Roll Forward oVers better value for money by just £0.561 million or less than 1%
of incremental cost. The Roll Back option is over £20 million more expensive than any other option”.8

However the study is so inaccurate, including incomplete data and flawed methodology, that these figures
might as well have been plucked from the air. Moreover assumptions were made that the productivity and
skill levels of RAF personnel would at least match those available at DARA St Athan. Yet no evidence,
such as a skills audit, was put forward to back up this claim and the financial risks of getting this wrong were
not considered. The costs of rolling forward work to RAF Marham are spiralling precisely because RAF
service personnel cannot work at the same pace or to the same skill level as workers at DARA St Athan.
The financial costs of getting this wrong also include damage to multi million pound aircraft.

Facilities at RAF Marham

4. RAF Marham does not have suYcient in depth maintenance facilities to support the Tornado GR4
aircraft fleet and certainly nothing that compares with DARA St Athan. For example, RAFMarham does
not have a paint shop with plastic media strip facility. Given the local environmental conditions of the site
and proximity to productive agricultural land, it is highly unlikely that planning permissionwould have been
granted to build a new one. Instead we understand that the MoD are looking to move an old and obsolete
plastic strip facility from DARA St Athan to RAF Marham.

4.1 RAF personnel are not as well suited to the work of servicing, modifying and repairing military
aircraft as the civilian workforce at DARA St Athan. Most RAF service personnel did not join the service
to work in civilian type factory conditions and they have not had the same rigorous apprenticeship and
specialist training. As a result these service personnel cannot provide the required level of expertise necessary
to deep service repair aircraft as technologically sophisticated as the Harrier and Tornado GR4. Prior to
the establishment ofDARAStAthan, service personnel were posted, towhat was thenMoDRAFStAthan,
for two to four years to gain some experience of deep servicing on various aircraft type. If DARA St Athan
is closed, the opportunity to benefit from this type of training will also be lost.

4.2 Themuch exalted Pulse LineManagement introduced atRAFMarham is already under considerable
pressure through supervisory overstretch and the posting in of inexperienced personnel, and likely to fail
soon without additional service personnel or civilian workers.

4.3 RAF Marham is experiencing recruitment diYculties which are not just skills related. The site is
comparatively isolated and the nearest rail station is 12miles away inKings Lynn.Accommodation facilities
are also reported to be poor.

4.4 The decision to relocate support of Tornado GR4 aircraft from DARA to RAF Marham did not
take account of the time and costs of retraining service personnel, properly refurbishing the hangars at RAF
Marham, providing a paint shop with complete facilities, or paying agency workers should the service

2 “End to End Study Recommendation 40 Follow onWork” prepared byManagement Accountancy Services (Army) (2 April
2004) paragraph 12.

3 Ibid paragraph 13.
4 Ibid paragraph 14.
5 Ibid paragraph 32.
6 Ibid paragraph 27.
7 Ibid paragraph 28.
8 Ibid paragraph 44.
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personnel be recalled to the frontline. Neither did it take account of the importance of the support workshop
facilities at DARA St Athan which provide an immediate response to demands for the manufacture and
modification of components.

4.5 The Government’s response to the House of Commons Defence Committee’s Fourth Report of
Session 2004–05 on Future Capabilities, claims that the case for transferring TornadoGR4 support to RAF
Marham was based on a “comprehensive analysis of the most cost-eVective solution for maintaining the
aircraft including a full comparison of investment options for both Defence Aviation Repair Agency
(DARA) St Athan and RAF Marham”.9 Skills and facilities at RAF Marham clearly do not match those
at DARA St Athan or the MoD would not now need to be seeking partnered support solutions to “provide
a further layer of Quality scrutiny of RAF technicians”.10

4.6 The recent consultation by the Defence Logistics Organisation (DLO) on Tornado Future Support
Combined Maintenance and Up-Grade showed a significant increased in forecast man hours for Tornado
GR4 maintenance and upgrade. For the financial years 2005–06 and 2006–07 predicted man hours have
been increased from the current 400 million to 550–600million.We believe that this rise is being used to hide
deficiencies in capability following the transfer of work from DARA St Athan to RAF Marham.

RAF Cottesmore and the Harrier Contract

5. Before announcing the decision regarding the servicing of the TornadoGR4 fleet, theMoD transferred
the contract to service Harrier aircraft to RAF Cottesmore. This resulted in the loss of 550 jobs at DARA
St Athan and possibly a further 350 in the future. Despite claims by the MoD to the contrary, the RAF are
already failing to carry out the Harrier work. True comparisons of percentage delay times for RAF
Cottesmore and DARA St Athan reveal that in 2002 RAF Cottesmore incurred nearly 50% more delays
than DARA St Athan.

5.1 It is our understanding that civilian agency staV have been used to overcome the skills deficit at RAF
Cottesmore, and now substantially outnumber service personnel, and a number of aircraft have been sent
to BAE Systems at Warton and back to DARA St Athan. The Harrier jets are running out of flying hours
and the first aircraft will reach its limit inDecember of this year. Unless theHarriers can be properly serviced
and more quickly, the fleet will be grounded. This may prove to be a pre-run of the fate of the Tornado
GR4 fleet.

5.2 So far at least one Harrier aircraft has been seriously damaged during modification at RAF
Cottesmore and has not been flown since December 2002. We now believe that this aircraft has been
scrapped. The damage apparently occurred when the main stress beam longeron was removed as part of
the modification which then requires the aircraft to be jigged and immobile. Unfortunately, the aircraft was
subsequentlymoved causing significant damage. A further sevenHarrier aircraft have also been sent to BAE
Systems at Warton for major repair after having been damaged.

5.3 Meanwhile the Minister of State, Ministry of Defence (Mr Adam Ingram MP) claimed in a letter
dated 7 June 2005 to theGeneral Secretary of Amicus, Derek Simpson, that the newway of working at RAF
Cottesmore had cut the number of days a Harrier spends in maintenance by 45 days. However, turn-around
times at DARA St Athan were around 100 days with measures in place to decrease this to between 60 and
80 days. This was undertaken largely with a team of six craftsperson’s working single shifts on a 37 hour
week. The true turnaround time at RAFCottesmore was actually in the region of 200 days but this has been
recently reduced by around 45 days with aircraft teams of a similar size working two shifts throughout
the week.

5.4 It could therefore be argued that servicing time has actually increased, not decreased, to around 155
days. It would appear that the RAF are not recording expanded man-hours accurately within this
programme. In addition, the cost of servicing the Harrier fleet at RAF Cottesmore has increased to £17
million whilst the cost for DARA for the same work was £0.5 million. Not exactly good value for the
taxpayer.

Outsourcing to BAE Systems

6. Despite basing the case for the roll forward of Tornado GR4 to RAF Marham on a requirement to
protect RAF Core Manpower Requirement (CMR) it is clear to us, given the inadequacies of the poor
facilities and lack of skilled workers available at RAF Marham, that the majority of the work was always
intended to be contracted out to BAE Systems. We know that BAE Systems have been contacting technical
experts at DARA St Athan for advice on maintaining and servicing the Tornado GR4. Furthermore BAE
Systems have been involved in a pilot project working on the Tornado GR4 at RAF Marham and are
intending to submit a bid later this year to service the entire fleet.11

9 “Future Capabilities: Government Response to The House of Commons Defence Committee’s fourth Report of Session
2004–05” Crown Copyright (July 2005) page 16 Government response to Recommendation 36.

10 Ibid page 17 Government response to Recommendation 37.
11 “RAF Contract Stripped from DARA to go ‘In-House’ Attracts BAE Bid” Kirsty Buchanan, Western Mail (29 June 2005).
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6.1 Adam Ingram’s written ministerial statement to the House of Commons on 25 May 2005 outlined
plans for Tornado Future Support (TFS) including GR4 Combined Maintenance and Upgrade (CMU)
which the Defence Logistics Organisation (DLO) are now consulting on.12 The Minister made it clear that
the MoD is seeking a partnered solution in the private sector and that contracts for TFS would be awarded
to BAE Systems and Rolls-Royce Defence Aerospace.13

6.2 The Government decision to seek a private sector solution could potentially lead to an operational
disaster. The House of Commons Defence Committee has previously commentated on the strategic
importance of safeguarding the valuable work that DARA carries out, and has already identified the
potential consequences of a private sector failure. In 2005 it stated: “We find it of real concern that if problems
are experienced at RAF Marham, MoD may be dependent upon the original manufacturer of the aircraft to
undertake repairs. One of the reasons why DARA was created in the first place was to provide ‘assured access
to repair capabilities and a capacity for surgeworkloads in time of crisis’.14 It is not apparent how the proposed
arrangements at RAF Marham will meet this requirement.”15

6.3 Rolling forward the work to the RAF eVectively enables the MoD and the private sector to avoid
their obligations to workers at DARA St Athan under TUPE legislation.

Operational Risks

7. A large part ofDARA’s success story can be attributed to its highly skilled workforce.Many have been
trained through in-house apprenticeship schemes at the onsite training facility, which has been operating
over a period of 36 years, or served an initial apprenticeship in the RAF and undergone years of further
specialist training. DARA continues to build on these skills with corporate wide programmes and
improvement initiatives. If DARA St Athan is closed the apprenticeship training facility will also close with
a loss of between 20 and 40 youth or adult trainees per year. The skills base will be eroded quickly, not least
because skilled aviation experts, representing thousands of pounds of investment training, are much sought
after throughout the avionics industry in Europe.

7.1 Many of DARA’s ex-workers have already been snapped up by the aerospace industry based around
Toulouse in the South of France. Should the Government find itself in the desperate situation of having to
reopen DARA to cope with failure in the private sector, the skilled workforce will have long since departed
and it will take years of investment and training to rebuild a new workforce to the same level.

7.2 During the last GulfWar conflict, DARA St Athan was able to meet additional frontline operational
requirements at short notice by prioritising the Tornado GR4 fleet. The workforce demonstrated a massive
show of eVort and commitment which saw DARA St Athan working 24 hours a day, seven days a week. It
is highly unlikely that a private sector company would be prepared or able to rise to such a challenge—and
certainly not without a huge financial premium.

7.3 The continuing turmoil in international aVairs during the last 15 years has seen the UK involved in
military action in theGulf, Afghanistan, the Balkans and peace keeping initiatives in Africa. Any significant
delays or problems with maintenance turn arounds involving the Tornado GR4 fleet could potentially have
a devastating impact on frontline capability.

7.4 Many private sector contracts have resulted in dramatic headline grabbing equipment failures, delays
and cost over-runs. Ultimately, private sector companies are intent onmaking money for their shareholders
and operational considerations will never be their top priority.

7.5 It would be a great tragedy, and a huge embarrassment to the Government, if any military aircraft,
worth millions of pounds, were lost because of substandard work. Furthermore the political consequences
of a failure of frontline operations because either RAF Marham, or the private sector, failed to properly
and timely service the Tornado GR4 fleet is incalculable.

Financial Costs and Risks Associated with the Private Sector

8. DARAhas successfullymet its objective of providing an in house competitive alternative to the private
sector industry. As a result, when tendering contracts for servicing, modifying and repairing military
aircraft, the Government can use DARA as a benchmark against which to compare private sector bids. If
DARA St Athan is forced to close, private sector firms will be able to charge whatever they like and the
Government will be forced to pay. Whilst DARA has been established as a trading fund, it is still part of
theMoDandUK taxpayers are the shareholders.Moreover, risk can never be fully transferred to the private
sector because the cost of failure is so great.

12 “Tornado Joint Integrated Project Team Tornado Future Support Trades Union Continued Involvement Plan Version 2
Amended 23 August 2005” Defence Logistics Organisation (DLO), Annex B dated 1 September 2005.

13 “Tornado Future Support Strategy” The Minister of State, Ministry of Defence (Mr Adam Ingram), Hansard, House of
Commons Debates, Written Ministerial Statements, Session 2005–06, 25 May 2005.

14 Fifth Special Report, Session 2000–01, HC 514, paras 4, 12, 14.
15 House of Commons Defence Committee Future Capabilities Fourth Report Volume 1 p181. (March 2005).
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8.1 The MoD’s original investment appraisal used to justify the decision to roll forward the Tornado
work to RAF Marham, based on a cost comparator of RAF Marham and DARA St Athan, did not take
into consideration the cost of the £80 million loss to the taxpayer of closing a state of the art aircraft hangar,
the training investment of the current workers at DARA St Athan, the full cost of the redundancy package
for those workers, the economic and social impact to the local ex-mining community or the costs associated
with seeking a private sector partner to carry out the work.

8.2 Whilst BAE Systems are keen to take over the work for servicing and maintaining the Tornado GR4
they do not have the comparable skills or facilities available at DARA St Athan. If the private sector fails
to suYciently maintain the Tornado GR4 fleet, the RAF will be forced to extend flying times for aircraft.
Harrier flying time between servicing intervals has been already extended by 44%, and 37.5% on Tornado
GR4. This will put crews and aircraft, worth millions of pounds, at catastrophic risk and may interfere with
frontline operations.

8.3 There is already a history of private sector failures involved in servicing military aircraft. In 1994 one
third of Hercules transport aircraft were grounded after 11 were damaged during modification. The work,
which involved installing infrared missile defence systems, was being carried out by AirWorks, a private
sector company. Damage to the aircraft included cutting away load-bearing stringers, omitting fasteners,
deviating from drawings and drilling holes in the air frames in the wrong places. The company had been
awarded the contract despite reportedly causing £100 million worth of damage to 18 Tornado aircraft
during routine servicing just one year earlier.

8.4 Private sector contractors, and BAE Systems in particular, have already been involved in costs over
runs and delays with other key defence contracts. Two years ago theNational Audit OYce (NAO) produced
the Ministry of Defence Major Projects Report 2003 which identified a £3.1 billion overspend over the
previous year. A significant proportion of the cost over-runs and delays, 144 months in total, were the result
of BAE Systems contracts, despite the introduction of theMoD’s Smart Acquisition initiative.16 In 2004 the
overspendwas £1.7 billion and delays were 62months.17 A former BAEChief Executive, Sir RaymondLygo
also reportedly revealed to the BBC that BAE System routinely underestimated project costs in order to win
contracts from the MoD only to escalate the costs at a later stage, knowing that it would cost the MoD too
much to cancel.18

Conclusion

9. We would like to see the decision to roll forward the work for servicing and maintaining the Tornado
GR4 fleet to RAF Marham and/or private sector contractors reversed. Without this work, and the loss of
other work including Harrier, DARA St Athan now faces closure which is bad news for its professional and
highly skilled workforce and theWelsh Assembly’s RedDragon project. This is despite the fact that DARA
has more than proved itself as a successful trading fund capable of servicing and maintaining the most
sophisticated military aircraft to an excellent standard. Contracting this work to the private sector
represents further costs, not savings, and presents a significant financial risk. Moreover, whilst DARA St
Athan has a proven track record of delivering frontline support at critical times the capability of private
sector companies to rise to the same challenge is unproven. This presents an unacceptable risk to the RAF’s
frontline military operations.

Derek Simpson
General Secretary

October 2005

Memorandum from Steve Hill

Background

1. My name is SteveHill, and I am an aerospace engineer by profession with experience in both the public
and private sectors. I served for 23 years in the RAF leaving in the rank of Air Commodore. During my
time in the RAF, I served at home and overseas in a wide variety of appointments including as an engineer
on Front Line squadrons, Chief Engineer on a fast jet base, and in staV positions covering policy, R&D,
and Fleet Management. After my career in the RAF, I joined BAE Systems Military Aircraft Division in
1990 to work on International projects for a period of five years, before joining Serco to lead the team on
the establishment of the Defence Helicopter Flying School. In 1996, I became the Chief Executive of the

16 “Ministry of Defence Major Projects Report 2003” National Audit OYce (NAO) Report by the Comptroller and Auditor
General HC 195 Session 2003–2004: 23 January 2004.

17 “Ministry of Defence Major Projects Report 2004” National Audit OYce (NAO) Report by the Comptroller and Auditor
General HC 1159–1 Session 2003–2004: 10 November 2004.

18 “MoD Overspend: Who’s to Blame?” BBC News 23 January 2004 http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/business/3422239.stm
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Naval Aircraft Repair Organisation (NARO), an Executive Agency responsible for the deep maintenance
of military helicopters and their supporting equipments. This work was carried out on two bases—
Fleetlands in Gosport and Almondbank in Perth.

2. In 1998, I was asked to take on the additional responsibility of leading the Defence Aviation Repair
Agency (DARA) Implementation team, and then won the competition to become Chief Executive of the
DARA. DARAmerged the RAF’s Maintenance Group Defence Agency with the NARO to bring all deep
maintenance into a single organization across 4 sites at St Athan, Sealand, Fleetlands, and Almondbank. I
left the DARA in December 2003 at the end of my extended fixed term appointment.

Formation of the DARA

3. In 1998, there was considerable debate over whether or not to form the DARA, with, at that time, the
RAF being the greatest protagonists for its creation, and the RN having reservations that it was the right
way forward. After circulation of papers recommending the formation of the DARA, the, then, Minister
(Armed Forces), the Right Honorable Dr John Reid held a meeting that was attended by the three Service
Chiefs, the PUS, other seniorMoD oYcials, and myself. This meeting agreed unanimously to the formation
of the DARA and charged me, the CEO, with merging the RAF MGDA and the NARO into a single
organization on 1 April 1999, and then leading it to become a Trading Fund by April 2001. The rationale
for forming as a Trading Fund was to:

(a) Provide a benchmark and competitive alternative to industry.

(b) Deliver a more competitive service and better value for money support to the Front Line.
Concentration of all deep maintenance into centralized facilities was considered the best vehicle
for achieving economies of scale.

(c) Expand into wider markets, and, by increasing overall volume of business, reduce prices to the
MoD.

Preparation for Trading Fund

4. After vesting as an Executive Agency, the top priority was to rationalize the business and eliminate
the considerable duplication by creating single centres of excellence for each production workstream. At the
same time, an Activity BasedManagement programme was introduced to help identify all non value-added
activity and to re-engineer business processes. Inevitably, there was a legacy of enormous duplication
stemming from the two separate Agencies, and, to shake out cost, we rationalized, for example, from three
avionic centres to one, from two engine facilities to one, three plating facilities to one, and three mechanical
workshops to one. Additionally, the four site-based finance centres were re-brigaded into a single shared
service centre at Fleetlands, and four human resource centres into one at Sealand. On formation, theAgency
inherited 52 separate IT systems that were completely unconnected, and the team embarked on the
introduction of an Enterprise Resource Planning system that would embrace all business functions and link
with external customers in a co-ordinated way. All this was aimed at driving costs out of the business to
enable a better value for money service to be delivered to the military front line, and to prepare the Trading
Fund as a competitive service provider to both the military and wider markets.

Impact on Employee

5. The change programme placed great demands on the workforce, and enormous eVort was expended
to communicate the vision, achieve buy-in, and train people in new skills and ways of working—especially
in commercial practices. Initially, the stresses of the radical change programme led to conflict between
management and trade unions, and we therefore entered into a partnership agreement that broke new
ground in Public Sector Industrial Relations. This was characterized by TU representation on the Executive
Board, and TU involvement in all change projects. This was a significant commitment by our TU
representatives, and, without it, we could never have delivered the change programme successfully in the
challenging timescales we faced. In 2002, the DARA won the AnuMan award for the best partnership
between Management and TUs in the UK. To get to a competitive position, the DARA shed nearly 4,000
posts in the first three years of Trading Fund, of which over 1,500 were military personnel who the RAF no
longer required in deep maintenance, and the balance were civil servants who were shed by natural wastage
or though voluntary redundancy. This was borne by the workforce stoically because we promised those that
remained long term job security through making the business competitive as a Trading Fund.

Site Rationalisation

6. DARA inherited four sites from the RN and RAF, and took three of them, Sealand, Almondbank,
and Fleetlands onto the balance sheet. The St Athan site, however, had 1,000 acres, and 1,000 buildings
(including married quarters) most of which were 1938 vintage and in a very poor state of repair and its
condition represented a major risk to DARAs competitiveness. The DARA therefore leased the facilities
whilst it developed a long term strategy for the site, since the overhead associated with the infrastructure
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was unsustainable in a competitive Trading Fund. In particular, the aircraft hangars were in very poor
condition, with leaking roofs, structural problemswith the doors, andmost piped in services broken.During
vesting as an Executive Agency, and whilst on the vote, the DARA negotiated £17 million for hangar
refurbishment from the RAF, and £5 million for runway repairs.

7. On formation of the DLO, the £17 million was stripped from the budget as a saving measure, and the
£5 million for runway repairs was also lost as a saving to RAF Personnel and Training Command. Faced
with a major threat to the largest slice of its business on Fixed Wing aircraft, the Agency embarked on the
Red Dragon project which aimed to provide a new super-hangar at St Athan that would accommodate all
fast jet work in a single facility. At the same time, in conjunction with the MoD Centre, we negotiated the
sale of the site to the Welsh Development Agency (WDA), and planned to lease back only 10% of the real
estate for the fixed wing business. Since no money was available for the project from theMoD, we arranged
a PFI type programme, and the Red Dragon facility was completed, on time, in 2004. It is the best military
aircraft Repair and Overhaul facility in Europe, and embraces state of the art facilities in every respect.
Moreover, it took in excess of £20 million out of the annual overhead for the site, and delivered charging
rates that were significantly more competitive. The Business Case for the facility was based on agreed
projections of future volumes of work from the RAF and was fully endorsed by the Ministerial Advisory
Board. It was hoped that the DARA would build on the core RAF business by jointly marketing the site
with the WDA to capture commercial aircraft work.

Delivering Results

8. Within three years of becoming a Trading Fund, the DARA had halved operating costs, halved the
workforce, significantly improved quality and timeliness, and increased productivity. In the first serious
competition, the DARA won the Hawk aircraft major servicing programme against stiV international
competition based on the new Red Dragon overhead. In 2002, the Agency won the CIPD prize that year
for being the best company in the UK for people and change management. In the same year, it won the Best
Business award in Wales, and was the first public sector organization to do so.

Partnership with Industry

9. The NARO pioneered a number of partnering agreements with industry, and, when the DLO was
formed, this strategy was actively supported and encouraged by the Chief of Defence Logistics (CDL). The
DARA achieved considerable success in this respect by brokering long term agreements with organizations
such as BAE SYSTEMS, Boeing, Agusta Westland, Rolls Royce, Honeywell, and Northrop Grumman. A
very significant partnership was being explored with another company that works in the military and civil
sector that could have brought more work to the Agency, and especially at St Athan, but the End to End
Review destroyed confidence in the DARA in Industry generally, and many opportunities evaporated as a
result. Moreover, the wider markets strategy was totally undermined by progressively increasing challenges
and numerous studies into the Agency’s future, which constantly haemorrhaged top level resource and time
on simply trying to protect the Trading Fund’s position. In addition, DARA was increasingly engaged in
competing for its business both against industry and with its prime customer, the RAF. These competitions
were invariably spares inclusive, and frequently the only source of spares was from industry—which was
also the prime competitor. On a number of occasions, the DARA was unable to obtain spares prices, and
the margins are so high on spares, in any event, that industry has enormous flexibility to ensure it wins such
competitions. The End to End Study unquestionably undermined fair competition in this respect as industry
saw the opportunity to capture DARA’s work.

End to End Review

10. In 2002, the DLO initiated the End to EndReviewwhich aimed at looking at all maintenance support
in the RAF and Army. Regrettably, DARA was not engaged in this study until, after many protests, it
became involved in 2003, by which time many key decisions had been taken that directly aVected its future.
In terms of deep maintenance, the review recommended all fast jet deep maintenance be rolled forward to
front line bases. Harrier was the first to be rolled forward, to be followed by the Tornado. For helicopters,
exactly the reverse was to be applied with programmes being rolled back into DARA Fleetlands. Removal
of the fast jet programmes completely undermines the viability of the St Athan site, and, had the DARA
known the RAF’s intentions, it would never have embarked on Project Red Dragon. In 2003, I tried to
negotiate an arrangement with the DLO and RAF, to exchange the fast jet work with large aircraft
maintenance such asHercules, C17, andVC10.Only theVC10was agreed for roll back, but that programme
alone oVers insuYcient volume to sustain viability. With the planned closure of RAF Lyneham, there
appeared to be no reasonwhy all Hercules operations andmaintenance could not be carried out at St Athan.
In that event, the St Athan site could have remained viable, and, indeed, the opportunity to migrate to civil
aircraft work would have been greatly enhanced. Sadly, this deal was not agreed, but, in my view, it could
still be made to happen—if there was a will. There is also a confused logic, from my perspective, in rolling
back RAF Chinook helicopters into Fleetlands whilst rolling forward fast jets. Having served on RAF
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helicopter squadrons, I understand the high pressures on personnel and a vital need for extra people due to
the many and frequent detachments around the world. What applies to helicopters, therefore, mirrors the
situation on fast jets.

RAF Service Manpower

11. When the DARA first formed, there was a large number of RAF personnel in the Agency, and they
were being employed there predominantly for Crisis Manning Reinforcement (CMR) based on Cold War
predictions. However, there was a high premium cost to holding service personnel in the Agency, and it
could not compete using RAF tradesmen. We attempted to negotiate an agreement whereby the MoD paid
the premium for the service personnel, but this was not achieved. Additionally, Service personnel have,
necessarily, many levels of expensive supervision, but, to compete on a level playing field with industry, the
DARA needed to move to create self directed work teams and a leaner, flatter structure. We therefore
worked in conjunction with the RAF authorities to progressively reduce the level of RAF personnel, and
this was largely achieved by the end of 2002. (For the senior management posts, however, we always ran
competitions that were open to Service personnel, civil servants, or civilians, and a number of top positions
were held in the DARA by RN and RAF oYcers, based on best person for the job.)

12. Part of the rationale for rolling fast jets forward to front line bases was to more eYciently utilize the
RAF personnel that need to be employed in Time of Tension or War (TTW). However, there is no reason
why such manpower could not be employed and accommodated at DARA St Athan, and that oVer was
made repeatedly—and, equally, rejected repeatedly. Additionally, whenRAFpersonnel have been deployed
forward from front line bases for operations overseas, bases cannot easily ramp up extra eVort to generate
more aircraft from deep maintenance for operations. In the past, the DARA ramped up to 24 x 7 support
to generate aircraft for operations in theGulf andKosovo. By having a number of aircraft types at St Athan,
the Agency was able to oVer great flexibility in utilization of manpower by transferring people from low
priority programmes to high priority generation of airframes. For example, during the Kosovo campaign,
seven Tornados and oneVC 10were rapidly generated in less than seven days for deployment on operations.
During my time in the RAF as an Air Commodore, I was involved in the decision to transfer VC10 deep
maintenance from Brize Norton to St Athan, because the fleet had been consistently overflown, and, as a
direct result, the condition of the aircraft had deteriorated significantly with major corrosion problems
arising and consequent impact on availability. The reason the fleet had reached this state was the pressure
on the technical staV on the front line base to produce aircraft for the flight line. There is a very compelling
reason to take aircraft away from front line pressures to a separate site for upgrade and deep maintenance,
to ensure that planned maintenance is properly carried out and delivered to schedule. Additionally, aircraft
involved in intensive operations or training programmes, invariably generate large numbers of deferred
defects and limitations between majors that are cleared thoroughly during major servicing and upgrade
programmes away from the pressures of main base operations.

13. Sadly, aircraft have beenmoved recently fromStAthan to front line bases, but, instead of all the work
being done by RAF personnel, much of it is being done in industry or by civilian contractors. Thus DARA
personnel have, I understand, been made redundant, and their jobs passed to civilians elsewhere in the UK.

14. Moreover, the decentralized maintenance on separate bases is certain to cost more compared to the
centralized facilities at St Athan, and the original business case for the formation of the DARA proved this.
It is ironic too that aircraft will now move from modern state of the art facilities at St Athan back to WW2
hangars on front line bases with all the ensuing maintenance costs. There is also the added cost of providing
several modern aircraft paint and other facilities on the front line bases that are fully available now at
St Athan. Additionally, the centralized machine shops and expensive machine tools at St Athan and
Almondbank oVer the front line the capability to manufacture urgent spares and carry out complex
component repairs both rapidly and cost-eVectively. Replication of this capability on several front line bases
can hardly be cost-eVective, and industry always charges exorbitant rates for this type of one-oV work.

Conclusions

15. The DARA workforce delivered all that Ministers charged them with in forming and shaping a
successful Trading Fund that could be a competitive alternative to industry. However, if a Trading Fund is
expected to compete against its prime customer (or with industry that is chargedwith running competitions),
it cannot survive, and this should be an important lesson for Ministers and the Treasury in respect of any
future Trading Fund plans for Government agencies. When the customer is both decider and provider—
and runs the competitions itself or in partnership with industry—then relationships are certain to be conflict-
ridden, and that was very much the case between the DARA and its prime customer during the last year of
my time as CEO. The DARA workforce has been betrayed by its Ministers and the RAF customer, and,
ultimately, it is the taxpayer that pays from this inability to have a clear vision and supporting strategies. If
the DARA had been properly supported as a Trading Fund, it could have been a huge success for the long
term for both the MoD customer and the Taxpayer.

November 2005
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Memorandum by Jane Hutt, Assembly Member for the Vale of Glamorgan

Thank you for giving me the opportunity of presenting evidence to you as part of your inquiry into
Delivering Front Line Capability to the RAF. I do so as Assembly Member for the Vale of Glamorgan as
many of my constituents have been aVected by recent MoD decisions concerning the future of DARA
St Athan. I have deep concerns for the highly skilled workforce who are substantially drawn from my
constituency. I will be doing everything I can to assist them in the diYcult time they face ahead and engaging
withmyWelshAssemblyGovernment colleagues to attract new contracts to St Athan. I wish to concentrate
my comments, however, on my concerns about the wider issues that your inquiry is focused upon.

The new £80 million! Red Dragon super-hangar at St Athan is widely recognised as the best military
aircraft repair and overhaul facility in Europe and it has state of the art facilities funded by the MoD and
Welsh Assembly Government. In addition, DARA St Athan also has a number of highly specialised
facilities of its own, such as state of the art paint facilities and component repair capabilities, which I
understand are not available at the Main Operating Bases. Replicating these facilities in front line bases is
unlikely to be more cost eVective than concentrating all deep maintenance into a single pre-existing facility.

Under MoD proposals the repair, maintenance and overhaul of the RAF’s fast jets will be transferred
from St Athan to hangars in front line bases, which are dated and in need of substantial investment. It is
unlikely that deep maintenance work carried out in such conditions will match the excellent turn-around
times and eYciencies achieved at DARA St Athan. It also seems unsuitable for aircraft upgrade and deep
maintenance to be carried out within the pressurized environment of front line bases. Indeed, I understand
from the recent Defence debate in the House of Commons that the turnaround times at St Athan are well
in advance of those at the Main Operating Bases.

Finally, part of theMoD rationale for rolling fast jet maintenance forward to front line bases was to better
utilise uniformed personnel, but I understand that civilian manpower is being recruited and employed to
deliver on contract expectations, which is clearly at odds with this rationale.

November 2005

Memorandum from the Vale of Glamorgan Council

In response to a Question at a Council meeting on 6 October 2004, the CabinetMember for Regeneration
Tourism and Leisure, Councillor Mike Harvey stated that the specific maintenance decision made by the
Ministry of Defence lacked vision and did not demonstrate any appreciation of its social and economic
impact. Councillor Harvey added that the Council will do all it can to work with the Welsh Development
Agency, Welsh Assembly Government and with any other Government Agency in ensuring that this latest
policy stance is reversed.

Councillor Harvey looks forward to working positively to ensuring the retention of these vitally
important jobs in the Vales of Glamorgan and ensuring that the aeronautic sector continues to be a
springboard to economic successes in both the Vale and for the whole of South Wales.

Aerospace is one of the sectors which is likely to prove critical to the future of south east Wales, as
identified in the South East Wales Development Strategy which was endorsed by the South East Wales
Economic Forum earlier this year. The forum which includes representation from the ten local authorities,
which make up South EastWales, along with other organisations, exists to ensure that there is a high degree
of coordination between the various organisations concerned with the regeneration and economic
development in South East Wales. The purpose of the Forum is to help the region become one of the most
prosperous in Europe, providing the opportunity for every individual, enterprise and community to share
in that prosperity. A three year action plan has been agreed by the Forum involving a range of integrated
measures including the promotion of clusters within the context of those key economic sectors identified and
prioritised by the Welsh Assembly Government and others.

November 2005

Memorandum from Les Sword

During the Defence Select Committee hearing, Adam Ingram and Barry Thomton made it clear that the
decision to close the DARA at St Athan was made purely on assumptions.

The Minister and his board of advisers first stated that DARA had the capability to carry out the work
they had been doing whilst continuing to make savings to the taxpayer. They then stated that it would cost
less by moving the GR4 work to RAF Marham and operating a pulse line system, using four separate
hangars. This option is illogical when the alternative is to use the one hangar (as is currently used) then there
would be no requirement to refit stress panels to ensure the integrity of the airframe was not jeopardised.
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The minister then stated that the new Super Hangar has paid for itself. I would strongly question that,
when one considers that the MoD is paying rent on this building and will continue to do so for the next
15 years—or until another company utilises it and takes over that responsibility.

However, when one considers that it is not viable for the VC10workforce with 350 people, to use the super
hangar there is not much hope that a company such as Lashams, which is roughly the same size as VC10
will find it commercially viable to use the new hangar. Hence theMoDwill continue to be liable for the rent.

On a more practical note, I would be interested to know how the Minister and the RAF intend carrying
out the support work, which is currently being done, in the super hangar.

Work such as:

— Specialist machine shop.

— Jig calibration.

— Structural wing and panel repairs and manufacturing.

— Sheet metal.

— Composite work.

This work is of a highly specialized nature and requires unique equipment Was this taken into account
when the costing was done? If it was not included then we are obviously playing at diVerent levels! Also I
can assure you that if these services have to be outsourced to industry it will prove to be extremely expensive,
and of course, it will be the taxpayer who will have to pick up the bill.

As a slight aside to the GR4 transfer, because the St Athan site will close it will also mean that
Components Facility will close. It is here that the repair and test of the accessories for the RB1 99 engine
are carried out. Items such as the:

— Main Fuel Control Unit (MFCU).

— After Burner Fuel Control Unit (ABFCU).

— Exhaust Nozzle Control Unit (ENCU).

— Thrust Reverse Control Unit (TRCU).

Again these items use specialist skills and equipment. A contract was on the point of being awarded to
this facility by Rolls Royce to continue repairing these items, potentially for 15 years. This incidentally was
won fairly on a commercial basis. If this is stopped the work will go to Goodrich but as they no longer repair
the MFCU in this country, it will be transferred to their sister company in Germany. Not, in my opinion a
very good idea, particularly with the past record of Goodrich to deliver the repair work to the RAF. Their
priority is to the German Air Force and the more lucrative deliveries to the Saudi Air Force.

The IPT Tor Prop3 will, I am sure concur with this.

Given this information and as both a DARA employee and as a taxpayer I would urge this Committee
to call a deferral on preferred option 40 until there has been a full public enquiry. My primary reason for
asking this is that as previously stated the Minister has based his decision on assumptions which I believe
are ill founded. DARA has a proven track record of delivering, not only value for money to the taxpayer,
but a time eYcient, quality service. The professionalism of the work force within DARA proves that we can
achieve new goals, and as stated by the Minister, is not in question.

If that was not the case, why is it economically prudent to “roll back” the rotary work to DARA
Fleetlands but not to roll back the fixed wing to DARA St Athan? We are the same work force operating
the same systems and methodology?

Surely the minister must be made accountable for the waste of taxpayers money, bear in mind that any
“savings” he is claiming has to be outweighed by the cost of not only the super hangar, but the future costs
to support the roll forward of this work.

December 2005

Memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

Background

TheDefenceWhite Paper of 2003, “Delivering Security in a ChangingWorld”, set out the need for flexible
and adaptable Armed Forces, configured and supported to undertake expeditionary operations, building
on the strategy outlined in the Strategic Defence Review of 1998.

Experience on operations has shown that this flexibility and agility must also be reflected in the support
and supply chains. These are essential to maintain front-line capability and combat eVectiveness; they are
a key enabler to the generation of Force Elements at Readiness (FEwR), capable of deploying wherever
they may be required.
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In 2003 the Ministry of Defence undertook a comprehensive review of logistics process, from the front-
line to industry.19 The review found that there was substantial excess capacity across all elements of the
process; at the front line, in theMoD in-house repair capability and in industry. The required enhancements
identified in this review are now being implemented under what is called the Defence Logistics
Transformation Programme (DLTP), led by the Chief of Defence Logistics as the Logistics Process Owner.

The aim of the Defence Logistics Transformation Programme is to provide better logistic support to the
Armed Forces, by increasing the eVectiveness, eYciency and flexibility of logistics activity and optimising
all such activity in support of the tasks likely to be required of the Armed Forces. For the delivery of front-
line capability to the RAF, this has led to a reconfiguration of processes for aircraft support in order to meet
the needs of an expeditionary air force and the achievement of better value from the resources available.

A key driver of the reconfiguration was the outcome of an extensive analysis of existing processes which
showed that sizeable eYciency savings would result from concentrating depth support of the RAF’s Fixed
and Rotary Wing Fleets.

The analysis showed that concentrating support of the RAF’s Harrier and Tornado GR4 fast jet fleets
“forward” onto the RAF’s Main Operating Bases would provide best value for money and operational
eVectiveness compared with the alternative of concentrating this depth support “backward” to DARA
St Athan.

A key reason for this outcome is that RAF Aircraft support policy is underpinned by a requirement for
the RAF to have a suYcient number of tradesmen, capable of deploying to operational theatres to support
aircraft—this total is referred to as theRAFCrisisManpowerRequirement (CMR). This ensures that front-
line capability and combat eVectiveness is maintained on operations and enables the sustainment of air
power operations where they are required.Within a smaller RAF, skilled technicians—and, indeed, all RAF
personnel—must also maintain a war-fighting edge, as well as performing their day-to-day duties.

Where “depth” support is undertaken at RAF stations, commanders will adopt a force structure to
include depth support personnel. All will be liable for deployed operations to support aircraft. Depth “hubs”
on RAF Units allow “depth” personnel to train with other servicemen, including aircrew, for the
deployments they may undertake.

The End to End review investment appraisal process showed clearly that the costs of moving the required
RAF CMR personnel to St Athan were significantly higher than the infrastructure costs for upgrading the
facilities at RAFMOBs. A key point is that, had the investment appraisal process shown that concentrating
fast jet depth support at St Athan oVered best value for money, this would have required the RAF CMR
personnel to relocate to St Athan, displacing the majority of the DARA civilian workforce.

For Rotary Wing aircraft—Lynx and Sea King—the CMR issue was not critical and the argument was
more finely balanced. By taking advantage of the synergies that could be achieved by having the depth
maintenance for Lynx, Sea King and Chinook in one place, however, it became clear that concentrating the
Rotary Wing depth support at DARA Fleetlands oVered best value for money. The diVerence between the
outcomes for Fixed and Rotary Wing aircraft reflects the balance of operational (primarily CMR),
infrastructure and financial considerations in each case.

The new logistics support arrangements for military aircraft now being implemented will deliver the
improved eYciency essential to maintain front-line capability and combat eVectiveness, whilst delivering
significant financial benefits over the many years of the service life of these platforms, delivering gross
savings of £10 million in the current year, rising to some £40 million per annum from 2007–08.

The Department recognises that these fundamental changes will have a significant impact on its military
and civilian workforce. Some 1,500 RAF posts are being reduced as a result of the End to End/DLTP
decisions and some 700DARA job reductions have already been announced, but these changes are essential
if we are to maintain the required front line capability eVectively and eYciently within the resources
available.

The Committee posed specific questions, responses to these are given below.

The expected benefits, such as improved frontline capability, improved deployability and cost savings, which
are to result from the announcements made byMr Ingram on 16 September 2004 (and the subsequent decisions
made) concerning the Government’s preferred way forward for the future support of military aircraft. The
timetable in which the expected benefits are to be realised.

The aim of Defence Logistics Transformation Programme (DLTP) is to improve our ability to support
the outputs required of the Armed Forces. By improving value for money for the taxpayer the DLTP
improves our ability to deliver the military capability required by optimising all logistics activity to enable
greater availability of platforms.

The Harrier Joint Upgrade and Maintenance Programme (JUMP) continues to deliver to schedule and
budget at RAF Cottesmore. The programme has created a single focal point for all Harrier upgrade and
maintenance activity, combining all lines of “on-aircraft” maintenance with the Harrier GR9 upgrade
programme. This solution has significantly streamlined the overall logistics footprint for the Harrier fleet

19 Streamlining End to End Air and Land Logistics 1 July 2003.
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and is delivering significant savings over the next four years. It has improved maintenance turn-around-
times by 14%, and reduced man-hours for the first 10 aircraft in the programme by 13%, with the total
number of aircraft undergoing maintenance and/or upgrade programmes at any one time reducing from 24
to 13. This will enable more aircraft to be made available to front-line commands, thus improving their
ability to deliver the required FEwR.

So far as the Tornado is concerned, once the Tornado Future Support programme has achieved full
maturity in 2008 the number of aircraft at RAFMarham undergoing “depth” maintenance and/or upgrade
at any one time will reduce from 22 to 16. Further work to review maintenance policies and work-schedules
is expected to reduce the work content of the maintenance packages by at least one-third. Similarly, the
Tornado propulsion facility at RAF Marham will soon support the entire Tornado fleet, (with deep
industrial support being provided by Rolls-Royce Ansty) reducing the number of on-base engine bays from
seven to one.20

One of the keys to achieving savings is the application of “lean” support methodology. For example,
process changes to Tornado’s engine maintenance and the rationalisation of repair facilities have already
led to a reduction in the number of people employed on this work from 2.6 to 0.7 per aircraft at the front-
line. Cost reductions will also be achieved by better harnessing industry’s design knowledge at the Main
Operating Base to reduce unnecessary repair activity.

RAF tradesman and women employed on depth maintenance will maintain their high standards and
remain subject to exacting quality control measures. The Tornado Project Team is negotiating a series of
partnered support solutions with prime contractors.

On-aircraft “depth” maintenance for Lynx, Chinook and Sea King will deliver significant savings as a
result of the concentration of “depth” maintenance for all three platforms into “pulse-lines” at DARA
Fleetlands. The newly adopted “pulse-line”methodology, similar to that being adopted at RAFCottesmore
for Harrier, allows aircraft to pass through packaged maintenance activities, thereby reducing repair turn-
round-times and releasing aircraft more quickly from repair to the front-line commands. For example, the
time taken for Lynx major maintenance should reduce from an average of 175 days to 140 days, with the
number of Lynx undergoing repair at any one time reducing from 42 aircraft to 27; higher aircraft
availability improves the ability of front-line commands to deliver FEwR. Similar improvements are
planned for Sea King and Chinook.

The changeswe havemade to the arrangements for the future support ofmilitary aircraft will deliver gross
savings of £10 million in the current year, rising to some £40 million per annum from 2007–08.

The future viability of DARA as an MoD Trading Fund, given the decision to concentrate the support of
Tornado GR4 aircraft forward at the MOB at RAF Marham, and the announcement made on 21 July 2005 of
job losses at DARA Fleetlands (Engines Business Unit).

The Minister for the Armed Forces made clear in his announcement last November that his decision to
roll forward Tornado GR4 depth support to RAFMarhamwould have significant implications for DARA
as a whole and, in particular, that currently envisaged work would not be suYcient to sustain the St Athan
business unit on an economic and viable basis, if no alternative work could be found.

DARA was formed in 1999 with the merger of the RAF Maintenance Group Defence Agency and the
Naval Aircraft Repair Organisation. It became a trading fund in April 2001.

DARA’s viability as a Trading Fund was an issue before the decisions on Red Dragon and the future
depth support of theRAF’s fast jets were taken.DARAhas historically provided logistics support for legacy
or obsolescent military fixed wing and rotary aircraft and their systems. Its longer term viability has, for
some time, been dependent upon winning new commercial/civil work, to reduce its dependency on theMoD
as its principal customer, against a background of general industrial over-capacity in this area.

The move of Harrier and Tornado GR4 depth support to RAF Main Operating Bases—taken together
with other factors, such as the early withdrawal of the Jaguar fleet, the reduction in Tornado F3 force levels
and other more recent initiatives to optimise aircraft depth maintenance cycles in light of operational
experience—have combined to impact significantly on workloads in the short term, and the future viability
of DARA as a whole and the St Athan site in particular.

20 Update byMoD: The numbers of aircraft quoted as undergoing depth maintenance needs to be changed.We stated that “once
the Tornado Future Support programme has achieved full maturity in 2008 the number of aircraft at RAF Marham
undergoing ‘depth’ maintenance and/or upgrade at any one time will reduce from 22 to 16.” Having reviewed again this
statement it is felt that the figures, whilst correct as far as they go, do not portray the complete picture and therefore could
lead to confusion and possible misinterpretation. Specifically, the figures did not include two aircraft undergoing upgrade
activity using a stand-alone Contractors Working Party. By 2008 all such work will be carried out at RAFMarham. Hence
it is more accurate to state that:
“Once the Tornado Future Support programme has achieved full maturity in 2008 the number of aircraft at RAF Marham
undergoing ‘depth’ maintenance and/or upgrade at any one time will reduce from 24 to 18.”
Furthermore, we indicated that the number of engine bays was reducing from seven to one. Whilst this is factually correct,
in that, at one time, there were seven engine bays, fromMarch 2003 propulsion support for theGR4 and F3 fleet was provided
from only two bays. This has now been reduced to a single bay at RAF Marham.
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The Trading Fund comprises five Business Units; Fixed Wing (St Athan); Rotary Wing (Fleetlands);
Engines (Fleetlands); Electronics (Sealand); and Components (Almondbank). The outcome of the E2E
review and the Defence Logistics Transformation Programme will have a diVerent impact on each of these
and work is in hand to assess the way forward for all parts of the DARA business (See Answer to
Question 3).

The recent announcement by DARA of up to 50 redundancies in the Engines Business Unit at DARA
Fleetlands follows the loss, in open competition, of amajor contract servicing and repairingTornadoRB199
engine modules. We are optimistic that we will be able to achieve a significant number of these reductions
through voluntary means and natural wastage. The loss of this work must, however, inevitably have an
impact on DARA’s ability to win work competitively in this very diYcult market sector in the future.

The progress made in exploring with other Government Departments alternative options for the DARA
St Athan site and the progress made on the study reviewing the strategic options for the site’s future.

In 2003 a decision was taken to consolidate the work at DARA St Athan into a single purpose-built
building, replacing a series of badly maintained WW2 facilities. The project, (Red Dragon) was part of an
overall agreement to lease the St Athan site to the Welsh Development Agency (WDA) and involves
investment from the WDA in the construction of the hangar, with the MoD leasing the hangar back from
the WDA.

The decision to proceed with the Red Dragon Superhangar was based on a sound business case and the
balance of the evidence available at the time. This was subsequently overtaken by the conclusions of the end
to end review of military aircraft support, which sought to address over capacity in the logistics process as
awhole (bothwithin theDepartment and in Industry), butRedDragon has already enabled the achievement
of significant eYciencies and cost savings by DARA. Construction was well underway before the emerging
conclusions of the end to end review were known and these would not, at that stage, have altered the basis
of the business case for consolidation of DARA’s existing business at St Athan.

Since Minister (AF)’s announcement on the way ahead for the depth support of the RAF’ fast jet fleets
we have been working closely with our colleagues in theWelsh Assembly Government and others to explore
all alternative options for the viable and economic use of St Athan as defence work draws down. We have
together formed a Joint MoD/Welsh Assembly Steering Group at senior level, which meets regularly to
review progress and consider key strategic issues. Representatives from other Government Departments,
including theWales OYce and the Department of Trade and Industry have been co-opted onto the Steering
Group to ensure pan-government coherency. In addition we have, together with the Welsh Assembly,
formed and funded a Joint Marketing team, drawing on expertise from within our respective departments,
and external marketing assistance, in the search to draw in new commercial business to the St Athan site.

We have also been working within the Department to examine otherMoD uses for the St Athan site. The
Committee may already be aware that the site already provides a home for the 1st Battalion, The Welsh
Guards. We have also considered what other projects might bring benefits to the Department by their
location at St Athan. This work is continuing.

The Department is currently considering the future options for DARA (and DARA St Athan in
particular), as a matter of urgency, given the need to resolve the various uncertainties, not least for the
DARA workforce. Once a Departmental view has been reached we will discuss our conclusions with key
stakeholders, including the Trades Unions and our colleagues in the Welsh Assembly Government, before
any final decisions are taken. The criteria for any final decisions will be quality of support to the front line
and overall value-for-money. We would hope to be able to make an announcement about the preferred way
forward for DARA later this year. The Department would welcome an opportunity to brief the Committee
on the proposed way forward at the appropriate time.

The progress made in preparing the MOB at RAFMarham to support Tornado GR4 aircraft, including the
progress made in transferring the required number of RAF tradesmen from other bases, such as RAF
Lossiemouth.

Since Minister (AF) announced on 25 November 2004 that support for the Tornado GR4 aircraft would
be concentrated “forward” on the Main Operating Base at RAF Marham, significant progress has been
made to prepare ‘depth’ facilities at the Station in support of the whole Tornado GR4 fleet. This activity
can be summarised under three main headings: process, people and infrastructure.

Process

The maintenance organisation at RAF Marham (and other Tornado Main Operating Bases) was re-
configured to the “forward” and “depth” construct on 1 April 2005. Since then, all “depth” maintenance at
Marham has been controlled by the Defence Logistics Organisation’s Tornado Integrated Project Team. A
specialist team has also been established to reorganise existingmaintenance activity, using “lean” principles.
The support solution for Tornado GR4 at RAF Marham will centralise both on-aircraft (whole aircraft
maintenance) and oV-aircraft (component repair and overhaul) work. Progress to date includes replacing
the traditional maintenance system with a “pulse-line” similar to that successfully employed at RAF
Cottesmore to support the RAF Harrier fleet.
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The majority of “oV-aircraft”’ work will be carried out at RAFMarham in existing workshops that have
been radically re-organised and re-configured. For example, the pylon maintenance bay has been re-
configured and, by September 2005, will carry out all Tornado work. By December 2005, all on-base engine
work will have transferred to RAF Marham. Work to centralise repair and overhaul of structural
components is progressing. Work still being carried out at RAF Lossiemouth is planned to transfer by
March 2006. Based on current plans, all work will have transferred to RAF Marham by March 2007.

People

There will be an impact on people working on aircraft support at other Tornado MOBs. On 10 March
2005,Minister (AF) announced how the overall reductions inRAFuniformed personnel andMoDcivilians,
achieved as a result of the application of the End-to-End logistic principles, would aVect manpower levels.
The number of personnel supporting the Tornado fleets will be reduced by some 931. This figure is made
up of around 896 service personnel and 35 civilians. There will also be a rebalancing of posts across units
as work is centralised. It is planned that 35 posts will have transferred from the RAF Lossiemouth
propulsion facility by 31 March 2006 to fully enable the centralised facility at Marham. Over the next two
years, as more work is centralised at Marham, a total of around 260 posts will transfer from the other
Tornado bases to Marham, to support work in areas such as the paint bay, structures bay and hydraulic
bay. The precise numbers and dates are yet to be finalised as they depend on factors such as the outcome of
Lean Events and contract completion dates.

Infrastructure

Finally, some work will be undertaken to upgrade the infrastructure at RAF Marham. The Station has
suYcient hangars and bays to support the Tornado GR4 aircraft fleet but a programme of improvement,
to be implemented over the next two financial years, will be undertaken. The costs of this workwere included
in the appraisal work leading to the end to end review decision. Additional accommodation requirements
for those personnel transferring to Marham are being assessed.

The progress made in concentrating depth support for Lynx, Chinook and Sea King back to DARA
Fleetlands.

Although not without risk, the programme to concentrate Rotary-Wing “depth” maintenance at DARA
Fleetlands is making good initial progress. Work is in hand to address the risks and refine the programme
in the optimum way.

The revised maintenance programme at DARAFleetlands was implemented in April 2005 and is running
to schedule. The first Lynx entered the new lean “pulse-line” at DARA Fleetlands in mid-April, while the
first Chinook and Sea King entered their respective “pulse-lines” in June. It is planned that all “depth”
maintenance for Chinookwill have transferred to Fleetlands byOctober 2005, for ArmyLynx byNovember
2005, for RN Lynx by March 2007, RN Sea King by September 2005 and all RAF Sea King by October
2006.

A Roll Back Programme Director, supported by an internal DARA team from within the Rotary
business, was immediately established in November 2004 to start mapping the new processes that will help
deliver the anticipated eYciency and cost savings.

The Programme is based on Value Stream Analysis, whereby the “as is” end-to-end process is mapped
and measured, future state options developed and an implementation plan agreed. The aim is to ensure
consistent and measurable improvements that guarantee the successful delivery of the increased Roll Back
volumes. The Fleetlands team secured the involvement of key MoD stakeholders from the outset. Industry
partners,Westland and Boeing, are also an important and integral part of the Roll Back Programme in their
roles as Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs).

With the help of experienced external consultants, DARA has been able to set some challenging eYciency
targets to ensure that unnecessary costs and activities are driven out of the business.

DARA’s “Pulse line” closely mirrors the approach that is operating at RAF Cottesmore, where depth
maintenance work on the Harrier fleet is now undertaken. It is expected that the introduction of pulse lines
will also help improve the availability of spares and smooth the demands on the complicated logistics supply
chain. ‘Pulse’ applies the methods of production to the delivery of depth maintenance. The work
environment is configured in phases and the aircraft moves from phase to phase (pulse) at defined intervals,
ensuring each phase is conducted to a set schedule of work.

The agreed future state will see three pulse lines on Lynx, two pulse lines on Sea King and two pulse lines
on Chinook. Detailed planning and understanding of customer demand and optimisation of current real
estate determines that this is the most eYcient way to satisfy DARA’s customers and drive the eYciencies
necessary to reduce overheads.
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The Pulse line approach will result in planned turn around time reductions of between 20% and 35% on
Lynx, 21% to 34% on Sea King and 20% to 26% on Chinook. These turn round time (TRT) improvements
will enhance front line capabilities by reducing the number of aircraft in maintenance by 36% for Lynx, 27%
for Sea King and 22% for Chinook, thus increasing the availability of aircraft for operations.

Operational eYciencies and overhead cost reductions are progressing with DARA on target to achieve a
20% reduction in charging rates for 2005–06.

How Typhoon aircraft and Joint Strike Fighter aircraft are currently supported/are planned to be supported
in the future.

Typhoon

Between the commencement of RAFTyphoon development flying and the end of June 2005, aircraft were
operated, temporarily, from BAE Systems Warton, Lancashire. This successful arrangement allowed the
RAF to benefit from the infrastructure and skills at the company’s site before transferring aircraft to RAF
Coningsby in July this year.

TheDefence Logistics Transformation Programme (DLTP) is focussing onTyphoon to ensuremore cost-
eVective, through-life support arrangements reflecting the current best practice and the lessons learned from
“leaning” support to current platforms, such asHarrier and TornadoGR4. The Typhoon’s “depth” support
“hub” is being established at RAF Coningsby progressively from July 2005.

A “Whole Aircraft Scheduled Maintenance and Upgrade” facility is envisaged. An interim arrangement
will be in place later this year, followed by a full facility expected to be operational by the end of the decade.
Inter alia, this will provide for planned maintenance and “upgrade” activities to bring earlier aircraft up to
the later standards as Typhoon is developed incrementally.

Industry partners are being engaged, to establish a Prime Support Contractor Management (PSCM)
relationship in order to deliver long-term, cost-eVective support. The principle is to provide single-point
accountability for delivery of an output-based, integrated support solution to the Front-line Command. The
selection of repair and overhaul contractors for “oV-aircraft” component maintenance (by competition
against long-term value-for-money criteria) has commenced with the first contracts expected to be in place
in early-2007.

Joint Strike Fighter

Support for Joint Combat Aircraft (JCA) is planned to benefit from the economies of scale that the full
3,000-plus global aircraft Joint Strike Fighter production base will bring.

It is likely that a depth maintenance facility, at a Main Operating Base in the UK, will be feasible. If this
demonstrated to be cost-eVective in the wider programme it will be operated through a partnership between
the MoD and Team Lockheed (Lockheed Martin, BAE Systems and Northrop Grumman).

How transport aircraft (such as C-130 aircraft, C-17 aircraft and the A400M aircraft) and reconnaissance/
surveillance aircraft are currently supported/are planned to be supported in the future.

Support arrangements for the MoD’s fleets of transport and reconnaissance/surveillance aircraft have
been developed over the past five years in line with the MoD’s strategy to seek long-term partnered
arrangements with industry. In the case of the C-17 fleet, this arrangement takes advantage of the wider
global support solution provided by Boeing.

For the VC10 fleet, DARA has successfully partnered under a BAE Systems prime contract arrangement
to deliver the long-term support solution with DARA St Athan as the “depth hub”. These partnered
solutions are already driving down support costs while at the same time improving the availability of
platforms to the front-line.

We will continue to explore support arrangements for the large-aircraft fleets that will oVer best value to
the MoD. In the majority of cases these would be partnered support solutions achieved through a prime
contractor, such as Marshall Aerospace in the case of C-130.

The progress made in relation to the Airfield Review and how the outcome of the review will aVect the future
support of military aircraft and the delivery of frontline capability to the RAF.

In March 2004 the then Under Secretary for Defence announced the Department’s intention to
consolidate Defence activity onto fewer, more densely utilised sites21 to optimise MoD’s use of land and
facilities and hence to enhance the delivery of military capability and improve value for money. TheDefence
Airfield Review, announced in July 2004,22 is part of this work. The aim of the Review is to create the
optimum basing posture to meet the security challenges of the 21 century and best suited to the new aircraft
types coming into service.

The Review takes the form of a series of business cases. Those currently being examined are:

21 OYcial Report: Column 47WS—23 March 2004.
22 OYcial Report: Column 348—21 July 2004.
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— Joint Combat Aircraft basing.

— Nimrod MRA4 basing.

— Volunteer Gliding School basing.

— University Air Squadron/Air Experience Flying basing.

— UKMilitary Flying Training System.

The Department expects to announce a decision on JCA basing later this year. Five candidates are under
consideration; RAF Lossiemouth, RAFMarham, RAF Leeming, RAF St Mawgan and RAF Cottesmore.

On 10 March 200523 the Minister for the Armed Forces announced that the MRA4 will initially enter
service at RAF Kinloss and that work continues to assess whether the optimum long term basing solution
will be RAFWaddington or Kinloss. If Waddington is selected as the long term base forMRA4 the aircraft
would not relocate until at least 2013.

Opportunities will also be explored to rationalise gliding andUniversity Air Squadron activity onto fewer
sites where this provides cost-eVective support arrangements.

The outcome of the Review will not drive the provision of future support to aircraft. Nor will support
solutions drive airfield requirements. These processes work hand in hand to deliver the optimum frontline
capability within the resources available.

An update on the RAF redundancy programme, including the number of redundancies made to date and the
percentage of these from the aircraft engineering trades.24

The December 2003 Defence White Paper, Delivering Security in a Changing World, set out a
comprehensive statement of Defence policy and the strategic environment in which the UK’s Armed Forces
operate. Further work was undertaken on a sustainable and aVordable future force structure to support this
policy and the Secretary of State announced the resulting plans to restructure the Armed Forces25 in July
2004. For the RAF, the changes in the force structure and the achievement of planned organisational
eYciencies resulted in a reduced RAF trained manpower requirement of around 41,000 by April 2008. The
trained strength on 1 July 2005 was 48,610.

The RAF is exploiting the opportunity provided by the new strategic environment and advances in
technology to adapt its structure and employment patterns to meet the demands that it will face for the
foreseeable future. The tempo of change in RAFmanpower will also be driven by a range of initiatives that
seek to make more eYcient use of the mix of regular, reserve, civilian and contractor personnel. The RAF
has completed its initial work to plan the drawdown of RAF regular manpower numbers by April 2008 and
is undertaking further detailed work to identify future manpower structures and capabilities that eVectively
support operational capability in the new strategic environment, and which are aVordable and taut.

The drawdown in the trained strength of theRAF is being achieved through a balanced strategy of normal
outflow, reduced recruitment and a targeted redundancy programme. The redundancy programme will
entail around 2,750 redundancies, in three Tranches, spread over two years. Tranche 1 is well underwaywith
507 applicants selected for redundancy who are due to exit in September 2005; only one non-applicant was
selected for redundancy in Tranche 1 and is due to leave in March 2006. As expected, most of the

23 Via letter to aVected MPs.
24 Update byMoD: In addition, the information regarding the RAF redundancy programme contained in this reply is updated below
to take account of the outcome of Tranche 2, announced at the end of September:
The December 2003 Defence White Paper, Delivering Security in a Changing World, set out a comprehensive statement of
Defence policy and the strategic environment in which the UKs Armed Forces operate. Further work was undertaken on a
sustainable and aVordable future force structure to support this policy and the Secretary of State announced the resulting
plans to restructure the Armed Forces in July 2004. For the RAF, the changes in the force structure and the achievement of
planned organisational eYciencies resulted in a reducedRAF trainedmanpower requirement of around 41,000 byApril 2008.
The trained strength on 1 July 2005 was 48,610.
The RAF is exploiting the opportunity provided by the new strategic environment and advances in technology to adapt its
structure and employment patterns to meet the demands that it will face for the foreseeable future. The tempo of change in
RAFmanpower will also be driven by a range of initiatives that seek to make more eYcient use of the mix of regular, reserve,
civilian and contractor personnel. The RAF has completed its initial work to plan the drawdown of RAF regular manpower
numbers by April 2008 and is undertaking further detailed work to identify future manpower structures and capabilities that
eVectively support operational capability in the new strategic environment, and which are aVordable and taut.
The drawdown in the trained strength of the RAF is being achieved through a balanced strategy of normal outflow, reduced
recruitment and a targeted redundancy programme. The redundancy programme will entakil around 2,750 redundancies, in
three Tranches, spread over two years. Tranche 1 is all but complete with 508 applicants selected for redundancy who were
due to exit in September 2005; one one non-applicant ws selected for redundancy in Tranche 1 and is due to leave in March
2006. As expected, most of the redundacies (463–around 90%) in Tranche 1 are in the aircraft engineering trades. This is due
mainly to the eYciencies arising from the Defence Logistics Transformation Programme and, in particular, the
implementation of plans to realignRAF logistic support structures from the traditional four lines ofmaintenance to two levels
(Forward and Depth).
Tranche 2will comprise around 1,200 personnel all of whowere applicants. Those selected have been notified and should leave
the Service in April 2006; a small number of exit dates may be deferred to meet transient manning needs. Around 65% (790)
of those selected are from aircraft engineering trades.
The balance of around 1,050 redundancy places will formTranche 3 of the programme, withmost applicants expected to leave
in April 2007 and non-applicants in September 2007. Tranche 3 is only in the initial planning stages, althoughwewould expect
the aircraft engineering trades to feature again but probably at a lower percentage than in the first two tranches.

25 OYcial Report col 343.
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redundancies (463—around 90%) in Tranche 1 are in the aircraft engineering trades. This is due mainly to
the eYciencies arising from the Defence Logistics Transformation Programme and, in particular, the
implementation of plans to realign RAF logistic support structures from the traditional four lines of
maintenance to two levels (Forward and Depth).

Applications have already been received for Tranche 2 of the redundancy programme. It is anticipated
that Tranche 2 will comprise around 1,200 personnel, and that those selected will be applicants who will
leave the Service inApril 2006; any non-applicants selected will leave in September 2006. Quotas for Tranche
2 have yet to be finalised but it is anticipated that around 60% (690) of those selected will be from aircraft
engineering trades.

The balance of around 1,050 redundancy places will form Tranche 3 of the programme, with most
applicants expected to leave in April 2007 and non-applicants in September 2007. Tranche 3 is only in the
initial planning stages, although we would expect the aircraft engineering trades to feature again but
probably at a lower percentage than in the first two tranches.

An assessment of how the changes to RAF Force Restructuring announced on 21 July 2005 (closure of RAF
Saxa Vord and changes to the RAF Regiment) will impact on the RAF’s frontline capability and whether
further changes relating to RAF Force Restructuring are expected and, if so, in what areas.

The RAF Regiment’s Force Protection capability will increase as a result of the restructuring
announcements made in July 2005.26 The addition of 40 personnel to both 3 Squadron RAF Regiment and
the Queen’s Colour Squadron, (63 Squadron RAF Regiment) will enable both squadrons to augment their
existing capabilities by broadening the range of skills available to them, eg the use of mortars and enhanced
surveillance, and bring their holistic capability up to the levels of other squadrons in the same role. As a
result, the number of fully formed RAF Regiment Field Squadrons available for deployment will rise from
four to six, generating greater operational flexibility for the RAF Regiment overall in its core force
protection role.

A reduction in the strategic requirement for Ground Based Air Defence (GBAD) coverage prompted the
rebalancing of GBAD roles announced as part of the Addendum to the Defence White Paper: Delivering
Security in a ChangingWorld, “Future Capabilities”, in July 2004.27 The re-allocation of the RAF’s GBAD
role to the Army will not reduce the quality of GBAD coverage. The new Joint GBAD Headquarters,
launched on 1 July 2005, remains within the RAF Command Structure. The disbandment of the four RAF
RegimentRapier squadrons has enabled the transfer of the additional personnel to both 3 Squadron and the
Queen’s Colour Squadron cited above. The augmentation of Field Squadron capability reflects the higher
operational priority, against current threat assessments, of this role.

The decision to base RAF Regiment Force Protection units at Main Operating Bases will also generate
operational benefits. Operational commanders will be able to draw on a package of force elements who,
through co-location, will have trained together on a regular basis. This development of understanding and
shared skills will greatly enhance the RAF’s holistic capability to deliver Air Power.

Changes in the strategic environment mean that the level of capability provided by RAF Saxa Vord in its
Air Surveillance and Control System role is no longer required. The level of air surveillance coverage
assessed as necessary can be provided by other RAF radar sites, augmented by the National Air TraYc
Service. The site will continue to be maintained so that, should the strategic environment change, it can be
re-activated.

RAF force levels and structures are kept under constant review in light of changes to the global security
environment. Work continues to implement the changes already announced, including the co-location of
HQ STC and HQ PTC at RAF High Wycombe. The changes to RAF force structures made over the last
18 months will contribute to the RAF’s manpower reduction target of 7,500 personnel by 2008. These
changes are balanced against an equipment and infrastructure investment programme which will improve
capabilities in areas required to deliver expeditionary air power.

September 2005

26 OYcial Report: column 117WS—21 July 2005.
27 OYcial Report: column 343—21 July 2004.
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Further memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

The Committee requested further information to our memorandum submitted in September 05.28

DARA St Athan/RAF Marham/RAF Cottesmore

What, if any, preparations have been made for the sale of the DARA site?

No preparations have been made for the sale of any of the DARA sites. As part of DARA’s “Red
Dragon” new build project, the Welsh Development Agency (WDA) acquired a 125 year lease on the St
Athan site in Jul 2003, with the exception ofWest Camp, occupied by theArmy, for whichMoDhas retained
the freehold.

How much public money was spent by MoD on developing the DARA site as part of the Red Dragon project?

Publicmoney spent byMoDon developing theDARA site as part of theRedDragon project is as follows:
DARA Project costs £5.3 million.

And subsequent to construction: DARA Fixtures and Fittings £10.9 million.

There were DARA removal costs which were paid by Defence Estates of £1.2 million.

The Red Dragon project was funded via a commercial operating lease, payable annually by DARA
commencing in December 2004.

What investment has been necessary to upgrade facilities at RAFMarham tomake it suitable for depth support?

The End to End Review recognised the need for financial investment in logistic support facilities at RAF
Marham as part of the decision to concentrate “forward” the logistic support of the Tornado GR4 to the
Main Operating Base. The financial analysis which supported the Ministerial announcement on Air Depth
support took into account the potential investment of some £8 million at RAF Marham over the period
2004–05 to 2006–07. Latest estimates indicate the need to spend £5.9 million on Depth Support facilities
such as hangar floor resurfacing, gantry cranes and upgrading electrical power supplies.

Is there currently a full complement of engineering posts at RAF Marham?

RAF Marham has its full complement of engineering posts in Forward and Depth. 1,476 engineering
posts are established at RAF Marham to meet its tasking, at present there are 1,487 personnel in post plus
an additional 117 overborne personnel.

Has Harrier flying time between servicing been extended? If so how by how much and what risk appraisal has
taken place?

The flying time interval for the maintenance cycle of Harrier GR7/GR9 aircraft has recently been
extended by 44%. The most notable eVect in the Depth domain is that the scheduled maintenance interval
forMinor maintenance has been extended from 500 to 720 flying hours and from 2,000 to 2,880 flying hours
for Major maintenance. The extension was approved in July 2005 following a two-year study and in-depth
analysis carried out in consultation with the aircraft, engine and equipment design authorities; there is no
increase in engineering or operational risk.

Have any Harriers had to be sent to BAE Systems for major repair since Harrier support has been based at
RAF Cottesmore? If so, how many and what was the nature of the repairs? And at what cost?

NoHarrier aircraft have been sent to BAE SystemsWarton for major repair since the commencement of
the Harrier Pulse Line in February 2003.

A contract was let with BAE Systems Warton for 11 aircraft to be upgraded to Harrier GR9/T12
standard. This requirement was identified in 2003 to ensure the Harrrier GR9 in-service date would be
achieved. The last six aircraft undergoing the upgrade are all due to be delivered to front line service by the
end of this financial year. Two other Harriers are currently at Warton; one aircraft is being used for trials
work for future capability, and one TMk 10 is the final aircraft of 11 two-seaters being modified to improve
the aircraft’s structural integrity and avionics fit under a contract awarded in 1999.

28 Ev 48–55
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Fleetlands/Rotary Wing

MoD’s submission states that the decision to concentrate Rotary-Wing “depth” maintenance at DARA
Fleetlands is “not without risks”. What are these risks and how are they being managed?

The risks to the programme to concentrate Rotary-Wing (RW) depth maintenance at DARA Fleetlands
are primarily:

(a) Provision of support from the customer base:

(i) Volume of work: The commitment to provide DARAwith 700million hours in 2005–06, 850K
hours in 2006–07 and 1 million hours of work in 2007–08 is challenging. Current estimates for
the total depth task across the Lynx, Chinook and Sea King platforms adds up to only c 900
million. There is a risk that we won’t fly enough hours to generate the maintenance
requirement, which is very dependant on the operational situation; in addition the DLO is
constantly striving to reduce man-hours per maintenance event in order to improve eYciency.
The Rotary Wing Cluster leader, together with each platform IPT leader, are investigating all
possible options to move work to DARA.

(ii) EYcient operation of the new, lean pulse lines will be critically dependant on the timely
provision of spare parts. On site support teams are being established at Fleetlands to mitigate
this risk.

(b) Benefits Realisation:

(iii) DARA Prices not only depend on volume of work, but also on achieving an internal
transformation within DARA, who have adopted Lean principles to reduce waste and drive
through eVectiveness and eYciency improvements. The lean transformation programme
being implemented by DARA is recognised as one of the most challenging in Europe. DARA
has committed the resources of senior Board-level management to oversee the successful
delivery of the programme. A full-time Programme Director, along with IPT support at the
highest level, is ensuring the programme plan is on track for a successful delivery of the agreed
£per hour rate. However, it will remain dependent on the IPTs delivering the agreed hours.

(iv) Full benefits realisation of transferring work to DARA Fleetlands, which was previously
undertaken by military personnel at 2nd Line in Front Line Commands, is reliant on the
timely redeployment of those personnel elsewhere within their respective Service or release
through premature voluntary retirement, natural wastage or where necessary redundancy.

Why is the RAF’s support policy, which requires a suYcient number of tradesmen capable of being deployed
to operation theatres to provide support, not being applied in the case of Rotary Wing aircraft?

There is no diVerence between RAF support policy for Fixed and Rotary Wing aircraft: each is based on
the concept of “Forward” and “Depth”’ support for each platform, with depth support being concentrated
at the most cost-eVective location. Just as with fixed-wing platforms and stations, each of the RAF Rotary
Wing stations has examined their requirements for manpower in order to meet the Service harmony
guidelines. The requirement is driven by the number of personnel who are deployed on operations to support
a particular platform type. The number of people deployed will depend on the surge of the operational fleet,
the complexity of the platform and its support arrangements, and the intensity of operations. In the case of
Chinook and Puma forces, the conclusion was that there were suYcient numbers employed forward on the
station to meet these requirements without the need to embed any additional personnel in Depth. This is
not the case for the Fast Jet Force.

Who will be responsible for maintaining rotary-wing aircraft on operations? Will the RAF have a suYcient
number of tradesmen capable of deploying to operational theatres to support rotary-wing aircraft?

Support at the Deployed Forward Operating Base will be provided by RAF manpower from the home
station, whilstmore complicated and time consumingmaintenance eVort will be provided by personnel from
all three services working jointly and, where feasible, deployed contractor support. More complicated and
time consuming maintenance is that which is conducted in the forward area, but is not possible within the
six hour notice to move times of the forward operating bases. Such work includes both scheduled
maintenance and the repair of a very limited number of components; in particular composite repairs.

Following this concept of operations the Joint Helicopter Command does have suYcient support
personnel to meet all contingency operations. There is no plan for “Depth” activity to be carried out at
“Deployed Forward” locations.
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Who were the “experienced consultants” referred to in the MoD submission?

The consultants employed to assist DARA prepare for roll back are a US-based company, Simpler.
DARA selected Simpler Consultants to provide external assistance because they were already a proven
supplier to the DLO (Harrier and Sea King) with considerable expertise in the aviation business. They have
applied the principles successfully achieved by the Toyota Company to remove all non-value added activity
and create a “flow” line of work similar to a production line.

Where does MoD plan to provide depth support for Puma and Merlin rotary-wing aircraft?

Puma depth support will be provided at RAF Benson and is a roll forward solution. Merlin support for
the RAFs Mk3 aircraft will take place as part of the joint roll forward solution at RNAS Culdrose along
side the larger RN Mk1 fleet.

Why, given the fact that Chinooks form part of RAF expeditionary forces, was Crisis Manpower Requirement
(CMR) not considered a critical factor in deciding where its support was located?

CMR consists of more than just the personnel required to deploy, it also takes account of personnel
required to defend and support a Station during a crisis. The Joint Helicopter Command sees no
requirement for additional support staV other than those required to deploy. RAF Odiham examined their
requirements for manpower in order to meet the requirements of expeditionary forces and concluded that
there were suYcient numbers on the station tomeet these requirements without the need to embed personnel
in Depth.

When does MoD expect the savings from Lynx, Chinook and Sea King depth support, referred to in the
submission, to be realised?

Expected savings will be realised from 2006–07.

General

MoD’s submission states that a key reason for concentrating support of the RAFs Harrier and GR4 Tornado
fleets forward onto the RAFs Main Operating Bases is that RAF Aircraft support policy is underpinned by a
requirement to have a suYcient number of tradesmen capable of deploying to operational theatres to support
aircraft—referred to as the RAF Crisis Manpower Requirement (CMR). Has there been suYcient RAF
personnel to support the Harrier and GR4 Tornado in recent operations? Given that depth maintenance was
undertaken at DARA St Athan is this a change in RAF support policy?

Yes there has been suYcient RAF personnel to support the Harrier and GR4 Tornado in recent
operations.

This is not a change in RAF support policy. Under the old structure of 4 Lines of Maintenance, what is
now classified as Depth maintenance for the Harrier and Tornado GR4 was carried out in three locations:
Second Line on the MOB, Third Line at DARA St Athan and Fourth Line at BAES. The RAF tradesmen
within what was Second Line provided suYcient manpower to meet the Crisis Manpower Requirement
(CMR), which is why there has been suYcient RAF personnel to support Harrier and the Tornado GR 4
in recent operations. In collapsing the original three lines of Depth maintenance into single Depth hubs at
RAF Cottesmore and RAF Marham respectively, the RAF will retain suYcient numbers of what was
Second Line manpower in Depth to meet its Crisis Manpower Requirement.

When considering the best way to provide depth support for air platforms, we considered whether the
Depth hub should be based at St Athan orMOBs and the IA concludedMOBs were significantly more cost-
eVective. Even if the Depth hubs were to be based at St Athan, second line military personnel would have
been transferred in, resulting in a significant number of redundancies.

What are MoD’s trade/engineer oYcer recruitment targets per annum until 2008–09?

The RAF’s recruitment targets for the Engineering Branch and On-Aircraft Engineering Ground Trades
until 2008–09 are shown in the table below:
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Provisional Recruiting Targets

FY 2005–06 FU 2006–07 FY 2007–08 FY 2008–09

Engineering OYcers 50 39 117 101

On-aircraft Engineer Trades
Aircraft Technician Mechanic (A Tech M) 125 125 125 180

Aircraft Technician Avionics (A Tech Av) 96 82 165 350

Aircraft Technician Weapons (Eng Tech W) 40 35 70 70

Notes:

1. Future recruiting targets are reviewed at least annually and adjusted to reflect the latest forecast of
requirement and outflow.

2. Given the nature of the current RAF drawdown programme, the above targets should be viewed as
provisional.

3. Engineering OYcer Targets are a combination of civil life intakes and recruitment from serving airmen.

4. Ground engineering and Communication and Information Systems trades are not included.

The submission states that Tranche 3 of the redundancy programme will be complete by September 2007.What
risk assessment has been done concerning the RAF’s future capacity to react to surge demands as a result of
operational demands?

The future levels of trained manpower that the Service will need to meet the range of operational
commitments that are likely to be placed on it are assessed on a regular basis, in line with Defence Planning
Assumptions. This analysis helps to assess theRAFsCrisisManpowerRequirement (CMR) for all branches
and trades across all platforms and supporting functions. The CMR comprises regulars and reserves, and
includes the minimum number of RAF regular personnel required in the future to enable it to meet its likely
operational commitments. In constructing the RAFs current redundancy programme, which will culminate
in Tranche 3 in 2007, full account is being taken of the CMR to ensure that the overall pool of trained and
available manpower will be suYcient for the RAF to meet the operational commitments placed upon it.
Tranche 3 final selections will be announced in September 2006, and the RAF manpower situation will
continue to be scrutinised in advance of that date, to ensure that the final quotas protect the RAFs future
operational needs.

October 2005

Further memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

Further information following the Committee’s visit to RAF Marham on 16 November 2005.

Customer Supply Agreements

ACustomer Supplier Agreement (CSA) is an internalMOD agreement defining the output required from
a supplier organisation to enable its customer organisation to meet its Defence outputs. It sets out the
working relationship between the organisations, the resources involved, and the performance targets against
which delivery will be judged.

CSAs are a key element of the Department’s financial planning and management processes, as they are
the mechanism by which the demands placed on a supplier by a customer, to satisfy an intermediate or final
output, are specified. They make costs visible and facilitate the continuing drive for greater eYciency.

The CSA agreed by Commander-in-Chief Strike Command (CINCSTC) and Chief of Defence Logistics
articulates the business relationship between Strike Command (STC) and the Defence Logistics
Organisation (DLO). It formalises the funded outputs, in terms of quantity, quality, timeliness and cost, and
defines the services provided to STC by the DLO. It also details the services provided by STC to the DLO
in support of depth logistics on STC main operating bases.

The principal aim is to ensure STC’s ability to deliver the peacetime levels of force elements at readiness
and current military tasks, which CINCSTC is mandated to deliver in the Departmental Plan and RAF
Management Plan.
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Leaning and Pulse Line Maintenance at RAF Marham

The use of the term “Lean” in a business environment describes a philosophy that incorporates a
collection of tools and techniques into the business processes. These tools are incorporated to optimise time,
human resources, assets and productivity, while improving the quality of products and service to customers.

The application of lean techniques in aircraft depth support at RAF Marham involves the removal of
non-value-added activity (or “waste”) from the process. This includes:

— Waiting time for an item;

— Unnecessary movement or travel to obtain items;

— Overproduction;

— Unnecessary transportation of component parts;

— Excess inventory;

— Surplus resources; and

— Incoherent work tasking.

The pulse line is a logical outcome when lean methodology is applied to aircraft maintenance activity. In
this circumstance each workstation is configured with exactly the support resources required to carry out
the work content of that workstation. Further eYciencies are achieved by streamlining the supply chain.

Civilian Contractor Integration with RAF Personnel

Civilian contractors will be fully integrated with RAF personnel in the Depth organisation at RAF
Marham both on the hangar floor and within the management structure.

As an example of integration; it is proposed that TornadoGR4 on-aircraft maintenance at RAFMarham
will be contracted to BAE Systems under the Combined Maintenance and Upgrade programme. The team
will comprise 243 RAF technical staV, 60 full-time BAE Systems staV, and on average, 46 agency staV. (The
number of agency staVwill vary tomeet the peaks inmaintenanceman-hours required above those provided
by Service manpower.)

Important points to note are:

— To ensure operational military requirements remain the priority, Station Commander RAF
Marham will continue to have full command of RAF personnel.

— All staV work the same shift patterns, to the same procedures on the pulse line.

— Responsibility for the eYcient operation of all the workstations on the pulse line is held jointly by
the RAF and industry, and the overall responsibility for the output of Depth will remain with a
RAF Depth manager.

— RAF personnel will have a clear military chain of command leading to Junior and Senior
Subordinate Commanders.

— All personnel will periodically transfer between workstations on the pulse line to maintain
motivation and increase skills, but the rate of rotation will be controlled to ensure eYcient output.

— There will be a common training package for both industry and RAF personnel to meet the
particular task requirement.

December 2005

Further memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

Further information following the evidence session on 21 November 2005.29

Is there a formula to decide CMR for each aircraft and if so what is it?30

The Crisis Manpower Requirement (CMR) for the RAF is determined by the size of the deployed
force needed to satisfy an agreed scenario in Defence Planning Assumptions, along with any residual
military capability that needs to be retained in the United Kingdom to support the deployed operations.
Defence Planning Assumptions lay down the precise number of each aircraft type to be deployed, planned
activity levels and the number of Deployed Operating Bases to be supported in each theatre of operation.
For manpower directly associated with the support of a particular aircraft type, such as aircraft
technicians, the CMR is determined by the number of aircraft deployed, the planned sortie rate for that
aircraft type and how many diVerent Deployed Operating Bases the aircraft type is deployed to. For
manpower not linked to a particular aircraft type, such as logistics specialists, the CMR is determined

29 Ev 1–15
30 Q 11.
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by the number of Deployed Operating Bases to be supported, planned activity levels on those bases and
the support of key enabling capabilities such as the supply chain. For enduring operations, the CMR
allows for a rotation of deployed personnel so as to ensure a break from deployed operations in
accordance with RAF harmony guidelines.

There is no diVerence in the way in which CMR is calculated between Fixed Wing and Rotary Wing
forces. However, in the case of the RAF rotary wing aircraft rolled back to Fleetlands, there is no
requirement for CMR, for the RAF Sea King because it has no deployment role; for the RAF Chinook
there are suYcient numbers employed forward on the Station to meet the full CMR. This is not the case
for the RAF Fast Jet Force.

The Recommendation 40 E2E Investment Appraisal (IA) work compared the incremental costs in net
present value (NPV) terms of locating depth support for these aircraft at RAF/RN Main Operating bases
and DARA St Athan. These costs principally covered the incremental investment required at each
location to provide the necessary technical and living accommodation to deliver depth support. For Fast
Jets, given the significant CMR implications, eg for Tornado GR4 the CMR was 637 service personnel in
depth, the IAs showed that locating depth support forward oVered best value for money and operational
eVectiveness. For Rotary Wing aircraft—Lynx, Sea King and Gazelle—the CMR number was not as
large and therefore was not critical; the argument was more finely balanced. In further IA work it became
clear that, by taking advantage of synergies and the potential for cost reductions—and hence lower
prices—concentrating the depth support for Lynx, Sea King and Chinook at DARA Fleetlands oVered
best value for money. It should be noted that, had the Investment Appraisal work concluded in favour
of roll back of fast jet depth support to St Athan, the move of the RAF manpower required to support
the Harrier and Tornado GR4 fleets to St Athan would have displaced a broadly similar number of the
DARA civilian workforce.

RAF Regiment/Force Protection

Is the RAF Regiment and Force Protection included in that calculation?

Yes, the RAF Regiment are included in the overall RAF CMR calculation, though they are not
included platform-specific numbers. The RAF Regiment is used for Force Protection, and its CMR is
calculated using the same Defence Planning Assumption scenario as for the rest of the RAFs crisis
manpower. It is determined by the number of Deployed Operating Bases to be protected, rather than
by the needs of any specific aircraft type. In addition, the CMR assumes that all RAF personnel deployed
will work for 12 hours per day six days per week on their primary duty, such as aircraft maintenance,
plus up to two hours per day for general guard duties.

Red Dragon Project Costs

The MoD’s estimation of the breakdown of the total expenditure associated with the Red Dragon Project
at DARA St Athan, by MoD, the Welsh Development Agency and any other public body involved31

The Welsh Development Agency has advised MoD that expenditure to date amounts to £16 million
on the St Athan project, relating to purchase of land and project costs, and believes that the current
values of its assets are at least equal to the expenditure incurred.

The earlier HCDC question sought details of MoD development costs which amounted to £17.5
million. Total MoD expenditure to date, which includes these development costs, amounts to some £43.9
million, out of a total net MoD estimate of £90–£104 million (depending on the future use/value of the
facility); all these cost are expected to be wholly oVset by operating eYciencies.

The MoD is not aware of any other public body that incurred expenditure regarding the Red
Dragon Project.

December 2005

31 Q 28.
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Further memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

CMR FLOW DIAGRAM—STORY BOARD FOR AIRCRAFT SUCH AS THE TORNADO GR4
LOOKING ONLY AT AIRCRAFT TECHNICIANS

Introduction

The following is designed to demonstrate both the methodology and complexity of the CMR process
using as an example, the calculation of the CMR for one of the Concurrency Suites. The context for the
specific deployment is explained together with the operational factors that impact on the size of both the
deployed manpower requirement and the non-deployed manpower requirement. Using the process
described in the associated flowchart, all of the factors are combined to produce a CMR figure for the
illustrative deployment.32

Guidance and Planning Assumptions—Concurrency Suites (CSs)

— Assumes that a number of ac are to be deployed concurrently, together with supporting equipment
and manpower, to undertake specified military operations at either one of the following sets of
locations;

— CS 1 Large Scale deployment (non-enduring33)
Small Scale deployment (non-enduring)

— CS 2 Medium Scale deployment (enduring34—4 roules)
Small Scale deployment (enduring—4 roules)
Small Scale deployment (non-enduring)

— CS 3 Medium Scale deployment (enduring—1 roule)
Small Scale deployment (enduring—1 roule)
Medium Scale deployment (non-enduring)

— By way of an illustrative example, we will use the RAF Trade Group 1 and 2 manpower
requirement figures calculated under CS 2 for the Initial Deployment, each Roulement and the
residual Non-Deployed task.

— Factors that aVect the Deployed manpower requirement are as follows:

— Basing options—facilities and services available/provided, host nation support, support from
coalition partners, etc.

— Number of ac required at each location, which may reduce over successive roules.

— Sortie details—rates, duration, weapon/equipment fit.

— Technical support arrangements for the ac—split into Forward and Depth activities (some
activities that sit naturally in Depth on the MOB may need to deploy, such as Avionic Test
Rigs) and based on the following factors; availability of spares, assumptions for the repair of
equipment in-theatre including the availability of facilities on the deployed operating base,
and/or to replace and return unserviceable equipment through the logistics chain.

— EVect of Crisis Working Rates.

— Use of Reserves.

— Factors that aVect the Non-Deployed manpower requirement are as follows:

— Number of ac required to satisfy training requirements, Non-Deployed operational tasking
and support to Deployed operations.

— Sortie details—rates, duration, weapon/equipment fit.

— Maintenance/repair activity and tasking in support of the respective MOBs.

— EVect of Crisis Working Rates.

— Use of Reserves, MoD civil servants and contractors.

— Example Tornado GR4 Manpower Requirement—TG 1 and 2

32 Q123
33 Assumes that the peak manpower requirement is only sustained for a period of four months.
34 Assumes that the peakmanpower requirement is sustained for an initial period of fourmonths, plus an additional requirement
for each of a specified number of roules (up to four for CS2).
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Forward Depth35 (Used to be 2nd Line)

Initial Roulement Non- Initial Roulement Non-
Deployment (Roules 1–4) Deployed Deployment (Roules 1–4) Deployed

260 54036 750 60 195 650

— Harmony CE37 (Forward and Depth)
Initial Deployment (260!60)!Roulement (540!195)

%Harmony CE (1055)
— Raw CE (Forward and Depth)
Initial Deployment (260!60)!Non-Deployed (750!650)!GUE from Non-RAF TLBs38 (0)

%Raw CE (1720)

— Most Demanding CE
Harmony CE (1055) vs Raw CE (1720)

%Most Demanding CE (1720)
— Regular CE

Most Demanding CE (1720)—Reserve Establishment39 (0)
%Regular CE (1720)

— Most Demanding—Regular CE vs GUE
Regular CE (1720) vs GUE40 (N/A)

%Risked Regular CE (1720)
— Crisis Manpower Requirement

Risked Regular CE (1720)!Manning Training Margin41 (2%%34)
!Disease and Non-Battle Injuries42 (0)!In-Theatre Replacements43 (0)

%CRISIS MANPOWER REQUIREMENT (1754)

35 Some deployable facilities fit better in Depth on the MOB when not deployed.
36 Would normally be 4 x the Initial Deployment, but as CS2 allows for reduced number of aircraft in later phases, it is less
than this.

37 Crisis Establishment.
38 Global Unit Establishment—although RAF posts do exist within the Tornado IPT under the Defence Logistics Organisation
(a non-RAF Top Level Budget), assume zero for this example.

39 No TG 1 or 2 Reserve establishment in support of Tornado GR4.
40 Normally, Regular CE compared with the GUE for a particular Trade or Branch, not a platform. In this example, assume
the Regular CE does NOT exceed the GUE, hence no risk is required to reduce the Regular CE.

41 Used to generate an uplift in requirement and calculated as a percentage of the establishment to account for individuals unable
to fill posts due to long-term sickness, maternity leave, relocation leave, terminal leave and training courses normally in excess
of three months.

42 Calculated as a percentage of the establishment to account for individuals returning home due to disease/injury, but assumed
to be zero for the current CMR process.

43 Calculated as a percentage of the establishment to account for casualties returning home, but assumed to be zero for the
current CMR process.
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Memorandum from the Welsh Assembly Government

TheWelsh Development Agency (an Assembly Sponsored Public Body which from 1 April, 2006 is to be
merged with the Welsh Assembly Government) acquired RAF St Athan from the Ministry of Defence
(MoD) in August, 2003. Its purposes in doing so were twofold; to develop a combined Military and Civil
Aerospace centre of excellence and to support the retention and growth of the Defence Aviation Repair
Agency and its workforce.

As part of that agreement, arrangements were put in place to enableMoD to construct a new facility (the
Red Draft Super-hangar). This facility would allow DARA to rationalise its disparate activities on site into
one building and enable it to achieve the financial and operational eYciencies necessary to deliver both to
the military customer and potential future civil aerospace customers. The building was completed in
February, 2005 and DARA took up occupation shortly thereafter.

From the outset, therefore, the St Athan project was founded on a strong partnership betweenMoD, the
Welsh Assembly Government and DARA, supported by public sector investment of over £100 million to
date. This would give DARA every opportunity to develop a strong business base for the future and using
DARA’s presence at St Athan, help develop an aerospace park with the capacity to create a very significant
number of additional jobs over the next 15 years.

At that time a contemporaneous Department for Transport White Paper on the future of Air Transport
in the UK identified a strong need for regional Centres of Excellence for maintenance, repair and overhaul
and proposed St Athan as a key location.

South-East Wales already contains a nationally important cluster of aerospace maintenance companies,
and St Athan is one of very few sites which can oVer significant airside development land and has a runway
long enough to accommodate a large range of civil and military aircraft. It is therefore an essential physical
constituent of any strategy for the growth and safeguarding of the aerospace sector in Wales and the UK.

In September 2004, MoD took the decision (as a result of the End-to-End review) to transfer work on the
Harrier and the Tornado from DARA to RAF main operating bases. This has also resulted in the
announcement of approaching 1,000 job losses at DARA, St Athan.

TheWelshAssemblyGovernment has consistently stated that it believes this judgment was wrong. It does
not understand how, having constructed a new purpose-built facility for an organisation which has
consistently exceeded targets and reduced maintenance turn-round times, it can be better value to return
this work to main operating bases where such facilities do not exist.

TheWelshAssemblyGovernment has a real concern about the long-term viability of the StAthan facility,
which by design is intended to house fast fixed wing jets. The decision does not just threaten the St Athan
Aerospace Park proposition, it also has a potential impact on the critical mass of the nationally important
aerospace engineering cluster that exists in South-East Wales.

With a world-wide and UK shortage of aerospace engineers, the existing skilled workforce at the facility
is the main attraction for aerospace companies when they consider St Athan. However, the fast timetable
for job reductions makes it incredibly diYcult to attract suYcient new job opportunities to the base before
the essential skills are lost to the wider economy.

Nonetheless, “TeamWales” has been constructive at all stages and is committed to transforming StAthan
into anAerospace Centre of excellence employing a significant number of people in well paid jobs.With this
very much in mind, following the End to End review announcement a joint inter-Government Working
Group between Welsh Assembly Government and the MoD was formed, with representation from the
Wales OYce and the DTI, to take the St Athan project forward. This Working Group operates from a
permanent project oYce on the StAthan site with dedicated human and financial resource fromboth parties.
The MoD has been extremely supportive in this endeavour and we are grateful for their continued
commitment.

The joint Government team has been activelymarketing the aerospace park and as a result, there has been
and continues to be interest from a number of aerospace operators. The development recently secured its
first two civil aerospace occupiers, ATC Lasham and the TES Group. DARA’s eVorts in making the Twin
Peaks building available for ATC Lasham’s occupation within a prohibitively short time-scale are
particularly to be applauded in the circumstances.

However, it is a fact of life that eVorts to attract corporate players are bound to be aVected by the
uncertainty over DARA’s long term presence at the site, with all this implies in terms of retaining the critical
mass of skilled labour needed to make a long term success of the aerospace park concept. Notwithstanding
this, the Welsh Assembly Government and its Team Wales partners are totally committed to doing
everything that needs to be done to give St Athan a new future in the Knowledge Economy. MoD support
for this, now and in the future, will be indispensable.
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